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Free! A 16-page
high fidelity education.

The entire "Fisher Philosophy"
ad series, reprinted by

popular demand.
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Playing records with some cartridges is like
listening to Isaac Stern play half a violin.

The trouble with some stereo
cartridges is that they don't offer
even reproduction across the
entire musical spectrum.

In the important
upper audio frequencies,
some cartridges suffer as much
as a 50% loss in music power.

So, there's a lack of definition
in the reproduction of violins, as
well as clarinets, oboes, pianos,
the organ and other instruments
which depend on the overtones
and harmonics in the upper
frequency range for a complete
tonal picture.

The Pickering XV-15 cartridge
delivers 100% music power 100%
of the time. Which is why we call

it "The 100% Music Power
Cartridge." At 100% Music
Power, all the instruments are
distinct and clear, because the
XV-15's have no music -robbing
output drop anywhere in the entire
audio spectrum. It makes an
enormous difference!

Pickering XV-15 stereo
cartridges are priced from $29.95
to $65.00, and there's one to fit
anything you play records with.
For more information write:
Pickering & Co., Inc.,
101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview,
Long Island, New York 11803.

Cartridge power does this to the instruments:
A 50% music power cartridge The Pickering XV-15 gives you
can mask some musical instruments. 100% Music Power 100% of the time.
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Pickering. The 100% music power cartridge.
"for those who can hear I the difference"

All Pickering cartridges are designed for use with all 2 and 4 -channel matrix derived compatible systems.
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We Took the Cows Out
and the Barn Collapsed

On Saturday, April 8, 1972, at approximately 11:30 in the morning, our
eighty -year -old barn passed away. Now, that may not mean much to you, but
to a staff composed largely of New York City expatriates working in a reno-
vated farmhouse in western Massachusetts it meant a great deal. Veteran
readers of HIGH FIDELITY may recall various paeans to the barn in early
issues, written as only citified editors could. True, in recent years the barn
had served only to store old files and magazines, but we once did use it tele-
ologically. When we bought our present Publishing House from Pete
Adams twenty years ago, we acquired with it not only the barn and a still -

standing chicken coop, but cows (three) and chickens. At first we let them
stay. But then, with tragic shortsightedness due no doubt in part to our ur-
ban ignorance, we evicted them on the dubious grounds that since we could
find no gainful publishing employment for the animals, we would no longer
provide them with room and board.

And that, according to an old farm hand hereabouts, was the beginning
of the end of the barn. Apparently the
heat of the cows-and of their (non-
dairy) produce-had kept the struc-
ture's walls warm and moist. Once the
cows were removed, the walls began
to dry out and, eventually, to buckle.
In the end, five thin trees were all that
seemed to be supporting the protrud-
ing right side of the Old Gal, and so
last March, for safety's sake, we were
forced to plan her euthanasia. The ac-
companying photos tell the rest of the
story.

However, in the sense that nothing ever really dies, the barn too will carry
on, for he that carteth away also createth. Eighteen -foot beams are almost
impossible to come by these days, and we gave the remains to a builder in
exchange for his tearing down the shell.

So our barn shall endure, as we must too, and specifically with next
month's "ANNUAL RECORDINGS ISSUE." Included will be a PRE-
VIEW OF THE FORTHCOMING SEASON'S RECORDINGS, as well
as a triptych of features on HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR RECORDS.
AMERICA'S CHANGING TASTES IN POPULAR MUSIC will review
the implications of the thirty-year changeover from "Your Hit Parade"
to Billboard's "Hot 100." And for those of you interested in continuing
your audio education, we will teach you HOW TO UNDERSTAND OUR
POWER AMP CHARTS AND GRAPHS.
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There's more behind the BOSE 901
than just a reflecting wall.

Research
The 901 DIRECT/REFLECTING®

speaker system is the result of the most
intensive research program that has
been conducted into the physical
acoustics and psychoacoustics of loud-
speaker design. The research that gave
birth to the 901 in 1968 began in 1956
and continues today to explore the
frontiers of sound reproduction. Copies
of the Audio Engineering Society paper,
'ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS'
by Dr. A. G. Bose, are available from
the Bose Corp. for fifty cents.

Technology
As might be expected, the product

that emerged from 12 years of research
is technologically quite different from
conventional speakers. Some of the
major differences are:
1) The use of a multiplicity of acousti-
cally coupled full -range speakers to
provide a clarity and definition of musi-
cal instrument sounds that can not, to
our knowledge, be obtained with the
conventional technology of woofers,
tweeters, and crossovers.
2) The use of active equalization in
combination with the multiplicity of full
range speakers to provide an accuracy
of musical timbre that can not, to
our knowledge, be achieved with
speakers alone.
3) The use of an optimum combination
of direct and reflected sound to provide
the spatial fullness characteristic of
live music.
4) The use of a totally different fre-
quency response criterion-flat power
response instead of the conventional
flat frequency response-to produce
the full balance of high frequencies
without the shrillness associated with
conventional Hi-Fi.

Quality Control
It's a long way from a good theoreti-
cal design to the production of speakers
that provide you with all the musical
benefits inherent in the design. To this
end BOSE has designed a unique com-
puter that tests speakers for parameters
that are directly related to the percep-
tion of sound. There is only one such
computer in existence-designed by us
and used for you. In January alone it
rejected 9,504 speakers that will never
be used again in any BOSE product. It
is the speakers that survive the computer
tests that provide your enjoyment and
our reputotion.

Reviews
The BOSE 901 DIRECT/REFLECTING®

speaker is now the most highly reviewed
speaker regardless of size or price.
Read the complete text of reviewers
who made these comments:*

Julian Hirsch STEREO REVIEW.
"... I must say that have never heard
a speaker system in my own home which
could surpass, or even equal, the Bose
901 for overall 'realism' of sound."

e/e HIGH FIDELITY. "It is our opinion
riot this is the speaker system to own,
regardless of price if one wants the
ultimate in listening pleasure."

Irving Kolodin SATURDAY REVIEW.
"After a time trial measured in months
rather than weeks, this one can defi-
nitely proclaim Bose is best, big or small,
high or low."

Performance
You alone must be the judge of this.

Visit your BOSE dealer. Audition the 901
with your favorite records. We make
only one request. Before leaving, ask
nim to place the 901's directly on top of
the largest and most expensive speakers
he carries and then compare the sound.
You will know why we make this request
when you have made the experiment.

*For reprints of the reviews circle our
number on your readers service card.

You can hear the difference now.

NATICK, MA. 01760

BOSE 901 DIRECT/REFLECTINGL
Speaker System, Stereo Pair.
including Active Equalizer,
$476. Slightly higher south
and west. Pedestal optional
extra. Covered by patent
rights issued and pending.
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Fergetten Singers

J. E. Bonk's letter [May 1972] seconding Peter
G. Davis' request for more recordings of the
great soprano Astrid Varnay really hits home.

Without a doubt, Varnay is the most un-
justly neglected female singer of modern
times-strange and shameful when one con-
siders her definitive Elektra (which she was
still singing better than anyone else as late as
1967) and Kundry, to say nothing of the other
roles in her repertory that demanded to be im-
mortalized on disc.

To be sure, bad luck has dogged Varnay
throughout her career-from her spectacular
Met debut as a twenty -three -year -old Sieg-
linde in 1941 (the day before the bombing of
Pearl Harbor) to the present. One might on the
surface consider her career part of another
"Too Much, Too Soon" syndrome, but such
was not quite the case. During her formative
years at the Met she was used far too
frequently as a replacement artist, but her fine
technique held up in all cases, while her ever -
deepening artistry was an increasing delight to
all those who chose to use scores as a reference
to performance.

Indeed, her performances of every role she
sang at the Met (including her Santuzza and
Amelia in Boccanegra) were models of musi-
cal accuracy, dramatic comprehension, and
communication equaled only by Maria Callas
in our time. Perhaps Callas was right in turn-
ing down her first Met contract in 1945-she
too might have become another singer taken
for granted. Like Callas, Astrid Varnay is one
of that select group of singers, whose every
performance teaches one something and they
should be heard.

William Zakariasen
San Francisco, Calif.

I found the article "Vocal Gems From Singers
the Met Overlooked" by Dale Harris quite in-
teresting [May 1972]. My collection is heavily
vocal-I began collecting in the late Twenties
when it was believed that records were dead-
and I have spent many hours looking through
stacks of 78s in second-hand furniture stores,
Goodwill and Salvation Army stores, finding
many wonderful recordings in the process.

Opinions about singers of the past will al-
ways differ I suppose. Mr. Harris raved about
the merits of Berta Kiurina while I have al-
ways found her dull and uninteresting: he
cares not at all for Felicie Hilni-Mihacsek, an
artist I greatly admire. The first record I found
by Huni-Mihacsek was a gold label Brunswick
of "Per pieta, ben idol mio" from Cosi fan tune,
the most beautifully sung rendition of this dif-
ficult aria in my collection, matched only by
the great version by Eleanor Steber. While this
aria is not included on the Club 99 LP. I find
most of the items on this record superbly per-
formed.

G. Ward Evans
Akron, Ohio

Varnay-forgotten?

Dale Harris' review of London's "Arias from
Forgotten Operas" [June 1972], brought me a
real thrill in the discovery that someone has fi-
nally resurrected "A h, se to dormi" from Vac-
cai's Giulietta e Romeo. I learned this aria, a
favorite of Malibran's, many years ago after
finding it in an old volume entitled Opera Airs
for Contralto. I wrote to a number of cele-
brated singers suggesting that they include it in
recital programs but never got a response. In
fact, I have never heard anyone sing it. al-
though it is a lovely number and as Mr. Harris
says "lies beautifully in the voice." I look for-
ward to obtaining the record, though Mr. Har-
ris' reservations about the singer make me
wish that it had been recorded by Grace Bum-
bry or Marilyn Home or Christa Ludwig.

A. R. Blacksmith
San Diego. Calif.

Frightened Soprano

Although I agree for the most part with Dale
Harris' review of the new Maria Callas recital
[May 1972], there are some rather obvious in-
consistencies that I feel he should explain to
his readers. Mr. Harris explains that in 1960
(the date for the Pirata sessions), Callas "was
still able to summon up sufficient resources to
give expression to her dramatic vision." How-
ever, a few lines previous to this remark. he
states that the remakes of Norma and Lucia
were "unjustifiable vocal risks." How can this
be true since both of the remakes were re-
corded before the Pirata sessions?

Also. I don't seem to understand how he
knows that Callas was so "frightened" when
she stepped before the microphones to record
the arias from Ballo and Aida. Of course. the
interpretations sound frightened: Both
Amelia and Aida are very frightened ladies!
How does he divorce the way Callas is inter-
preting her roles from the way she is feeling
personally at the time? I myself have been a
fan of this lady for quite a few years: I too
have felt that she had a great deal to offer with
an uneven vocal instrument. Mr. Harris ob-
viously feels the same way. but I do think he
has some explaining to do.

J. Edward Kauffman
Philadelphia. Pa.

Mr. Harris replies: Mr. Kauffman misreads my
words. Cal/as, I said, sounds hobbled, even

Callas-frightened?

frightened. 1 have no inside knowledge about
Callas' personal feelings, only the evidence of
my ears. In my opinion the fear ascribed by Mr.
Kauffman to the characters of Amelia and Aida
is not at all what Callas projects; what she pro-
jects is fear at having to cope with their music.
As for the remakes of Lucia and Norma, these
remain for me unjustifiable vocal risks-that is
sadly inferior, at times inadequate, remakes of
long, difficult roles which she had already re-
corded with great artistic success in her vocal
prime. Her 1964 Carmen is even further below
the standards she had set for herself in the
middle '50s.

Four -Channel Plot

I read T. E. Wall's letter in your April 1972 is-
sue. He is partly correct in his remarks about
four -channel reproduction as being a scheme
to make money for both the record and audio
industry. However, he has overlooked the suc-
cess of color TV and two -channel stereo.
These improvements made money and kept
the American consumer happy: doubtlessly
quadraphonics will do the same. It is a never-
ending cycle of human development. My ad-
vice to Mr. Wall is "if you can't beat them. join
them."

In reference to Mr. Molina's letter about
your tasteless cover on the November 1971 is-
sue, 1 should like to tell him where he may find
a worse one. He need only walk to the nearest
magazine stand to the pornography section.

Robin Hollar
Hickory.. N. C.

Space -Age Caruso

In the past few years, the sound of historic
recordings has been enhanced by using filters.
tape splicing. etc. However, acoustic recording
techniques introduced painful distortion in
transducing sound onto groove, distortion
which can't be filtered out.

A lot of progress has been made recently in
signal recognition theory-for example, to im-
prove TV pictures coming back from space
probes. Also, we have simulation techniques
that could simulate distortions made by earls
recording equipment in processing audio sig-
nals. Using such mathematical procedures
and a digital computer. it would seem that
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HERE IS THE WORLD'S
ENTIRE SELECTION OF

AUTOMATIC TURNT ILES
WITH ZERO

TRACKING ERROR.
There they are. All one of them.
Garrard's Zero 100, the only

automatic turntable with Zero
llacking Error.

Not that there haven't been
attempts by other turntable
makers. Many have tried. This is
the first to succeed. And it has
succeeded brilliantly. Expert
reviewers say it's the first time
they've been able to hear the
difference in the performance of a
record player...that the Zero 100
actually sounds better.

It's all because of a simple but
superbly engineered tone arm.
An articulating auxiliary arm,
with critically precise pivots,
makes a continuous adjustment
of the cartridge angle as it moves

from the outside grooves toward
the center of the record.

This keeps the stylus at a 90°
tangent to the grooves. Conse-
quently tracking error is reduced
to virtual zero. (Independent test
labs have found the test instru-
ments they use are incapable of
measuring the tracking error of
the Zero 100.) Theoretical calcula-
tions of the Zero 100's tracking
error indicate that it is as
low as 1/160 that of conventional
tone arms.

Zero tracking error may be the
most dramatic aspect of Zero 100,
but it has other features of
genuine value and significance.
Variable speed control; illuminated
strobe; magnetic anti -skating;

viscous -damped cueing; 15°
vertical tracking adjustment; the
patented Garrard Synchro-Lab
synchronous motor; and
exclusive two -point record sup-
port in automatic play.

The reviewers have done
exhaustive reports on Zero 100.
We believe they are worth
reading, so we'd be happy to send
them to you along with a 12 -page
brochure on the Zero 100. Write
to us at: British Industries Co.,
Dept. H22,Westbury, N.Y. 11590

GARRARD
ZERO 100

$19995
less base and cartridge

Mfg. by Plessey Ltd. Dist. by British Industries Co.



What
you hears is

what you
gets.

When you stop to think about it, the
claims made for some headphones
seem to border on the ridiculous.

You've read about phones that sup-
posedly go from the subsonic to the
ultrasonic, some that employ woofers,
tweeters and crossover networks and
still others that are tested on and certi-
fied by dummies.

But the truth is that there is no com-
pletely reliable instrument method for testing headphones
or substantiating a manufacturer's performance claims.

So what's the prospective headphone buyer to do?
At Beyer, we've found the only reliable answer is

to trust your own ears.
And to help make it easier for you, we've reprinted an independent,

completely unbiased article called, "The Truth About Headphones,"
which we'll be happy to send you. It describes the difficulties involved
in testing headphones and goes on to tell you how to compare and
evaluate headphone performance for yourself.

Once you've had a chance to compare Beyer to the rest, we think
you'll end up buying Beyer.

Because, the truth about Beyer headphones is...what you hears 's
what you gets.

Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, New York 11791
CIRCLE 47 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

The Kleen Machine.

Records and dust.
If you enjoy one, must you suffer the

other?
Not with the new Bib Groov-Kleen.
Groov-Kleen is the most effective meth-

od yet devised for removing the dust and
dirt that accumulate on record surfaces.

Simple to use and install. Groov-Kleen
reduces record and stylus wear and im-
proves reproduction without the use of
any groove fouling liquids.

Handsomely crafted in chrome and
aluminum with black accents, Groov-
Kleen has a built-in arm rest and an ad-
justable counterweight to reduce drag
and minimize speed variations.

Available directly or from your nearest
dealer. Only $7.50.

audio signals could be "digitalized." read into
the computer, noise stripped off, and distor-
tions corrected.

Perhaps the idea of hearing Artur Nikisch
and Caruso recordings in modern sound is not
too farfetched. I wonder if you or your readers
have heard of any work along these lines.

Lawrence Huffman
Philadelphia, Pa.

Voice from Above

In R. D. Darrell's review of the Bernstein
Mass ["The Tape Deck." May 1972], he says
that Bernstein himself speaks the final words
at its conclusion: "The Mass is ended: go in
peace." Paul Hume makes the same observa-
tion in an article in the Washington Post on the
recording sessions for Mass. I'm quite familiar
with Leonard Bernstein's voice and there is no
doubt in my mind that those last seven words
are spoken, on my copy of Mass at least, by the
baritone, Alan Titus. not Bernstein. I bought
the album in New York very soon after it was
released last year. Did Columbia make a
change in later pressings, substituting Bern -
stein's voice for Titus'?

Stephen Sarper
Greenwich, Conn.

No, Alan Titus voices the final benediction on
all pressings of the Bernstein Mass. Bernstein's
voice was used at the live performances last Sep-
tember in Washington, which most likely ac-
counts for the confusion.

Poetic Justice

I do not purchase HIGH FIDELITY to read nur-
sery rhymes. Harris Goldsmith's "poem" criti-
cizing the Stokowski-led Tchaikovsky Fourth
[May 1972] is surely the absolute nadir for
your excellent publication in the decade I have
followed it. Mr. Goldsmith has condescended
to the reader to the point where I must assume
that he is not illiterate but antiliterate.

Arthur S. Krupicz
Erie, Pa.

It's high time Harris Goldsmith, reviewer,
Assume an approach that is newer.
No new disc stands the test:
"Toscanini's is best!"
His readers will shortly be fewer.

Donald A. Garofalo
Baltimore, Md.
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Here's your FREE
H1014IP II EMMY

"at home" shopping
service!
It's easy! All you do is
use the Reader Service
card at right ...
HIGH FIDE LITY's Read-
er Service Department
will take it from there.
It's as simple as 1, 2, 3!

Just circle the number
on the card that matches
the number below the
ad or editorial mention
that interests you.

You'll also find the key
numbers for advertised
products in the Adver-
tiser's Index.

Then type or print your
na me a nd address. Don't
forget your zip code, it's
important!

Drop the card into the
mail. No postage is
needed if mailed in the
United States.

You'll receive literature,
colorful brochures and
specifications about the
products that interest
you . . free and with-
out obligation!

Subscribe today by fill-
ing out the subscription
order card on the re-
verse side of this page.
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USE THIS POSTAGE -FREE CARD TO

J1
YOUR LISTENING

AND READING ENJOYMENT

'Now you can enjoy
the best in both musical

worlds-in one colorful magazine:
HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

 Please enter a one year subscription to HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL
AMERICA in my name. I'll receive 12 issues of HIGH FIDELITY, plus
about 32 pages per issue of news and reviews of important musical
happenings throughout the world -concert, opera, etc.-for only $14.

 Please enter my subscription to HIGH FIDELITY only. I want to take
advantage of your special offer of 15 issues for only $9.47.

n New Subscription E Payment enclosed
 Renewal E Bill me

Name

Address

City State Zip Code

For postage outside U.S.A., Possessions: Add $1.00 for
HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA subscription (12 months);

add $2.00 for HIGH FIDELITY subscription (15 months).

First Class
Permit No. 111

Cincinnati, Ohio

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States

Postage will be paid by-
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For the full story of music and
music makers today, be sure to
include MUSICAL AMERICA as
part of your HIGH FIDELITY sub-
scription.

In 32 sparkling pages, MUSICAL
AMERICA covers the live musi-
cal scene completely. You'll get
news, reviews and reports of im-
portant musical events all over
the world - written by critics who
know the score and how to write
about it with wit as well as au-
thority. You'll meet today's out-
standing conductors, composers
and performers... learn how they
work and live . . . what they think

limand say about music-and about
each other.

10
MUSICAL AMERICA adds a newt
dimension to HIGH FIDELITY-
and to your enjoyment of music.
Use the postage -free card to start
copiescoming your way regularly.

(MUSICAL AM ERICA isavailable
only by subscription .. . and only
with HIGH FIDELITY. It is not
sold on newsstands. Another im-
portant reason for you to use the.
subscription card now.)



AN ANNUAL EVENT

The 1972 Buyer's
Guide New World of
Tape is an up-to-date

directory of all the
major 8 -track, open -reel

& cassette recorders;
microphones; tapes;

4 -channel equipment;
headphones & accesso-

ries presently on the
market. Only $1.50

each!

The Consumer's Guide
to Four -Channel Sound

is a comprehensive di-
rectory of quadriphonic
equipment - what it is

and how it works -
with evaluations of

various systems, tips on
converting your present

set-up to four -channel
and a guide to which
system will best suit

your budget. Only
$1.50 each!

PLUS

1972 BUYER'S GUIDE

new world of tape
cassettes wznarlp
8 -track

open reel

microphones
accessories

quadraphonics
video

crfrirgittivr: Ivo 4.1.0

FOUR -CHANNEL SOUND

What Is 4 -Channel Sound and
How Does It Work?

How You Can
Convert Your r -1"P"' Set -Up

Complete Directory of
4 -Channel Equipment

PHOTO
1111111M2
GUIDE IN
Latest Test
Reports
35mm.:
& special
purpose
cameras

Up to date
reports on
latest
lenses

MODERN ANNUM
PHOTOGRAPHY
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The 1972 Photo Buying
Guide contains a listing
of photographic equip-
ment, with a lens -by -
lens & camera -by -
camera appraisal spe-
cially edited for ama-
teur and professional
photographers. Only
$1.25 each!

nual consists entirely of
portfolios contributed
by 32 world-renowned
photographers. This
unique collector's item
contains 124 extraor-
dinary color and b&w
photographs - and
many of these contem-
porary works have
never been published
before. Only $1.50
each!

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS ANNUAL EVENT, SIMPLY FILL OUT & MAIL THE COUPON BELOW WITH YOUR PAYMENT.

Annual Single Copy Sales
c/o High Fidelity & Modern Photography
2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

Please send me the following Annuals:

1972 Buyer's Guide New World of Tape, $1.50

1972 Photo Buying Guide, $1.25.

Consumer's Guide to Four -Channel Sound, $1.50

1972 Photo Annual, $1.50.

copies

copies

copies

copies

L

Enclosed is a 0 check 0 money order
for $ as payment.

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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Listen to what you've been missing
in cassette sound.

You'll hear sound you
may never have heard
before. Brilliant highs and
rich lows. Both beautifully
balanced in one great
cassette.

You need both highs and
lows because all music
contains both. High fre-
quencies provide "life" and
presence. Low frequencies
add fullness and depth..
And unless your cassette
can deliver them in proper
balance, the sound that
comes out simply can't

be as great as the sound
you out in.

"Scotch" sound experts
know this. So we've
developed a tape cassette
significantly superior,
across both frequencies,
to any other cassette
we've ever made. And any
we've listened to. We call
it High Energy.

High Energy will perform
superbly on any cassette
recorder, no matter how
much you paid for it. Or how
little. Without special
switches or adjustments
of any kind. You'll get
the great sound you've been
missing-with "Scotch"
Brand High Energy Cassettes

For non -cassette record-
ing fans, there's great sound,
too, on "Scotch" 206 and
207 Low Noise/High Output
reel tapes and "Scotch"
Low Noise 8 -track cartridges.

Beach towel offer! Get a
colorful 34"x62" towel, only
$2.00 with coupon in special
twin -packs of "Scotch"
Cassettes. Look for Summer
with Sound display where
you buy cassettes. Hurry,
quantity is limited.

COMPANY

"Scotch- 13 a registered trademark of 3M Co

Behind a great sound, there's a great
cassette "Scotch" High Energy.



People
are talking
about
MKnurn
Opuc

Creators of "Dynamic Damping"
PATENTED

A new concept in
Loudspeaker Technology

Werner Klemperer,
Film and T. V. Actor "No shelf
speaker I have ever heard
comes even close to the
Opus -7 in authenticity and
delineation of individual
instruments...as to the Opus

24A-altogether unbelievable. Owners of
Crown, Marantz, and other fine amplifiers will
be flabbergasted".

Barbara Cook,
Broadway Actress and Singing
Star. "The sound is gorgeous.
Voices and instruments are
completely natural. Orchestral
crescendos are so solid they

seem organic. You can feel the air around
each instrument."

Magnum Opus Loudspeakers are available
in 5 Models, Priced from $129. to $795.

For additional information and Dealer List
write or phone-

MKnunn
PELECTRONICS LTD.

220 West 19 St., New York, N.Y. 10011
(212) 255-8156
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speaking of
records

The Baroque (top) and Emperor
Organs in the Toledo Cathedral are fine

examples of Spanish instruments with
their fanlike Trompetas Reales.

An Organ Tour

with E. Power Biggs
HIGH FIDELITY: We see, Mr. Biggs, that
one of Columbia's new releases is a

sampling of your performances on
twenty-four organs in Europe. That's a
lot of organs. How long have you been
exploring, and how do you find these in-
struments?

E. POWER BIGGS: Most of the historic
organs are pretty well known to organ-
ists, at least in books. Concert trips that I
made in the early 1950s, all the way from
Iceland to Spain, led naturally to the
idea of recording. Of course a recording
is vastly more complicated than a con-
cert. After advance correspondence, I

have to make a preliminary visit to de-
cide what repertoire best suits the instru-
ment. Then if all goes well, a later trip is
planned with the recording director, the
engineers, and the pile of recording
equipment. Sometimes it can take as
many as three visits to begin a record.

H.F.: How do you determine repertoire?

E.P.B.: My "concept," if you want to use
a big word, is to play the music of the
composers of different countries on the
organs they wrote for. Because the in-
strument and the composer are very
much one thing. Or, that is, the compos-
er's style grew out of the instrument-af-
ter all, the instrument was there before
he was. Musicians are continually ar-

guing, you know, about tempos and such
things. How fast did Bach play such and
such a work? What did he do with such
and such an ornament? How did he
handle organ registration, the choice of
stops? What did he do about cadenzas?
And of course nobody knows now, not
really. But when you play an instrument
that Bach played, you are in contact with
him, you are hearing the sounds that he
heard, or very close. And this of course
applies to composers like Buxtehude.
Handel, and Mozart.

H.F.: What makes a good "Bach" organ?

E.P.B.: It has to be articulate, incisive,
and clear in its total ensemble. It has to
have the sort of sound "that you can see
the music through." That necessitates
the type of pipe -voicing and a sensitive
playing action-direct mechanical con-
nection between finger and pipe valve-
of the organs of Bach's day.

H.F.: How did the invitation to go into
East Germany reach you?

E.P.B.: The recording company there,
through Columbia records, asked me to
come to both Leipzig and Freiberg in
Saxony. They were very generous, they
gave us a week in each place to record.
We had all-night recording sessions. In
Leipzig they had two policemen outside
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If you're going to steal an idea,
steal from the best.

"When the Citation components
were in their final design phases
we had the rare opportunity to see
some of the first engineering
prototypes and we have never
quite gotten over the dedication

highly qualified engineering team
and enthusiasm exhibited by the

that 'gave birth' to those winners.
Small wonder, then, that we were

elated to find that the Model 930 receiver
4 istebarfbrain -child

many ofw
ld of that

oneteam. wouldIt

aboundsbounds
Citation

have thought impossible to incorporate in a receiver
at this attractive price. Of course, the Citation 12 boasts

more power (60 watt rms per channel), but then again the
[Citation 11 preamplifier and the Citation 12 power amplifier]

combination retails for a cool $600.00 or so, as opposed to just
under $400.00 for this receiver. The rest of the circuit refinements

are there, though, including the twin power supplies (not negative and
positive voltages supplied by one power transformer, but actually two
complete power supplies including two separate power transformers),
super -wide frequency response and power bandwidth, fantastic square
wave response and rise time, and conservative and meaningful power
ratings that can serve as a model to the rest of the industry. All this plus
a superior tuner section make the 930 a receiver that even the died-in-
the- wool 'separatists' should take a good look at:'

Audio Magazine, June, 1972

FOR THE COMPLETE REVIEW OF THE 930 AND FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE HARMAN/ICA RDON LINE,
WRITE: HARMAN/KARDON, INC., COMMUNICATIONS DEPT., 55 AMES COURT, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803.

Distributed in Canada by Harman/Kardon of Canada, Ltd., 9429 Cote de Liesse Rd , Montreal 760, Quebec. The Music Cornpany
harman / kardon



WHY YOU CAN'T BUY

A USED CROWN
You may have puzzled about the rare avail-

ability of Crown tape recorders on the used mar-
ket. Perhaps you even have a friend who refuses
to part with his aging Crown at any price. Well,
the typical Crown owner is not only a careful
shopper, he knows when something is too valuable
to lose. After all, why should he trade when his
4 -year old Crown still turns out crisp, perfect
recordings with greater fidelity than most brand
new hi-fi tape decks?

One reason for this is that the Crown line is
a professional line of tape recorders and play-
ers - that is, designed for audio pros who make
their living by recording. Crown does not bow to
the popular philosophy of "planned obsolescence",
where the manufacturer automatically outdates
last year's line by bringing out all new models
each year. Indeed, since Crown first introduced
modular solid state record ng in 1963 (four years
before any other manufacturer), the basic design
has not been significantly altered - so advanced
was its concept. State-of-the-art currency is
maintained by incorporating new features into
current models, only when they mean an advan-
tage in either performance or price.

But even these are not the reasons a Crown
owner would give for treasuring a venerable old
model. He would say it's the sound - that match-
less recording and playback fidelity that has be-
come synonymous with the Crown name. For ex-
ample, the SX724 4 -track stereo deck at 7'/zips de-
livers a frequency response of + 2dB 30-25,000
Hz, with hum and noise at -60dB, and maximum
wow and flutter of 0.09%. (When comparing spec-
ifications, keep in mind that, unlike most hi-fi
manufacturers, Crown guarantees its specs for
minimum long-term performance; actual opera-
tion is often even better.)

If you would like your tape deck to record as
good years from now, as when new, we suggest
that you visit your local Crown dealer soon. (Just
don't expect to find a used Crown - at any price.)

* MADE ONLY IN AMERICA *

8 ="mIFINSAiwm/SI
BOX 1000, ELKHART, INDIANA, 46514, U S A.
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the church all night long, stopping all
traffic, all pedestrians, all noise. It was
very moving. You have no idea. It's a
sort of mecca, you know, for an organist.
There's a little plaque on the wall and all
it says is, "Here Johann Sebastian Bach
lived and worked." That's all. St.
Thomas was a simple parish church and
still is. That was Bach, you see.

H.F.: Do organs have what might be de-
scribed as national characteristics?

E.P.B.: Indeed they do, strong ones.
Spanish organs, for instance, usually
have no pedals; they do have wonderful
trumpet pipes-Trompetas Reales or
Royal Trumpets-that spread out hori-
zontally in a fan shape. And as I've said,
music and instruments are one thing-
one grew out of the other. In the case of
the Spanish composers, they were either
very pious, very ecclesiastical, in the
manner of Cabezon-very wonderful,
with severe counterpoint, like Palestrina
with a Spanish character. Or else they
were just flamboyant and gay, like An-
tonio Soler. Either very pious, right on
their knees, or having a hell of a good
time. In some places-in Portugal, for in-
stance-a church may have six organs. In
Toledo. which I think is my favorite
Spanish cathedral, they have three huge
organs, two of them on either side of the
choir, with trumpet pipes fanning out in
both directions; and a third on the side,
the Emperor's Organ, only played on
state occasions. You couldn't find a
greater contrast between this sort of
thing and the simple parish church of St.
Thomas.

H.F.: What about English organs?

E.P.B.: English organs tend to have a
mellow sound, a fullness, a spaciousness.
And that's what you need for Handel.
England once had a number of wonder-
ful organs and along came Cromwell
and smashed them. (People say it wasn't
Cromwell, but somebody did them in.) In
any case, for the continuos in "The Mag-
nificent Mr. Handel" [Columbia 30058
and 31206] I used an organ actually built
to Handel's specifications. His librettist
for Messiah, Charles Jennens. was a
wealthy man who fancied himself a
poet; he and Handel knew each other for
years. though they were always falling
out. Jennens wanted to build an organ
for his music room and asked Handel for
his advice on specifications for the pipes.
Handel's reply is still in existence and the
organ was built just as he recommended.
Later, it was moved from Jennens' music
room to the parish church of the Earl of
Aylesford's estate in Packington-a
lovely place. the church is out in the
fields, with no traffic noise, no one
around. This is where we made the
record. The only trouble was that one

day during the recording session the Earl
was taking friends pheasant shooting.
and every now and then we'd get a
"bang" on the tape when somebody
fired a shot. We had to do quite a few re-
takes.

H.F.: Getting back to the Continent, what
about instruments there?

E.P.B.: Well, Holland has some wonder-
ful organs. Being a poor country in the
1800s they were careful to preserve their
old ones, and of course now they're very
proud of them. There is a superb organ
in Haarlem which Mozart played on
when he was twelve-you can still see in
the registry the notes about the day he
came, and how he amazed everyone.
Naturally, I used this organ for a record-
ing of Mozart's organ music-"Mozart at
Haarlem." Then, French organs-they
are quite distinct. They tend to have a
reedy sound, good for Couperin.

H.F.: Have you exhausted the organ pos-
sibilities in Europe yet?

E.P.B.: Heavens no. There are hundreds
of good organs still not recorded, many
of them in small obscure places that the
world has passed by. After all, if you've
got an organ in Hamburg, it gets bombed
out every thirty years. Now, there's an
organ in Dresden, just being restored,
that I'd like to play sometime.

H.F.: Other than pheasant shooting. are
there any special recording problems in
the churches you've been to?

E.P.B.: In the beginning it was difficult to
deal with acoustical problems, but now
microphones are so much improved, so
highly developed and sensitive, that
their capabilities seem almost unlimited.
One of the main problems. though. is
how to get the microphones up. The or-
gan pipes are always so high, and the
thing to do is to get the mikes even
higher. Sometimes the engineers have
spent a whole day suspending mikes
from the roof. There was one company,
not Columbia. who tried balloons. They
put the microphone in a balloon and the
chap walked about with the balloon on
the end of a string. I think it worked-ex-
perimentally. that is. He found more or
less the best positions. But then he
couldn't hold the mike really steady and
mikes are pretty expensive items to have
just floating around in the air!

H.F.: Tell us about the quadraphonic
record you've just made at St. George's
Church here in New York ["Antiphonal
Music for Organ. Brass, and Percus-
sion." Columbia 31193].

E.P.B.: St. George's is a wonderful place.
Wonderful acou,tics. We've got a really
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...among other things
it has the world's first
universal four -channel
decoder.

The'new EVR-4x4 Four -Channel AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Look at all you get: 4 complete
amplifier channels, multiple<
stereo FM with ceramic IF .

filter, niegrated circuit AM,
main and remote speaker out-
puts, 4 -channel headphone
jacks, front/back and left/right
balance controls, tuning meter,
stereo i.-Idicator light, FM
muting defeat switch, full 07o-
visior for 4 -channel tape or
future "discrete" disc inputs...
it's all tnere. And for only
$249.95 suggested retail.

But there's an important

bonus. A built-in STEREO -4*
universal decoder that auto-
matically decodes any matrix
FM, records, or tapes just as
the record producer intenced
you to hear them ±2%. No
switches to change. Simply
play any encoded 4-nannel
material and :he E -V
STEREO -4 decoder daes the
rest. Perfectly.

This is the universal Decode'

',Gaon
COMPANY

the industry has been waiting
for. It's the circuit we invented
that ends the confusion in
matrix sound. And it's also
superb 'or enhancing your
present library of 2 -channel
stereo records by revealing
hider environmental scunds.

Write us for complete tech-
nical specifications if ycu
w But better still, hear the
EN/R-4)(4 at your nearest
Electro-Voice showroom. The
sound you hear will make
your day.

E -V Trade Mark. E -V 4 -channel products are produced under U. S. Patent elo. 3.832,886.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 824H, 619 Cecil Street, Buchanan Michigan 49107
In Europe: Electro-Voice, S. A., ROrnerstrasse 4-9, 2560 Nidau, Switzerland
In Canada: EV of Canada, Ltd., Gananoque, Ontario



BUDGET BEST SELLERS
THE COMPLETE SYMPHONIES
OF HAYDN

Now available:
Vol. 1-Symphonies 65 to 72
STS -15135/8

Vol. 2-Symphonies 57 to 64
STS -15131/4

Vol. 3-Symphonies 49 to 56
STS -15127/30
Vol. 4-Symphonies 73 to 81
STS -15182/5

Vol. 5-Symphonies 82 to 92
The Philharmonia Hungarica -
Antal Dorati
STS -15229/34

R. Strauss: ALSO SPRACH
ZARATHUSTRA
The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra-Herbert von Karajan
STS -15083

Rodrigo: CONCIERTO DE
ARANJUEZ FOR GUITAR AND
ORCHESTRA : FANTASIA PARA
UN GENTILHOMBRE
Narciso Yepes-The National
Orchestra of Spain-Ataulfo
Argenta (Concierto)-Rafael
Fruhbeck de Burgos (Fantasia)
STS -15199

Schumann: PIANO CONCERTO
IN A MINOR
Dinu Lipatti

Schumann: LE CARNAVAL
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
-Ernest Ansermet
STS -15176

t07007C STERE071.easurY
LONDON'S GREAT BUDGET SERIES
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dbx 117
expansion
gives your

records
20 db more

dynamic
range

Ever wondered why records seem to have less dynamic
range than live performances? Commercial record
producers typically sacrifice as much as 20 db of dy-
namic range through compression (for reasons we
explain in our literature).

The dbx 117 Deci I inear Expander restores up to 20 db of
the dynamics missing from records, tapes, and FM
broadcasts. The Model 117 also lets you make profes-
sionally noise -free, full range recordings on even a
modestly priced tape recorder.

The stereo dbx 117 is sold by better audio
dealers or the factory at $145. dbx, Incorporated,
296 Newton Street. Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

bang-up record. We chose pieces that
were well suited to four -channel sound.
and I spent a couple of weeks experi-
menting with registration. The church
has four divisions of organ pipes in the
front and one in the rear gallery. and we
recorded on two-inch tape with sixteen
microphones.

H.F.: How do you feel about quadra-
phonic sound as compared to stereo?

E.P.B.: 1, ell, mono gave you the sound
from one opening. through a telescope,
so to speak. Stereo spread that sound in
front of you. What quad does, in the case
of St. George's, is to give you the length
of the church behind you. It puts the
whole box of the church over you. This
recording can be played in stereo of
course, and then the organ in the rear
gallery simply appears in the middle of
the front.

The music on the record-works by
Gigout, Dupre. Widor. Strauss-is all
played absolutely au nature!. It is strictly
musical, no tricks. They weren't neces-
sary. We rescored in certain cases. The
Strauss, called Processional Entry for
Festival Occasions, was originally scored
for twenty-four wind instruments. Then
Max Reger added the organ part, and we
rescored for the possibilities of St.
George's. But it remains essentially as
Strauss wrote it. plus Reger. It's a won-
derful piece. and the conductor, Maurice
Peress, has a simply magnificent concep-
tion of it-a very Wagnerian conception.
Terrific sonority.

H.F.: What is your reaction to Bach recit-
als given with lights and in all sorts of
modern guises-with the Moog. and so
forth?

E.P.B.: Well, Bach "assembled" on the
Moog is vastly ingenious and entertain-
ing. As for electronic imitation "or-
gans"-I don't play them because for me
their sounds fall too short of the music.
Real music demands the real instrument.
and that implies not only an organ of
pipes but an organ built on historical
lines, a match for the wonderful organ
repertoire.

Albert Schweitzer was one of the first
to point out that authentic instruments
are best for Bach. He made the heretical
statement that the old organs were best
for old music. Recordings too have made
this point and organ building today is di-
rected toward creating a true. historically
correct sound. We are coming back to
the true identity of the organ and very
largely establishing it through the docu-
mentation of recordings.

[For a feature review of Mr. Biggs's latest
recordings, see page 601
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You don't get into
the Smithsonian Institution

on hearsay.

When we invented the
stereophone, we never
dreamed our invention
would be mentioned in the
same breath with Thomas
Edison's Phonograph and
Alexander Graham Bell's
Telephone.
The Sound of Koss has been music
to millions of ears since we invented
the Stereophone. But the honor of
being exhibited at the Smithsonian
Institution was music to our
ears . . . and a little
mind boggling.
When your Stereo -
phones are placed
side by side with
the great inventions
of Thomas Edison
and Alexander
Graham Bell, it's
kind of hard not to
come away rededicated.

Memorable firsts
The dedication of a selection of early
and contemporary Koss Stereo -
phones into the Smithsonian's elec-
trical science collection brought back
a lot of memories. The first Stereo -
phone, the Koss SP -3. The first (and
now patented) Self -Energizing Elec-
trostatic Stereophones. The first
driver designed exclusively for
Stereophones.

The world's finest
Stereophones
Koss Stereophones have come a
long way since our first Stereophone.

Our PRO-4AA-
on display in the
"Design is . . . "

exhibit at the Smith-
sonian's new Renwick
Gallery-offers a response
2 -full octaves beyond
other dynamics on the
market. Our Koss ESP -
9 Electrostatic Stereo -

phone provides a distor-
tion -free, wide -range

frequency response never
before possible in headphones . . .

flat ± 2 db monitoring over the en-
tire audible spectrum of 10 octaves.
Our Koss ESP -6 Electrostatic Stereo -
phone is the world's only patented
self-contained, self -energized Stereo -
phone. And our K 2 + 2 Quadrafone
was the first 4 -channel headphone on
the market.

The extra Sound of Koss
Take your favorite tape or record to
your Hi-Fi Dealer and hear what a
difference the Sound of Koss can
make. You'll hear everything you've
heard before, only better. Crystal
clear highs. Rich, deep bass. And

you'll hear things that you didn't
even know were in your tapes or
records. In fact, listening to your
music thru Koss Stereophones is like
getting a whole new music library.

Hearing is believing
The Sound of Koss it

is an institution
with audio-
philes. But
hearsay will
never do it
justice. You've
got to hear it to
believe it. So
take a record or
tape to your
Hi-Fi Dealer or
Department Store,
and hear why the Sound of Koss is
worth hearing ... from $15.95 to
$150. Write for our 16 -page color
catalog, c/o Virginia Lamm, Dept.
HF-172. It's the last word in Stereo-
phones. Or visit us at the Smithsonian.

KOSS STEREOPHONES
from the people who invented Stereophones

KOSS CORPORATION
4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53212
Koss S.r.1., Via dei Valtorta, 21 20127, Milan, Italy



HAD IT NOT BEEN for Frank Sinatra, I'd
never have heard of Alec Wilder. Few
others would have either.

In 1945 Sinatra conducted an album
of instrumental music by Wilder. An odd
amalgam of classical and jazz -inflected
music, the album, on 12 -inch, 78 -rpm
discs, sold more copies on Sinatra's
name than Wilder's.

As a teenage Sinatra fan, I was at-
tracted by the sheer novelty of Sinatra
conducting. (Wilder says he did indeed
conduct, and the music has never re-
ceived a better reading.) But then I fell in
love with Wilder's subtle and infectious
music for and of itself.

Wilder, I learned in later years, wrote
the choral arrangements with which Si-
natra recorded during the record ban of
the 1940s. He also wrote the music for
such superb songs as While We're Young
and I'll Be Around and highly literate
man that he is, occasionally turned his
hand to lyrics as well.

I was awed when I met Wilder during
the early 1960s. He was a legend. By now
I was familiar with his octets as well as
his songs. He had gone on, writing his
lovely, eccentric music for symphony or-
chestras, chamber groups, and indeed
whatever instrumental combinations
caught his fancy. His music was unclassi-
fiable. What kind of composer do you
call Alec Wilder? Popular? Classical?
Jazz? To refuse to be classified can, in
America-unlike other countries-lead
to professional suicide. And so the
record industry had gone on ignoring
this extraordinarily interesting and origi-
nal composer while proclaiming any
number of guitar -toting clodpolls as

the lees side

A
Milestone
for
Alec Wilder

poets, artists, and geniuses. The neglect
of Alec Wilder is one of the major dis-
graces of a record industry which has al-
ready amassed an onerous list.

One of Alec Wilder's greatest achieve-
ments, happily, is not being ignored. It is
a book, published recently by Oxford
University Press, titled American Popu-
lar Song: The Great Innovators,
1900-1950. I have never seen such a
book. It is not a collection of anecdotes
about how Rodgers met Hart at Colum-
bia University, how Gershwin would lin-
ger outside Jerome Kern's house hoping
to hear the master play, and that sort of
thing. It is an analysis of major American
composers and their "popular" music by
a peer. The book needed to be written,
and fortunately when at last it was, the
work was not done by some pedant, or
worse still some overzealous fan, but by
the erudite, brilliant, and unpretentious
Mr. Wilder. Alec Wilder has one of the
coolest and elegant intellects I have ever
encountered, and it is in evidence all
through his book.

Wilder's friend Willis Conover says in
a quote on the dust jacket that this is "the
only book about music I've ever stayed
up all night to finish." I tried that, but
gave up. The musical examples and har-
monic analyses are so fascinating that I
plan to spend about six months studying
the book, as I would a college course. In-
deed, the book should be used as a text in
music schools, and no doubt it will be.

Wilder laments in his introduction
that he could not quote more musical ex-
amples. Publishers of songs were tacky
about permissions, and "one publisher,"
he says, "absolutely refused me permis-

sion to quote from songs to which he
owns the copyrights until he could re-
view what I had said about the songs. I
found the implicit censorship appall-
ing."

Herein lies the reason American pop-
ular music, from its golden age (which is
what Wilder deals with; he thinks it went
all to hell in the 1960s, and so do I), is not
given proper scholarly recognition. It is
extremely difficult to get permission to
use quotes in order to analyze the music
properly. Thus the literary as well as mu-
sical achievement of pop music has gone
largely unsung. There is no such prin-
ciple as les droits de l'auteur in American
copyright law.

Wilder is an authentic eccentric, by
which I mean somebody who doesn't af-
fect it or work at it, but just is. He's one of
those people who always looks tweedy,
even in worsted fabrics. Erect of posture,
about six feet two, topped by a sweep of
straight gray hair, and strikingly hand-
some, he's one of those people who, if
you saw him enter a restaurant, would
make you think, "Who is that?" I imag-
ine that women have been powerfully
drawn to him over the years, and cer-
tainly he has superb taste in ladies. Yet
he's never married. "I don't trust them,"
he said to me once, but then laughed. It's
all a sham. Alec likes to play the cur-
mudgeon, the misanthrope. He's just not
very good at it. He loves women, and
little children, and nature, and things
like that. Corny, y'know?

He has no home. He maintains a mail-
ing address at the storied Algonquin Ho-
tel in New York, and sometimes he's ac-
tually there. Sometimes he's at the
Sheraton in Rochester, his home town.
(Any symphony people who want to per-
form some of his shamefully overlooked
music can write him at either place.) But
half the time, nobody knows where he is.
He calls me about every six weeks from
somewhere -out -there, being the greatest
telephone addict south of Glenn Gould.
Usually it's to tell me, "There's a new
book you simply muuuuust read!" There
are two men whose recommendations in
books I accept without question. Alec
Wilder is one of them.

Now I hope you will accept a recom-
mendation from me. Read Alec's book.
The price is $15, but it's worth every cent
of it. It is a milestone work of scholar-
ship, a massively important book-the
most important book, in my opinion,
ever written about American popular
music.

It has one shortcoming. While it gives
every important composer in the field-
at last-his just evaluation, it says not one
word about the music of Alec Wilder.
How ironic that Alec should be over-
looked even in his own book.
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Sony's new chromium dioxide cassette
tape is hungrier for high frequencies.

Sony chromium dioxide CRO-60 tape will
record up to 50% more volume before you
encounter distortion on playback. CRO-60 is
hungrier than other tapes for high frequencies.

This means more recorded sound than
standard cassette tapes before distortion sets in.

What you hear.
Far less distortion, a smoother frequency re-
sponse, and a greater dynamic range than
standard tape. Every aspect of the sound, espe-
cially the higher ranges, comes through with
sparkling fidelity.

Sony CRO-60 gets it all together from
bottom bass lows to high howlin' highs. And
everything in between.

A Sony tape for
every purpose.

The new Sony CRO-60 cassette
tape becomes a member of a
highly advanced line of tapes
for every recording requirement.

In addition to standard open reel, cas-
sette, and 8 -track cartridge tapes, Sony also
offers the finest in high performance tape: SLH-
180 Low -Noise High Output tape on 7" and
10'/2" reels, plus Ultra -High Fidelity Cassettes.

These high-perfoiTnance tape configura-
tions take advantage of the added performance
of today's highly sophisticated recorders by
providing wider dynamic range, greatly im-
proved signal-to-noise ratio, extended fre-
quency response, and reduced tape hiss.

How's your appetite?
Now if your appetite has been whetted and
you're hungry for more information or a demon-

stration of CRO-60 or any other Sony
tapes. get on down to your nearest

3ony/Superscope dealer (he's
listed in the yellow pages)

and get an earful.

SONY SUPER COPE

You never heard it so good
CIRCLE se ON READER -SERVICE CARD



What cassette decks, if any, do you think
are as good as open -reel decks in the
S200 -to -S400 price range? Do you advise
buying a cassette unit with built-in Dolby
circuitry or an outboard unit?-Gordon
Schunick, Randallstown, Md.
Among the Dolby cassette units on which
we've made tapes that sound as good to us
as Dolbyized open -reel copies of the same
originals are the Advent 201, the Wollensak
4760, and the Teac 350. Of course you
can't buy an open -reel deck with built-in
Dolby circuitry for under $400, so to that
extent the cassette decks produce better
(that is, quieter) sound than the open -reel
decks you're asking about. You could buy
an outboard Dolby unit and use it inter-
changeably with a non -Dolby cassette
deck and an open -reel deck. If you don't
want that kind of flexibility the Dolby cas-
sette decks generally are preferable to the
outboard option in terms of both price and
simplicity. But keep in mind that to dupli-
cate our success with the cassette you
sometimes must take an extra measure of
care during recording to keep levels nei-
ther too high nor too low.

Is the Crown IC -150/D-150 combination
superior to the H -K Citation 11/12 combi-
nation in terms of performance alone?-
John Yau, Urbana, Ill.
Yes. At almost every point in lab testing the
Crown International pair outscored the
Harman-Kardon pair by a measurable mar-
gin. Measurements of distortion and S N
ratios in the Crown preamp and amplifier
were spectacular, though we're sure that
many listeners would find it impossible to
hear a significant difference in A/B com-
parisons against their Harman-Kardon
counterparts.

Among the stereo tape decks I've been
considering for my system. the Concord
Mk. Ill and Ampex AX -50 seem to be avail-
able at much bigger discounts than ,the
others. Why is this? Could it be that both
are dogs that the manufacturers want to
unload?-Carl Ellendorf, Long Branch,
N.J.
The Concord Mk. III is being discontinued,
as are all the open -reel recorders of that
group. Our latest word from Concord was
that no final decision had been made about
the introduction of a model to replace it, but
when a particular unit is no longer being
advertised by the manufacturer the de-
mand for it drops quickly and dealers are
anxious to move it off their shelves. Similar
reasoning applies to the Ampex, since the
company has formally gone out of the con-
sumer recorder business. It will make some
of the AX -series equipment available in its

too hot
to handle

educational products line, however. Nei-
ther model can be called a dog. The Con-
cord (HF test reports, July 1970) proved to
be an interesting, though not really distin-
guished unit. The AX -300 (HF test reports,
March 1972), the only one of that series we
tested, proved to be the most exciting con-
sumer recorder ever offered by Ampex.
The AX -50, with far fewer features, should
still have been a worthy competitor in its
class, and we regret its passing.

I have been considering buying a Perpetu-
um-Ebner PE -2040 turntable, but I've been
told that repair service on the units is slow
in this country. Now that PE is making furl -
tables for Fisher (the comparable model
seems to be the Fisher 502) would it be
possible for me to get the 2040 serviced at
a Fisher repair shop?-Doug Brown,
Deerfield, Mass.
Possibly. But distribution of PE turntables
in this country recently was taken over by a
new company (Impro Industries of Mt. Ver-
non, N.Y.), which tells us that they're plan-
ning to make a fresh attack on the prob-
lems of distribution and servicing for the
line. Key people in the company have expe-
rience with United Audio (importers of
Dual). so they know whereof they speak.

It recently came to my attention that Sony
buys some cassette mechanisms from
Akai. Concord and Panasonic units are al-
most carbon copies. Allied receivers ara
made by Pioneer. And so on. How about
it?-David A. Anderson, St. Paul, Minn.
Your principle is correct, if not necessarily
your specific information. And you could
continue into other fields: Polaroid and Ko-
dak, Ford and GM, Johnson and Gold-
water. But Sony in Japan has financial ties
with Aiwa (not Akai), and we suspect it's
Aiwa cassette mechanisms you're thinking
of. As for Allied and Concord, both are
among the many American importers that
have with some regularity had their prod-
ucts built to order in Japanese factories.
Often they can save money by picking up
features and styling from those products al-
ready on the assembly lines in the sup-
pliers' factories, while combining elements
in a way that-the importer believes-wil.
best suit the needs and tastes of his Ameri-
can customers.

I've subscribed to HIGH FIDELITY for a long
time but I've never seen an article on
speaker construction. Surely more sound
can be purchased for the money if one is
capable of a little carpentry. Is it or is it not
a fact that, say. S200 invested in quality
parts for two home -built speaker systems
should produce a less compromised

sound than a pair of store-bought speak-
ers for the same price?-Thomas Bimbel,
Sanborn, Minn.
It ain't necessarily so. If you had the option
of either building or buying the identical
system, the home -built version would cost
less. But plans and raw parts are available
for mighty few of the more successful
speaker systems on the market, so that ap-
proach is academic. And since enclosure
and drivers must be properly matched if the
sound is not to be compromised, ad lib sub-
stitutions won't do. So when you set out to
build a speaker system you have three ba-
sic options: work from published plans
(available in book form or through some
manufacturers of raw drivers), which gen-
erally represent the tried-and-true formulas
rather than the present state of the art: at-
tempt a cut -and -try copy of an existing sys-
tem that you admire; or build a system de-
vised by a magazine writer who, though he
may be a clever fellow, doesn't have the
technical resources of a manufacturer and
therefore has far less opportunity to perfect
his designs. Remember too that if the fel-
low who wrote the article had come up with
a really good design it would make more
sense for him to take it to a manufacturer,
rather than a publisher.

I've been using a Craig 3124 stereo -8 car-
tridge deck in my car with a Dynaquad
four -channel hookup feeding into four
good speakers. The effect is fabulous, but
I'm thinking of adding Dolby to it. The Ad-
vocate 101 uses a 12 -volt DC power sup-
ply. so I think I can adapt it to work from the
car battery. What do you think of this
idea?-James R. Lawrence, Watertown.
Conn.
The usual argument against noise reduc-
tion in automotive equipment is that the
ambient noise levels in a moving vehicle al-
ready are high enough to mask tape hiss.
So what is one to do while parking? Assum-
ing that the power supply conversion of the
101 can be made successfully, we see only
one objection to your proposed answer:
Since no Dolby recorded cartridges are
available commercially you either will have
to record your own through a Dolby unit or
you will have to buy a cassette deck for the
car.

I've heard that chromium -dioxide tapes
may be abrasive and can damage the
heads of the tape recorder, and I've also
heard that the best-known brands (BASF
and Advocate) have had mechanical prob-
lems with their cassettes. Can you recom-
mend a reliable brand of chromium -diox-
ide cassettes?-A. Boyem, Niagara Falls,
N.Y.
Yes, BASF and Advocate, for starters. Both
have been producing chromium -dioxide
cassettes for some time, and we have been
using the current designs without problem.
We've used other brands (Maxell, Memo-
rex, Norelco, Sony, and TDK are among the
more recent entrants) without complaint,
though we have less experience with them.
What claims to be informed engineering
opinion is still all over the lot on the subject
of head wear due to chromium dioxide,
however. The magnetic particles are
harder than those in ferric -oxide tapes, and
most studies seem to indicate that head
wear will be somewhat higher no matter
which chromium -dioxide brand you
choose.
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After the monthly
breakthroughs and
revolutions in speaker
design, howcome
the Rectilinear III
still sounds better?

Figure it out for yourself.
More than five years ago,

without much fanfare, we came
out with a very carefully engi-
neered but basically quite
straightforward floor -standing
speaker system. It consisted of
six cone speakers and a cross-
over network in a tuned enclo-
sure; its dimensions were 35" by
18" by 12" deep; its oiled wal-
nut cabinet was handsome but
quite simple.

That was the original Recti-
linear Ill, which we are still sell-
ing, to this day, for $279.

Within a year, virtually every
hi-fi editor and equipment re-

viewer went on record to the
effect that the Rectilinear Ill was
unsurpassed by any other
speaker system, regardless of
type, size or price. (Reprints still
available.)

Then came about forty-seven
different breakthroughs and
revolutions in the course of the
years, while we kept the Recti-
linear Ill unchanged. We
thought it sounded a lot more
natural than the breakthrough
stuff, but of course we were prej-
udiced.

Finally, last year, we started to
make a lowboy version of the
Rectilinear Ill. It was purely a
cosmetic change, since the two
versions are electrically and
acoustically identical. But the

new lowboy is wider, lower
and more sumptuous, with a very
impressive fretwork grille. It
measures 28" by 22" by 121/4"
deep (same internal volume) and
is priced $20 higher at $299.

The new version gave Stereo
Review the opportunity to test
the Rectilinear Ill again after a
lapse of almost five years. And,
lo and behold, the test report
said that "the system did an es-
sentially perfect job of duplicat-
ing our "live music" and that both
the original and the lowboy
version "are among the best -
sounding and most 'natural'
speakers we have heard." (Re-
prnts on request.)

So, what we would like you to
figure out is this:

What was the real break-
through and who made it?

For more information, includ-
ing detailed literature see your
audio dealer or write to Recti-
linear Research Corp., 107
Bruckner B vd., Bronx, N. Y.
10454

Rectilinear III

At Grs] 1972
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news and
views

Report from the
Four -Channel Front:
SQ vs. Quadradisc

The latest news of the Quadraphonic War indicates that
both sides are trying to find allies. Men and materiel
have both come into the fray, lining up with one or the
other (or both) of the Big Two, RCA and Columbia.
These traditional antagonists have gone to war ever
since the memorable Cylinder vs. Disc conflict at the
turn of the century, which resulted in the now -famous
Negotiated Truce of 1902, when what is now the RCA
Record Division was known as Victor. Although there
were serious skirmishes during the interim, the next ma-
jor conflict did not arise until the post -World War II Ar-
mageddon, now referred to as the Battle of the Speeds.
At the time, RCA sent its 7 -inch 45 rpm disc into battle
with Columbia's 12 -inch 33 -rpm disc.

Today, of course, the weaponry consists of RCA's
"discrete" Quadradisc and Columbia's "matrixed" SQ
disc, terms which themselves seem ready to enter the
combat. The first reports from Quadradisc headquar-
ters appeared in last month's issue as reviews of RCA's
first four -channel disc releases. As of this writing, some
hardware and recording companies have seemingly
committed themselves to a particular side, although a

video
topics Magnavox Adds

New Twist to TV
If you're fed up with television reruns-or first runs for
that matter-and are wondering what to do with your
expensive TV set, Magnavox thinks it has the answer:
Odyssey. It's an electronic game -simulation center that
allows you to play a dozen different games (seven more
are available as options) on your TV screen. The system
can be used with any set having at least an 18 -inch
screen. The Odyssey game kit includes Mylar trans-
parency overlays (a separate one for each game) that fit
over the TV screen, a master control unit, two player
control units, twelve game cards, and an antenna -con-
nection adapter for the TV set.

When you're ready to play you tune your set to Chan-
nels 3 or 4 and switch the adapter to the game position.
The game shown in the photo is table tennis. The play-
ers are the larger squares on either side of the vertical
bar, representing the net; the square near the net is the
ball. As the ball moves across the screen (controlled by
the master unit) each player moves his square to block it
(using controls on his own unit). If he does so, it
bounces back toward his opponent; if not, the ball goes
out of bounds off the screen. The players can even ap-
ply English to their shots by proper use of the controls.

Gamesmen who find that both Channels 3 and 4 carry
local broadcasts may suffer some interference in using

significant number of Third World companies are aiding
both powers. Here is the announced lineup of licensees
as it stands at press time:

SQ

Aiwa

Columbia/Masterwork/Epic
Connaught Equipment

EMI/Capitol/Angel
Emerson Radio

Instruteck

Lafayette Radio
Major Electronics
Metrotec

Morse Electro Products

Pacific Electronics

Pilot Radio

Radio Shack

Realtone

Sherwood

Sony Corp.

Soundesign

Superscope/Marantz/Standard Radio

Tele-Tone

Vanguard Records

Quadradisc

Hitachi

JVC/Japan Victor

Japan Polydor

Matsushita/Panasonic:

Nippon Columbia/Dennon
Onkyo
RCA

Sharp

Toshiba

Both

Harman-Kardon

Pioneer

Sanyo

Trio/Kenwood

Although the picture changes from moment to mo-
ment and a third power, Sansui, seems to be waiting on
the sidelines ready to pick up the pieces with its own
matrix system, it appears from our vantage point that
the main fighting still lies ahead.

Odyssey, which can only be picked up on these two
channels. Though the antenna game switch is in-
tended to block incoming TV signals when Odyssey is in
use, internal wiring in the TV set still can pick up air-
borne transmissions from strong stations. The Magna-
vox engineering department suggests that any such in-
terference can be minimized by tuning to the channel
with the weaker of the two broadcast signals.
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The end of the fidelity gap
between cassette and open reel.
Our RS-275US brings the low -
noise, wide -response performance
of open reel to a cassette leek. Fre-
quency response: 31)-15 000 Hz.
Signal-to-noise ratio: better :han
45 dB. Those are numbers you've
probabi.y never seen beione in
cassette.

The biggest reason far our
lower noise and wker response is
also the smallest Panasonic
patented a Hot Pressed Ferrite
head with one of t1-..?, world's
narrowest, most pm- cise gaps.
You get a 25% broader ::requency
response with ten times the life of
conventional heads.

A ieparate fast -forward and
rewind motor means we don't

iN1113:1221M01311

have to spin wheels with our
drive motor. The motor that
drives the tape drives it directly.
No belts to give you the slip-

No gears to start fluttring and
wowing. The speed is constant.
So is the lack of noise Our
-patented drive motor is DC and
prushless. No AC hum. No brushes
:o spark up static.

We're quiet in other ways,
too. There's a specialnoise
suppression circuit with its own
switch. And a tape evaliza:ion
switch for the newes:low-noise
super tapes.

Nobody else has all these
wide -response features

in one great cassette deck

//loci1 imam.

"IN

And that's just for starters.
You'll find solenoid push-

button operation for electrical.,
not mechanical switching.
A "memory rewind" mutton that
pre-sets the tape to s:or right
whe:e you want it to "Iwo big
VU meters. Separate oI:tput
volume level controls before tile
signal goes into your amplifier.
Opt:onal remote contr)1.
And.a walnut base as part of
the deal.

When you're ready to get
serious about a stereo cassette
deck, see your franchised
Panasonic Hi-Fi dealer for the
RS-275US. The one :hat gives you
reel sound.

1 1 1

4

Panasonict
.ust slightly ahead of our time.

200 Park Ave., N. Y. 10017. Fo- your nearest franch sed Panasonic Hi-Fi dezler, c311 800 631--971. In N. J., 800 962-2803. We Jay, forthe ca.



equipment in the
news Two new Citations-both tuners

Harman-Kardon has added two tuners-one with and one without
Dolby noise -reduction circuitry-to its Citation line. The multiplex
circuit of each uses a phase locked -loop configuration for maximum
stereo separation and minimum distortion in tuning. Also included in
both are a quieting meter designed to aid in tuning for optimum sig-
nal-to-noise ratio instead of signal strength. A 400 -Hz oscillator is
built into both units as an aid in Dolby alignment. The Citation Four-
teen (shown here), which includes the Dolby circuitry, retails at
$525; its non -Dolby mate, the Citation Fifteen. is priced at $395.

CIRCLE 152 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

The nuclear age in record care
The use of atomic energy to clean records may sound like a classic
case of overkill, but the Staticmaster Record Brush is described by
Nuclear Products Co. as doing just that. The Staticmaster is de-
scribed as containing a sealed polonium element that emits a
shower of alpha particles to neutralize the static charge on the
record surface. while the soft hairbrush itself removes the static -free
dust. The Staticmaster, with a polonium cartridge guaranteed for
one year, costs $12.95; replacement cartridges are available at
$7.95.

CIRCLE 157 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Teac extends Dolby line

A new model, the AN -60, has joined the Teac Corp. of America line
of Dolby noise -reduction units. The new unit can be used with stereo
open -reel or cassette tape decks. Dolby -level calibration tapes are
supplied in both open -reel and cassette form. At $89.50, the AN -60
is unusually inexpensive for a separate Dolby unit.

CIRCLE 156 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Sherwood offers budget receiver

Priced at $159.95, the S-7050 stereo FM/AM receiver from Sher-
wood Electronic Laboratories is designed for budget component
systems. The S-7050 is rated for 36 watts total output (IHF), and 3.5 -
microvolt FM sensitivity. It has provision for two stereo pairs of
speakers, tape recording and playback, aux input for eight -track or
cassette playback units, and headphones. A walnut -grained wood
case is included in the price.

CIRCLE 155 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Sony totable cassette recorder/radio

The Sony CF -350 AC/DC Cassette -Corder AM /FM radio combina-
tion from Superscope, Inc. offers a variety of entertainment possi-
bilities in a completely portable format. It has a built-in condenser
microphone and can record programs from its own radio. Features
include a record-level/battery-strength indicator, automatic shutoff,
FM AFC with defeat switch, Sonymatic automatic level control, aux-
iliary inputs, earphone, and built-in ferrite bar AM antenna. Designed
to operate on AC, or ca- battery through an optional cigarette -lighter
adapter, the CF -350 costs $139.95 complete with accessories.

26
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Quality and ve-satility lave their
prioe. Now they cost less. =or
only $99.95, walnut
base and dust cotter,
you can own the new Pioneer
PL- 2AC 2 -speed stereo turntable.

At this low price rc other
turntable inclt.des all these
quElity features: 4-po e
bel--driven, 1-isteres s
synchronous motor

meic...aously palanzed :oiiea -m
...feather light tracking farce
oiled Jarnpec cueinc
mically palanced die-cas: plater ...
anti -skating control .. aged
dust cover .. wain' t bz se ...
simplified op ?ration .. 331:3-45 rpm

West 133(0 S. F.Ftr-flla Ave., Los Aigeles, Gil I. 90211 tadwest: 1500 :rlenia,, Fit Grove

speeds, and mu h more
See your franch,sed Pioneer dealer
for an exciting ciemonstrat on.

U.S. Pioree- EleztirDi cs Corp..
178 Commerce id., Car st-d-,
New Jersey 070i2.

wher yc u wan. Eorretning better

Canada: E. -I. Parkir
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T
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e and again, enthusiastic ow

ners have
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ritten to tell us how
 very pleased they w
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ith

the 303A
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..

beautiful...
and rem
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ong the m
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THE CONSUMER'S GUIDE new equipment
TO HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT reports

The Equipment: BIC/Lux 71 /3R, a stereo FM /AM re-
ceiver. Dimensions: 19 by 7 by 121/2 inches. Price: $550.
Manufacturer: Lux Corp., Japan; U.S. distributor: British
Industries Co., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

Comment: This is the first product we've examined in
detail from among the premium units manufactured by
Lux and now available here through the distributor to
whom we owe American availability of several British
(hence the company name) product lines-notably
those of Garrard and Wharfedale. BIC is said to have
played a significant role in tailoring present Garrard
products to the needs of the American market. and
apparently the company plans to continue this activist
approach with the Lux models that it imports; initial
samples of the 71 /3R were withdrawn so that certain
changes could be made at BIC's request, and the unit
we tested represents the revised version.

To the left of the dial panel are four selector buttons:
AM, FM, phono 1, phono 2. The series is continued on
the panel below with aux 1 and aux 2. At the left end of
the dial is the signal -strength meter; at the right end are
the tuning knob and the controls for FM pretuning.
When AM is selected only the AM tuning scale (white)
and the signal -strength meter light up. For FM, the pre -
tuning panel and the FM scale light up (in green), as well
as the meter. When any station (pretuned or manual, FM
or AM) is properly tuned, the word "center" lights up in
red immediately below the signal -strength meter.
Stereo reception lights a similar "stereo" indicator far-
ther along in the same panel. When phono or aux but-
tons are pressed the dial goes dark but the appropriate
indicator glows red at the bottom of the dial panel. Each
preselector includes a small FM tuning dial and a two-
element control; its outer ring acts as a tuning knob and
its inner button switches in the pretuned station On the
bottom control the inner button selects manual tuning,
while the ring can be turned to either "distant" (for full
sensitivity) or "local" (allowing only maximum -quality
signals to pass).

REPORT POLICY

I Unusual Features
I Abound in the

BIC/Lux Receiver

Below the aux selector buttons are stereo input and
output phone jacks for use with an outboard tape
recorder, and to their richt are the tape -monitor switch
and the mono /stereo mode switch. Then come the tone
controls. Each consists of a pair of knobs, one selecting
"turnover" frequency (three positions plus defeat) and
the other is a continuous boost/cut control. The turn-
over calibration is in terms of the nominal frequencies at
which 3 dB of boost or cut is achieved with the contin-
uous control in a maximL m position. 150. 300, or 600 Hz
in the bass. and 1.5, 3. and 6 kHz in the treble. Next
come on / off switches for high filter, low filter, and loud-
ness compensation. At the right end of the panel are the
volume control (with separate, friction -clutched sec-
tions for each channel so that it doubles as a balance
control), on/off switches for main and remote speaker
pairs, the main power switch, and a stereo headphone
jack (which is live at all times).

The back panel is fairly conventional: screwdriver an-
tenna connections (300 -ohm FM lead, 75 -ohm FM lead,
AM), spring -loaded clips for the leads to two pairs of
speakers, phono jacks for the low-level connections
(tape out, tape in, phono 1, phono 2, aux 1, aux 2). Note
that both phono inputs are intended for magnetic car-
tridges, but phono 2 is more sensitive and is appropriate
for use with cartridges whose output is exceptionally
low. (See accompanying data.) Below these jacks is a
ground connection, and immediately below the antenna
connections are three convenience AC outlets, one of
which is switched automatically by the receiver.

Of these features, the tone controls probably contrib-
ute most to the luxurious "feel" of the unit. The turnover
action is illustrated by the tone -control curves in the ac-
companying graph. In both bass and treble, the in-be-
tween setting of the turnover knobs (for "300 Hz" and
"3 kHz" respectively) produces the tone -control action
that most closely approaches that to be expected of
conventional controls. Raising the bass turnover or low-
ering the treble turnover produces boost or cut (de-
pending on the position of the tone -control knob itself)

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests. Unless otherwise noted, test data and measurements
are obtained by CBS Laboratories. Stamford. Connecticut. a division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc

. one of the nation's leading
research organizations. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Manufacturers are not permitted to read
reports in advance of publication and no report. or portion thareof. may be reproduced fcr any purpose or in any form without written per-
mission of the publisher All reports should be construed as applying to the specific samples lasted: neither HIGH FIDELITY nor CBS Laboratories
assumes responsibility for product performance or quality
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over a broad frequency range; lowering the bass turn-
over or raising that for the treble control produces ac-
tion more like conventional filters, since it is largely re-
stricted to the extreme frequencies. Treble and bass
filters can of course be used in addition to these unusu-
ally flexible tone controls to further increase the range
of options. If we have any criticism of the system, in fact,
it is that the treble filter built into the 71/ 3R behaves al-
most identically to the maximum treble -cut setting for
the 3 -kHz turnover position -a redundancy in our view.
The flexibility of the controls might have been still fur-
ther improved by a steeper slope (that is, a sharper cut-
off) in the filter circuit.

One common use of such a high filter barely applies
to the 71 /3R however: for noisy FM programs. This is
because the built-in muting circuit of the receiver can-
not be defeated and hence the unit will reproduce only
those broadcasts that deliver signals strong enough
to override the muting, which triggers somewhere
between 1.5 and 2.0 microvolts. BIC itself avoids the
word "muting" in this context because its circuit is
more sophisticated than most and is designed, the
company says, to be sensitive to distortion and tuning
as well as to signal strength. Users with efficient an-
tennas or in high signal -strength areas will notice little
immediate difference, since the circuit's triggering point
is at signal strengths normally associated with the
threshold of barely adequate listening conditions; those
who have developed a tolerance for noisy FM reception
either because they live in fringe areas or because they
like to -DX" (chase down elusive distant stations with
their FM or AM gear) may be disappointed in that the
71 /3R will not permit them the "luxury" of substandard
reception. The muting circuit behaves similarly in AM
reception.

Above muting threshold values the tuner section's FM
quieting curve descends steeply to 46.5 dB (maximum
quieting for many inexpensive units) at only 4 micro-
volts. From there the descent is more gradual, reaching
49 dB or better from 7.5 microvolts on out to the limit of
testing -an excellent mark. In other respects, the lab
data on the FM section also are excellent, though with-
out a defeat in the muting circuit CBS Labs was unable
to test the unit for alternate -channel selectivity. In the
Additional Data table, note that stereo figures for THD in
FM reception are unusually close to those for mono re-
ception, and even better than those for mono in several
instances. Listening tests confirm these findings; the
sound is clear and noise -free -on a par with that from
first-rate separate FM tuners we have tested.

The amplifier section also came through the CBS
Lab tests with excellent results. All distortion measure-
ments -for both THD and IM -from the 1 -watt output
level to rated power (50 watts per channel) were below
0.15% except when measured into 16 -ohm loads, where
IM distortion reached that level just shy of 40 watts.
(Amplifiers normally deliver less power -often consider-
ably less -at 16 ohms than at 8 ohms, but few speakers
today carry the higher impedance rating.) Even in meas-
uring very low power levels (500 milliwatts) the THD
measurements were below 0.75%, the rise in spurious
output being due to noise factors rather than true har-
monic distortion.

In sum, BIC and Lux have given us a unit that is pow-
erful and luxurious -both in sound and in operation.
Silky might be the word.
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MONO FM RESPONSE

+0.5, -3.5 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz

STEREO FM RESPONSE

- Lett channel: +0. -3 dB, 25 Hz to 13.5 kHzTh
- -- Right channel: +0. -3 dB. 20 Hz to 13 kHz

CHANNEL SEPARATION

- Left channel: >25 dB, 70 Hz to 2.1 kHz; >15 dB, 20 Hz to 9.2 kHz
--- Right channel: >25 dB, 60 Hz to 4.7 kHz; >15 dB, 20 Hz to 13.5 kHz
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POWER OUTPUT DATA

CHANNELS INDIVIDUALLY
Left at clipping: 64.4 watts for 0.15% THD
Left at 0.3% T110: 67.9 watts
Right at clipping: 66.1 watts for 0.10% THD
Right at 0.3% THD: 69.6 watts

CHANNELS SIMULTANEOUSLY
Left at clipping: 54.6 watts for 0.12% THD
Right at clipping: 54.6 watts for 0.09% THD

POWER BANDWITH
(for 0.3% THD: 0 dB = 50 watts)

5K 10K 20K

Below 10 Hz to 34 kHz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(for 1 watt output)

+0.75, -1.75 dB, 10 Hz to 100 kHz
713R/3

20 100 IK 10K 20K 100K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

HARMONIC DISTORTION CURVES-------------- --- ------
50 WATTS OUTPUT

- Left channel: --- 0.12%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
--- Right channel: < 0.14%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

---------------- -----

25 WATTS OUTPUT
- Left channel: <0.12%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- -- Right channel: 0.14%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

7I3R/4
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INTERMODULATION CURVES

-8 -ohm load: 0.23% to 78.8 watts
4 -ohm load: < 0.29% to 100 watts I

16 -ohm load: .0.33% to 47.7 watts.
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PREAMP & CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

RIM EQUALIZATION. +3, -1 dB. 20 Hz to 20 kHz

150 -Hz bass boost

300 -Hz bass boost 6 -kHz treble boost
600 Hz bass boost 3-1(Hz treble boost

1.5 -kHz treble boost

Low filter _

1.5 -kHz treble cut 41111.11A
600 -Hz bass cut 3 -kHz treble cut

300 -Hz bass cut 6 -kHz treble cut
150 -Hz bass cut High liter

TONE CONTROLS

LOUDNESS CONTOUR (volume control at 9 o'clock)
FILTERS 713R/6
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Wollensak's Dolby

Cassette Deck

50 HZ

Square -wave response

BIC/Lux 71/3R Receiver Additional Data

Tuner Section

Capture ratio 1.5 dB

Alternate -channel selectivity (see text)

S,N ratio 65 dB

THD Mono L ch R ch
80 Hz 0.30% 0.28% 0.33%
1 kHz 0.24% 0.24% 0.22%
10 kHz 0.80% 0.69% 0.72%

19 -kHz pilot

38 -kHz subcarrier

better than -57 dB

-56 dB

Amplifier Section

Damping factor 53

Input characteristics (for 50 watts output)
Sensitivity S/N ratio

phono 1 11.5 mV 61 dB
phono 2 2.1 mV 62 dB
aux 1 95 mV 75 dB
aux 2 95 mV 74.5 dB
tape monitor 92 mV 75.5 dB

The Equipment: Wollensak Model 4760, a stereo cas-
sette deck with butt -in Dolby circuitry in wood case. Di-
mensbns: 133/4 by 91/4 by 41/2 inches. Price: $299.95 in-
cluding dust cover. Menufacturer: Mincom Div., 3M
Company, 3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.

Comment: The 4760 is Wollensak's entry in the high -
quality Dolby sweepstakes, and as such it merits seri-
ous regard as an instrument on which top-quality tape
recordings can be made. The solidly built unit is larger
than most cassette decks and has rather unusual con-
trols. Instead of the familiar "piano keys," Wollensak
supp'ies an array of buttons, levers, and knobs that aid
operation both by their differentiated shapes and by
their ingenious interlocking design.

At the far left of the top plate is a dual VU meter (two
pointers and scales, arranged head to head for easy si-
multaneous monitoring of both channels). To the right
of the cassette well is the main on/off switch, which au-
tomatically releases the pause and the play control
when it is turned off. Near it is the eject button. At the far
left of the same panel are a mono/ stereo input switch, a
Dolby on off switch, and a tape switch. In early samples
this switch was labeled "high" and "std," suggesting its
use for high-performance or "stardard" ferric -oxide
tapes. 3M has changed the marking to make plain that
the high position is for chromium dioxide, while the
standard positior is for ferric oxide-specifically 3M's
premium High Energy, with which the unit was tested in
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the lab. The Cr02 position, like that on some other
decks, is designed to alter playback equalization as well
as recording characteristics. Other controls on the top
plate-all ranged across the front of the deck-are left
and right input level controls, master recording gain
control, fast -wind lever, recording interlock button, a
latching pause control, and the main play and stop but-
tons.

In a well at the left side of the wooden case are the
output level control, phone -jack pairs for input and out-
put line connections, an 18 -volt DC output to power
Wollensak accessory mike preamps (there are no mike
inputs as such on the 4760), and a button to trigger the
test tone used in calibrating recording levels to Dolby
standards. The 18 -volt output is covered by a plastic
cap when not in use. The actual recording calibration
controls-like the playback calibration controls-are
screwdriver adjustments accessible through holes at
the bottom of the case. The playback adjustments are
intended only for use in servicing the unit; the recording
calibration controls (of which there are four: two chan-
nels for each of the two positions on the regular/Cr02
switch) need be touched only if you switch tapes, and
then only if the new tape produces a different output
level for a given recording input level.

It should be noted that Scotch High Energy is but one
tape in the premium ferric oxide group; others can be
used on the 4760 with similar results. Lower -priced for-
mulations, which are intended for use with lower bias,
can be used too but at a noticeable expense in high -fre-
quency response. This same approach is taken by com-
peting manufacturers, who set the ferric -oxide position
of their bias switches for one or another of the premium
formulations so that the best possible results can be ob-
tained whether chromium dioxide or ferric oxide is
being used. If bias for ferric -oxide tapes were optimized
for the so-called standard formulations, all high -quality
recordings would have to be made with chromium diox-
ide.

A comparison of lab data shows that the Wollensak is
in the same performance class as other top Dolby cas-
sette recorders, and our use tests certainly confirm this
conclusion. With the Dolby circuit on, and watching our
signal levels on the unit's meters, we were able to make
high -quality cassette recordings that must be judged
the equal of those made on a good open -reel deck.
They can stand direct A / B comparison with the original
source whether FM, discs, or other tapes.
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TEST REPORT REPRINTS

In response to numerous requests, most of our
previously published test reports are now avail-
able in reprint form. An index to reports published
during any one year appears in that year's De-
cember issue. Copies of these indexes are also
available. To order, please write, asking for the re-
port on a specific product (or products), or spe-
cific index (or indexes), and enclose 25 cents per
report or index to cover handling and mailing. Ad-
dress your request to High Fidelity Magazine, Test
Report Reprints, Great Barrington, Massachu-
setts 01230. Please be sure to include your name,
return address, and zip code.
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DIN PLAYBACK RESPONSE

(0 dB = -20 VU; Dolby off)-

- Left channel: +3, -1.5 dB, 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz
--- Right channel: +5.25. -0.75 dB, 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz

RECORD/PLAYBACK RESPONSE

(0 dB = -20 VU)

DOLBY OFF

- Left channel: +0.75, -5 dB, 32 Hz to 14 kHz
--- Right channel: +0, -5 dB, 35 Hz to 14 kHz

DOLBY ON
- Left channel: +2. -5 dB, 23.5 Hz to 13 kHz
--- Right channel: +1, -5 dB, 31Hz to 13 kHz

4760/1

20 50 100 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

HARMONIC DISTORTION CURVES

- Left channel: < 1.4%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz
--- Right channel: < 1.3%, 50 Hz to 5 kHz

4760/2
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Wollensak 4760 Cassette Deck Additional Data

Speed accuracy 105 VAC: 0.60% fast
120 VAC: 0.10% fast
127 VAC: 0.11% fast

Wow and flutter (unweighted )
playback: 0.11%
record/ playback: 0.13%

Rewind time, C-60 cassette

Fast forward time, same cassette

42 sec.

44 sec.

S/N ratio (ref. 0 VU)
playback L ch: 54.5 dB R ch: 54.0 dB
record/playback L ch: 52.0 dB R ch: 52.0 dB

Erasure (400 Hz at normal level)

Crosstalk (at 400 Hz)
record left, playback right
record right, playback left

50 dB

46 dB
46 dB

Sensitivity (for 0 -VU recording level)
line input L ch: 37 mV R ch: 37 mV

Meter action
(ref. DIN 0 VU) L ch: + 2.5 dB R ch: + 2.5 dB
Dolby ref. level L ch: exact R ch: + 0.5 dB

IM distortion (record/ play, -10 VU)
L ch: exact R ch: + 0.5 dB

Maximum output (preamp or line, 0 -VU)
L ch: 0.66 V R ch: 0.66 V
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Dual's Mighty Middle Model

The Equipment: Dual Model 1218, a three -speed auto-
matic record changer (usable also as a semiautomatic
or manual turntable assembly). Dimensions: 13 by 11
inches (main chassis; requires 23/4 inches clearance be-
low and approximately 5 inches clearance above
chassis); wood base, 153/4 by 133/4 by 31/2 inches. Price:
$155 including manual spindle, 45 adapter, and strobe
disc; WB-12 base, $10.95; DC -4 dust cover, $12.95;
DCB-5 base with dust cover, $39.95. Manufacturer:
Dual of West Germany; U.S. distributor: United Audio
Products, Inc., 120 S. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
10553.

Comment: The 1218 is priced about midway between
the premium Model 1219 (HF test report, Jan. 1970),
and the "budget" Model 1215 (Jan. 1972), and it shares
the features of both, although its performance puts it
closer to the 1219.

The main chassis is the same size as that in the 1215
and the main operating controls grouped along the
front are identical in all but some styling details. The arm
and its controls, however, are basically those of the
1219. The only major difference is in the vertical -angle
adjustment system. For playing records automatically,
the 1219 raises the entire arm assembly to the median
height of the record stack. The 1218 leaves the arm in
the manual position, but adjusts the angle of the car-
tridge mount. One item is unique in the 1218: The platter
itself, at 4 pounds, 5 ounces, is heavier than that of the
1215 and is more stylish in appearance.

Beginning at the front left, the controls include the
vernier speed adjustment (whose range CBS Labs
checked out as + 4, -3% at 33 or 45 rpm, ± 2% at 78), the
three -position speed selector, the start/ stop lever, and
the three -position (7-, 10-, and 12 -inch) record -size se-
lector. To the right of the arm rest is the cueing lever. At
the arm mount is the twin -gauge (one for spherical styli,
one for ellipticals) antiskating control which, according
to CBS lab measurements, applied antiskating forces
that measured very close to theoretically exact values.
At the arm pivot is an accurate stylus -force gauge,
which showed no measurable departure from the indi-
cated values to beyond 4 grams, and was only 0.1 gram
high when set to 5 grams. A small knob in the cartridge
housing selects either the M (manual) or S (stack) verti-
cal -angle alignments. In the S position the lab found it
produced a shift of some 2 degrees in the cartridge
mount, aligning the cartridge for optimum position in
playing the fourth record in a stack. The 1218 is de-
signed to hold up to six records. Near the arm rest is a
small hole in the chassis through which the arm set -
down -position screw may be reached for adjustment;
near the antiskating dial in a cueing -height adjustment
screw; on the back of the arm pivot assembly is a small
setscrew to adjust the height of the arm during the
changing cycle. In our sample all of these adjustments
were found to have been accurately preset on arrival.

Setup is relatively simple. The most complex part is
the installation of the cartridge on the mounting plat-
form that holds it in place within the shell. Once the cor-
rect screws and spacers have been selected (Dual sup-
plies quite a variety) the cartridge is aligned for height
and overhang position by using a plastic gauge (also
supplied) and the screws tightened. Then the platform
is locked into the shell; the finger -hold on the shell

doubles as a latch to hold the platform in place. The
counterweight slips into place at the back of the arm
and is held there by a setscrew near the arm pivot. Turn-
ing the counterweight sets it for precise balance; then
tracking force and antiskating are simply dialed on the
respective gauges and you're ready to go.

The automatic -change spindle is similar to that on
other Duals: It supports the stack while gently lowering
the bottom record by what Dual calls "elevator action."
With the manual spindle (or the large -hole adapter for
45s) in place, the automatic controls still work. Pressing
the start lever moves the arm over the record and play
begins automatically. It also ends automatically-with
the arm returning to its rest-in any mode of play. When
the arm is picked up and moved toward the record for
manual cueing the motor starts automatically. The
cueing lever may be useo to lower the arm or to inter-
rupt play and resume laterat the same point. The cueing
system is damped in ascent as well as descent, prevent-
ing the arm from bouncing at the top of the up stroke un-
less the lever is handled with extreme roughness. As a
result, the system's ability to return to the same groove
is excellent in normal hardling.

The 1218's excellence comes through in many more
important ways, however. In testing speed accuracy,
with the vernier se: for exact performance at 33 rpm
with line current at 120 volts, no error could be meas-
ured at any voltage for either 33 or 78 rpm. At 45 rpm,
with all three test voltages (105, 120, and 127 volts), the
speed was absolutely consistent at 0.1 % fast-a negli-
gible error (and one that can be corrected by a slight
touchup on the vernier c:0 course). Rumble, measured
by the CBS-ARLL standard, is 58 dB-an excellent fig-
ure one would expect of a premium -model turntable.
Average flutter was measured at 0.05% unweighted,
0.07% with the new ANSI weighting-also excellent.
Arm friction in both lateral and vertical planes proved to
be immeasurably low, while the stylus force necessary
for changer tripping was a mere 0.1 gram.

The tone arm weights are decoupled from the main
body of the arm by a compliant rubber member; this fea-
ture, combined with the double bearings of the gimbal
arm pivot, made the lab's measurement of arm reso-
nance more complex than usual, but it also apparently
helps reduce resonant effects. Suffice it to say that after
measu Ping the arm (with a Shure V-15 Type II cartridge)
in four different planes (vertically, laterally, and perpen-
dicularly to each groove wall) the most extreme peak
the lab could find was a 9 -dB rise at 6 Hz in the lateral
plane.

Whether used as a changer or as a manual the 1218
behaved flawlessly for us. Considering this perform-
ance plus the superior measurements made in the lab,
there seems no doubt that the Dual 1218 will attract
many buyers. Though it costs $30 less. the 1218 proves
to be in the same league as the 1219.
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by Robert Long

Open Reel Is Still Special
You DON'T HAVE TO BE a dyed-in-the-wool open -
reel fan to appreciate that, as a recording medium.
it will do things no other format can. I'm not knock-
ing cassettes (of which I consume a good many
these days) or even eight -track cartridges. Both are
high fidelity today. and both are convenient ways
of playing music in the home-though the less said
about the practical problems of recording onto car-
tridges the better. But open reel is still the Rolls-
Royce of recording as far as I'm concerned because
it will take so many special applications in its stride.

We got some inkling of how many special func-
tions are demanded of open reel when we ran our
tape -composition contest in 1969. The response
was fantastic-not only because of the number of
readers who submitted entries. but because of the
complexity and ingenuity of the techniques many
entrants applied. Well, we're not all tape compos-
ers-or perhaps constructionists might be a better
word. since many of the "pieces" were, like a ten-
year-old's tree house, constructed of (sonic) jetsam
rather than composed in the classical sense-but
the basic techniques of tape composition are the
same as those for many other special purposes.

One anecdote may illustrate how important
those purposes are to today's open -reel users. Dur-
ing a visit to a major manufacturer of consumer
and professional tape products about the time that
the contest entries were beginning to roll in, I was
shown a design for a deck that would make possible
not only quadraphonic recording and playback
(then a brand-new concept as far as consumer
products were concerned) but synchronous multi-
track over -dubbing as well. The product manager
explained that rock groups in particular seemed to
want a recorder that, within the confines of regular
quarter -track, quarter -inch tape, would come as
close as possible to the professional multitrack
equipment that they saw in the recording studios
and used to create the multilayered effects that
were (and are) so much a part of rock. A high -qual-
ity deck that would also be appropriate for home
quadraphonics, he reasoned, might be sufficiently
attractive to a wide enough spectrum of potential

users to make its way in the marketplace, despite a
necessarily high price-perhaps around $1,000.
What did I think?

The answer had to be sheer speculation, of
course. It was well known that electronic equip-
ment-even extremely expensive instrument am-
plifiers and speakers and similar public-address
gear-was selling at a tremendous rate. A sure-fire
conversation maker in the industry was: Where are
these kids getting all the money? The concept of the
product was exciting: aside from its multitrack ca-
pability the design included a version of the closed -
loop drive system, which until that time had been
reserved for mastering and instrumentation equip-
ment. But how many units could be sold? I don't re-
member what my guess was, and I have no idea
whether it influenced the product manager's think-
ing. Whatever the reason, the recorder never ap-
peared on the market.

Decks of similar description have appeared more
recently however. In talking to Sony/Superscope
about one of them. the over -$1,500 TC-854-4S, I
was informed that the company now sells more
units in a month than it had originally expected to
sell per year when the model was introduced.
That's pretty impressive, and it seems to confirm
that there are plenty of potential buyers whose in-
terest in tape recording goes far beyond anything
today's cassette models can provide.

A Den of Uniquity

Before discussing the factors that make open -reel
recording unique, let me take up one way in which
it is not: over-all sound quality. Until recently no
other home recording medium could match open
reel. Recent improvements, particularly in cas-
settes (see our multifaceted exploration of the sub-
ject in the March 1972 issue), have made it possible
to capture virtually identical sound on the best of
the "convenience" tapes. That isn't to say that you
will always get identical sound; results depend to
some extent on the nature of the program material



and on careful choice of levels. Open -reel recording
still has more headroom (that is, it will cope with
overload problems with more ease) and a flatter
frequency response into the extreme frequencies
(where little useful program information exists in
any event). So any discussion of the sonic limita-
tions of one format versus another is bound to raise
a number of fairly moot points today, and to drag
on almost endlessly if the proponents of competing
systems wax energetic in their argument. Suffice it
to say that open -reel recorders have lost their
unique sonic position. if not their exclusive claim to
sonic excellence.

For truly unique features we must look else-
where-at the head configuration, for one thing.
The cassette and cartridge fields are only just be-
ginning a somewhat tentative exploration of the
advantages to be gained from separate playback
and recording head gaps; separate heads have been
all but mandatory on the better open -reel recorders
since the beginning. They make it possible to tailor
head gaps to a single use, rather than compromise
between the narrow gap that is optimum for high -

frequency playback response and the somewhat
wider gap that is desirable to prevent saturation in
the record head. (Special head designs-crossfield
heads and the recent "focused -gap" heads-seek to
optimize performance in a way that will bypass or
solve some of the technical problems involved.) But
the big advantages of a separate playback head lie
in the special functions that they make possible.

"Monitoring" is basic to these functions, and in
fact the separate playback head often is called a
monitor head for this reason. It allows you to listen
to the playback from the tape even while it is being
recorded. An experienced recordist. who knows just
how deceptive meter readings can be on certain
types of program material, will double-check his
levels by listening via the monitor head. Some
sounds can pin his meters before audible distortion
will result, so signal levels (and therefore the signal-
to-noise ratio) can be increased by turning up the
recording level; other sounds (bells, for example)
contain extreme transients that are too brief for the
meter to register, and will produce severe distortion
if recorded at too high a level.

Of course the limiting regularly employed by
broadcasters, and even by commercial record man-
ufacturers, will clip off the extreme peaks, so care in
setting levels is of most importance in making live
recordings. But the monitor head also opens up
other vistas to the armchair recordist-features like
sound -on -sound recordings and, more particularly,
tape echo. Both rely on signals fed back from a
playback head while the recording is in process.
Though I can't pretend to think much of the-to
me-ersatz sound of tape echo, sound -on -sound is a
feature with which you can have a great deal of fun.

Manufacturers are somewhat inconsistent in
their use of this term or its sidekick: sound -with -

sound. Sound -on -sound (also sometimes called
multiplay, particularly by Europeans) is a process
by which a previously recorded sound is picked up
from the tape via the playback head. mixed with a
new source signal, and the mixture recorded onto
the second track of the stereo pair. On a stereo
recorder this end product, therefore, is a mixed
mono track. In sound -with -sound recording, on the
other hand, you simply listen to the first recording
while you're making the second on the other track
of the stereo pair. To hear the combined result, you
play back both simultaneously in stereo. If the
recorder has a combined record/play head rather
than separate heads the synchronization will be
perfect; with separate heads it won't, though some
manufacturers seem to consider the time lag insig-
nificant and list their monitor -head decks for the
sound -with -sound feature.

Making Like a Pro

The ne plus ultra of this kind of recording is of
course the recorder capable of multitrack over-
dubbing-the sort I referred to earlier. Its special
features (aside from its quadraphonic capability)
are embodied in switching that can convert the
recording head to use as a playback head and will
make the conversion in each of the four channels
independently of the other three. The conversion
itself makes both sound -on -sound and sound -with -

sound operation possible with perfect synchronism,
and with stereo (or better) results in either case; the
four -track heads extend these abilities to an almost
endless series of options whose end product may be
anything from Les -Paul -and -Mary -Ford mono to
discrete quadraphonics.

If you haven't had a chance to play with one of
these luxurious units you may be hard put to vis-
ualize just what's involved, so let's try on an imagi-
nary situation for size. We want to record a jazzed -
up version of a Bach three-part invention, which
consists basically of three interwoven melodic lines.
We begin with the bass line. using piano. Fender
bass, and drums-laying in the foundation, so to
speak. Let's record them in stereo (drums on the
right. bass on the left, piano in the middle) and ar-
bitrarily place them on Tracks 1 and 2. Now let's
assign the middle line of the music to a voice
(maybe the pianist's) and the top line to the bass
man, now playing acoustic guitar. We can set it up
so that the voice is on the middle right, the guitar on
the middle left-again recording in stereo. But since
we're going to need extra tracks to add a back-
ground chorus as the last step, we mix this second
recording in with the first.

To do this, we set Tracks 1 and 2 for playback.
give the vocalist and the guitarist stereo head-
phones, and let them sing and play along with the
previous recording. The playback from Tracks I
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Physical tape editing-a process well-nigh
impossible in other tape formats-is a specialty of the

semipro open -reel decks. Tape is carefully cued
to edit point and the position of playback

head gap marked on tape backing (two photographs on
this page). Diagonal cut is made just

ahead of marked edit point. (A cut straight across
the tape tends to produce a noisy splice.) Tape

ends are carefully aligned in splicer and splicing tape
applied to the juncture (lower left and upper right

photos, next page). Narrow splicing tape is used here;
precut splicing patches may be used similarly.

Wide splicing tape must be trimmed once firm connection
is made. Finished splice should exhibit perfect
meeting of tape ends, and splicing tape should

not hang over edges of recording tape. If it does
it can stick to adjacent tape layers in the reel and

will foul the deck's heads with adhesive.

and 2 is mixed with the new signals (mixing left
with left and right with right of course) and the
mixtures recorded on Tracks 3 and 4. The oriv_inal
recordings on Tracks 1 and 2 can now be erased
and reused. But where do we get our "chorus" from
with only three musicians? By recording them
twice, on the two free tracks.

To keep the chorus perfectly synchronized with
the previous recording. Tracks 3 and 4 must be
monitored (again via headphones) but from the
recording head instead of the playback head this
time, so that the head gaps for the monitored signal
are directly in line with those making the new
recording. This mode of operation usually is called
Sel-Sync-Ampex's trade name for the process,
though each manufacturer has his own term. Teac
calls it Simul-sync; Sony/Superscope uses the term
Syncro Trak. First we have our three voices sing (or
croon or hum or whatever) onto Track 1. Then we
rewind and repeat the process on Track 2. The sec-
ond recording won't be identical to the first, so the
effect will be that of a six -man chorus.

There will be fluffs and false starts and other im-
perfections as we go along of course. But if we re-
peat each step in this operation until we get it right,
the end product should be what we want. At no
point do we destroy a previous "layer" in the
recording unless it's safely stored on another track
in final form, so we lose nothing but time in making
retakes.

In playback we can assign any track to any
speaker in a quadraphonic system. The logical ar-
rangement might be Tracks 1 and 2 (the chorus) in
the back speakers, Tracks 3 and 4 (the stereo
recording of all but the chorus) in the front speak-
ers. We can also make a stereo mixdown, which
ideally would require a mixer but could be fudged
by combining signals through Y connectors.

Complicated? With a little imagination you can
think up ways of using the equipment that are even
more complicated. That's part of the excitement of
this sort of recording.

And Don't Forget Editing

A representative of one major open -reel manufac-
turer has told me that market studies indicate his
customers aren't interested in physically editing
their tapes. I don't doubt his information, but I re-
gret it. Tape editing can accomplish purposes that
are otherwise impossible, and it can be a great deal
of fun once you get the hang of it. In the days when
tape recording at home was relatively new (to us) I
used to con a forbearing friend into recording two
or three anecdotes. Cross -editing of the stories usu-
ally could be counted on to provide some hilarious
results-at least from our point of view. I remember
one time...well, that's not for print.

If you do plan to edit tapes, you should choose
your recorder carefully. You will need a model that
permits the tape to be stopped without cutting off
the sound from the playback head either electri-
cally or by forcing the tape away from the head
with tape lifters. This is because the key operation
in a successful edit is the marking of the edit point,
"rocking" the tape back and forth past the play-
back head until a precise syllable or transient is lo-
cated. The sounds that issue from your loud-
speakers during this cueing operation can be
ungodly; if you have neighbors with tender sensi-
bilities, I'd suggest the use of earphones.

For some types of editing, a really good pause
control is sufficient, however. I've restored 78 -rpm
albums to near -seamless continuity that way, foi
example, and the technique can be applied equally
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well to LPs. The ability to cue the tape also is a big
advantage in this type of editing, though you can
get by with the pause control. If you are using a
model with separate playback and recording heads,
you will need to back up the tape until the cue point
is opposite the recording-instead of the playback-
head. (At high transport speeds this may not be
necessary in many cases because the time lag be-
tween heads is short; I copy most 78s at 33/4 ips.)

The next step is to establish the cue for releasing
the pause control at the beginning of the next
record side. The surface noise in almost any disc
contains irregularities that will help. Let's say there
are two sharp ticks, then a revolution and a half of
quiet before the music begins. Listen for the ticks,
count one revolution, and release the pause. A
really first-rate pause control will have the machine
up to speed by the time the music comes in, but this
technique does take a little practice.

Except for the desirable audible cueing feature,
the technique can be applied equally well in cas-
sette equipment, of course. But if you're copying
longer works-operas in particular-cassettes give
you far less leeway in positioning the recording on
the tape. Wagner lovers will appreciate this point in
particular, since the longest available cassette -side
timing is 60 minutes and many an act in Wagner's
operas runs longer. Open -reel tapes offer just about
any imaginable timing option.

The Wagnerite probably won't want to extend
continuous running time by way of automatic re-
verse because there always is some hiatus (however
slight) in the music while the transport switches di-
rections. But for some types of music it's an attrac-
tive feature, and one that's generally more attrac-
tive in open reel than in cassettes. I say this because
the few reversing cassette mechanisms I've seen so
far will reverse automatically only at the end of the

cassette; most bidirectional open -reel units-what-
ever their triggering system for the direction
change-can be made to reverse at any point in the
tape you choose. You don't have to wait for the
tape to run out (or press a button) before picking up
the music where you left off at the end of Side 1.

The Urge Behind It All

I could go on: what Dolby can do for open reel; the
fun (and practical advantages for the serious musi-
cian) to be derived from a variable speed control;
the superiority of big, well -marked VU meters; the
silky feel of solenoid controls and the special appli-
cations (including remote control and automatic,
timer -triggered off -the -air recording when you're
not home) they make possible; the flexibility and
ease of operation that come with a full range of sep-
arate input and output level (and mixing) controls,
and so on. But lurking in the background of all
these considerations is one that, I suspect, makes
the whole somewhat greater than the sum of its
parts for many users.

I'm talking about the heft and the glamour that
the open -reel equipment has by contrast to the con-
venience formats. For some users it might be called
conspicuous consumption; for others it's a question
of playing at being a studio engineer; for still others
the appeal lies in a great piece of hardware, ad-
mired for its own sake. But shallow though these
reasons sound (and from the standpoint of some-
one devoted to cassette recording they're no rea-
sons at all), they are the stuff that real enjoyment is
made of. And dreams. Even if you covet a $3,000
studio job a $300 open -reel deck can be an open in-
vitation to adventure. That's what makes it really
special. ei
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by Robert Angus

ur f Better Open- eel
REMEMBER THE OLD-FASHIONED open -reel tape
recorder-the big, bulky thing you had to thread by
hand? Remember how cassette buffs proclaimed
last year that the minirecorders had taken over the
high fidelity role of the open -reel recorder and how
Ampex's market research department predicted
that open -reel recorder sales would decline by
about ten per cent a year until the format died a
natural death?

It's true that during the past year or two a num-
ber of familiar names have vanished altogether or
abandoned the open -reel recorder for the cassette
br cartridge player. Roberts has discontinued oper-
ations in this country. Craig, Bell & Howell and
Norelco are just a few of those no longer making
open -reel equipment-and former full -line manu-
facturers like Magnecord and Ampex are down
single model apiece for most consumer purposes.

The open -reel recorder is alive and well and liv-
ing in audio showrooms across the land, however.
In fact, more new units are appearing this year than
for many years past. New names (Akai, Dokorder,
Hitachi, JVC, Kenwood, Sansui, et al.) are steppi
in to replace those that have retreated from t
marketplace.

In case you haven't looked lately, you'll find
many changes in open -reel recorders. For one
thing, there are virtually no decks or complete
recorders priced under $200. (The half dozen or so
that exist represent almost without exception the
last gasp of a budget open -reel era that is past and
are not included in the accompanying chart.) In-
stead, there are many recorders selling for $400,
$600-even $1,000 and more. Almost half of those
on the market offer some version of automatic re-
verse, while a growing number include both four -
channel recording and playback. And there's more.

Of course, when you're paying upwards of $400
for a tape recorder, you expect more than the aver-
age $200 cassette deck is capable of delivering, as
the preceding article on the joys of using an open -
reel deck makes clear.

ks, in fact, comprise the vast majority of



Tape Recorders
open -reel offerings. Of some eighty-seven models
listed here only about ten per cent include ampli-
fiers and loudspeakers. In addition another fifteen
per cent of the models are available either as decks
or as complete recorders. When you consider that
only two years ago it was possible to buy a quarter-

track stereo recorder with monitor amplifiers (al-
beit very small ones) and detachable speakers
(hardly of high fidelity quality) for $179.95, you can
see just how the times are changing.

The deck is popular because it can be installed as
part of a component system that may also contain a
cassette deck. The portable open -reel recorder has
given way to the more compact, more convenient,
lighter cassette models. Besides, when used with a
good microphone most of the better cassette porta-
bles can match or beat the fidelity of the portable
open -reel models of years gone by-at least in terms
of recording.

Improving both the fidelity and the durability of
the new equipment are such developments as hot-

pressed ferrite and glass recording and playback
heads. These heads are much harder than the older
laminated types, which means both that they last
longer and that they can be produced to much
more critical tolerances. An extremely narrow gap
in the record head means a higher fidelity, brighter -

sounding recording. It's now possible to manufac-
ture a head with a gap width of only one micron for
example. Originally developed for video recorders,
these heads now are being used on some of the bet-
ter open -reel recorders and cassette decks.

The open -reel customer has cassette technology
to thank for the growing number of open -reel decks
with bias -adjustment switches to permit him to al-
ternate between standard iron -oxide tapes and
low -noise, high -density formulations-or between
either of these and chromium -dioxide tape. While
tape manufacturers never could agree on an exact
bias current that would optimize performance with
their (or anybody else's) tape. bias requirements
generally fell into the same ball park. The introduc-
tion by 3M of Scotch 201 tape, and later TDK's SD

and Du Pont's Crolyn, changed all that. Today a
recordist who likes to experiment with a variety of
tapes finds himself making frequent bias adjust-
ments; for him there are special aids to bias adjust-
ment built into decks by such manufacturers as
Ferrograph, Kenwood, and TapeSonic.

A glance at our chart will show an impressive
number of decks incorporating automatic reverse,
ranging in price from about $250 to $2,000. Before
you buy, however, it pays to read the fine print to
see just what reverses automatically. In some less -
expensive models, for example. the recorder will
continue playing after reversing itself; but if it's in
the record mode. it switches into play for the return
trip. In the case of quadraphonic models, auto-
matic reverse usually applies only to two -channel
playback or record. (After all, since all four -chan-
nel tracks are recorded in the same direction.
there's no need to hear them backwards.)

Speaking of quadraphonics, remarkably few
four -channel open -reel models have been intro-
duced. Of the twenty now on the market, about half
are at least a year old. There are, in fact, almost as
many combination recorders (open reel in combi-
nation with eight track, cassette, or both on a single
chassis) as there are new quadraphonic open -reel
models. Why? "Because the repertoire of four -

channel prerecorded tapes has not developed
nearly as fast as we hoped it would." says Arne
Berg of Teac, one of the first to introduce a
quadraphonic deck. Berg points out that unless you
have access to a live musical ensemble, you're not
likely to get much use from the recording capability
on a quadraphonic deck, either. There have been
some experimental FM broadcasts of discrete -
quadraphonic programs. but the necessary receiv-
ing equipment is not generally available and the
experimenting stations are few and far between.
Berg acknowledged that a number of FM stations
around the country are transmitting matrixed
quadraphonics (Sansui QS, Electro-Voice Stereo -4,
or CBS SQ), "but it's possible to record these on
your two -channel recorder, then decode the two -
channel tape when you play it. There's no point in
recording a matrixed signal on four -channel equip-
ment." Milt Phillipson of Akai agrees. But both ex-
ecutives are quick to point to the superior sound of
open -reel quadraphonics with respect to the cur-
rent rivals. "The hiss of an open -reel tape is a frac-
tion of that from even the best cartridge playback
deck," Phillipson says, and both note the obvious
advantages in channel separation of discrete tape
over matrixed records.

Nonetheless. Akai offers a combination open-
reel/cartridge unit that permits the user to record
or play back four channels from either source, or to
record from one onto the other. It's just one of a
number of combination units offered by Akai and
Concord in a field Phillipson expects to grow rap-
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Open -Reel Recorders
Manufacturer Model

Mono,
stereo,
quadr.

No. of
tracks

No. of
speeds

Top
speed
(ips)

Max. reel
size

(inches)
No. of
heads

Monitor
head

Akai M-1113 S 2 71/2 7 3

X-1650 S 4 3 71/2/15 7 3

GX-2200 S 4 3 7'/2 7 3

GX-280D S 4 2 71/2 7 3

280D -SS Q 4 7 7'/2 7 4

GX-3650 S 4 15 7 3

GX-370D S 4 4 15 7 3

GX-4000 S/M 4/2/1 4 15 101/2 4

GX-7000 S 4 3 71/2/15 7 3

1721W S 4 3 71/2 7 2

1730D -SS Q 4 2 71/2 7 3

18000 -SS Q 4 2 71/2 7 3

X-1800SD S 4 2 7'/2 7 3

X -1810D S 4 2 7'/2 7 3

GX-1900 S 4 2 7'/2 7 2

X-2000513 S 4 3 71/2 7 3

U-4000DS S 4 3 71/2 7 3

44000 Q 4 3 71/2 7 3

Ampex AX -300 4 3 71/2 7 6

Astrocom 407A S 4 2 71/2 7 4

711 Q 4 2 15 101/2 4

Crown International CX-700 Series S/M/Q 2/4 3 7'/2 10'/2 3

SX-700 Series S/M 2/4 2 71/2/15 101/2 3

CX-800 Series S/Q 2/4 3 15 101/2 3

Dokorder Several new model expected; details N/A.

Ferrograph (Elpa) Series 7 S/M 4/2 3 71/2 81/4 3

Hitachi TRQ-7700 S 4 3 7'/2 7 3

fvC 1224 S 4 3 7'/2 7 3

1400 Q 4 2 7'/2 3

Kenwood KW -4077 S 4 3 7'/2 3

KW -5066 S 4 3 71/2 7 4

KW -8077 S 4 2 7'/z 7 6

Magnavox Several new models expected; details N/A.

Nagra IV Series S/M 1/2 3 15 7 3/4

Otari MX -7000 Series S/Q 2/4 3 15 101/2 3

Panasonic RS-1030US S 2/4 2 15 10'/2 4

RS-714US S 4 2 7'/2 7 3

RS-715US S 4 2 7'/2 7 4

RS-740US Q 4 2 7'/2 7 3

RS-736US S 4 3 15 7 3

Pioneer T-6100 S 4 2 71/2 7 3

T-6600 S 4 2 7'/2 7 4

QT -6600 Q 4 2 7'/2 7 5

T-8800 S 4 2 7'/2 7 4

S/S - Overdub features (see text)
SW - Switch
R/C - Remote control unit

W/Ch - Watts per channel
ALC - Automatic level control
N/A - Not available at press time

Pb - Playback
Auto - Automatic
Rec - Recording
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Over $200
Auto reverse

Pause
No. of
motors Remarks

Approx.
price

($)play record

1 340
1 Crossfield head 240
3 Auto shutoff; S/S; bias sw; also with amp, spkrs 400
3 Auto shutoff; S/S; bias sw; optional R/C 500
3 Auto shutoff; S/S; bias sw N/A
3 ALC; bias sw; auto shutoff; optional R/C; also with amp, spkrs 560
3 ALC; bias sw; auto shutoff N/A
3 Replaceable heads (quarter -track or half-track); electric speed sw 800
3 700
1 Includes 8-w/ch amp, spkrs; tape sw; 290
1 Avail with 10-w/ch amp, spkrs (1730 -SS, $380) 350
1 Comb open-reel/cartridge 550
1 Comb open-reel/cartridge; crossfield head 430
1 Comb open-reel/cartridge; crossfield head; electric speed sw 460
1 Comb open-reel/cassette; crossfield head; electric speed sw; amp, spkrs 490
1 Comb open-reel/cartridge; crossfield head 600
1 S/S; mixing 230
1 Includes amp, spkrs; can be rack mounted 250

3 Solenoid operation; bias adjust; variable noise filt; opt R/C; logic 600

3 Solenoid controls; logic 460

3 Solenoid controls; logic 2,000

3 Numerous options; also available as players 995-2,300
3 Numerous options 995-1,895
3 Numerous options 1,170-2,880

400-900

3 Optional amp, spkrs; optional Dolby; bias adjust 650-850

1 ALC; S/S 260

1 Includes 41/2-w/ch amp, speakers; S/S 400

1 Bias adjust 400

1 Auto shutoff; remote pause control 300

1 Bias adjust; high-speed erase; S/S; echo; noise filter 260

3 Optional R/C; mixing; bias adjust; S/S; echo 560

1 Bat. powered; ALC; mixing; 5 -in. max. reel with cover closed; many options 1,430-1,855

3 Echo; built-in oscillators; S/S 1,980

3 Mixing; bias sw; auto shutoff; optional R/C; quadr pb only 850

3 Auto shutoff; solenoid operation; optional R/C; S/S 500

3 Bias sw; S/S 550

1 Bias sw; mixing; S/S 450

1 Bias sw; mixing; S/S; noise reduction; echo; auto stop 330

1 Auto shutoff 250

1 Auto shutoff 300

1 Auto reverse in stereo and mono only 600

2 Bias sw; S/S; auto shutoff; echo; mixing 550

Logic - Automatic prevention of improper operation sequencing
Comb - Combination unit (data refer only to open -reel section)
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Open -Reel Recorders Over $200 Continued

Mono,
stereo,

Manufacturer Model quadr.
No. of
tracks

No. of
speeds

Top
speed
(ips)

Max. reel
size No. of Monitor

(inches) heads head

Revox A-77 S/Q 4/2 2 71/2/15 101/2 3

Sansui SD -7000S 4 2 71/2 7 4

Sony/Superscope 252 4 2 7'/2 7 2

277-4 4 3 71/2 7 2

353 4 3 7'h 7 3

366 S/Q 4 3/2 7'/2 7 3

440 4 3 71/2 7 3

580 4 3 7'/2 7 3

630 4 3 71/2 7 3

640 4 2 71/2 7 3

650 4/2 2 71/2 7 3

770-4 4/2 2 71/2 7 4

850 S/Q 4/2 3 15 101/2 4

Additional models sch eduled for A ugust release; details N/A.

Stellavox (Gotham Audio) Sp -7 M/S 1/2 4 30 5 4

Tandberg Model 11 2/1 3 7'/2 7 3

3000X Series 4/2 3 71/2 7 4

4000X Series 4/2 3 71/2 7 4

6000X Series 4/2 3 71/2 7 4

9000X Series 4/2 3 71/2 7 4

Tape Sonic (Premier) 70A-TRSQ 4/2 3 15 101/2 3

Teac TCA-40 Series 4 2 71/2 7 4

1200U 4 2 71/2 7 3

1230 4 2 71/2 7 3

1250 4 2 71/2 7 3

2340 Q/S 4 71/2 7 3

3300 Series S/Q 4/2 2 71/2 /1 5 101/2 3

4010GSL S/M 4 2 71/2 7 4

4070 4 2 71/2 7 4

6010SL 4/2 2 71/2 1 0 1/2 4

7010SL 4 2 71/2 1 0 1/2 4

7030SL S/M 2 2 15 101/2 4

Telex Magnecord 2001 4 2 71/2 7 3

Viking 2+2 4 3 71/2 7 1

Viking 433W 4 3 71/2 7 3

Uher (Martel) 263 4/2 3 71/2 7 2

4400 4/2 4 71/2 5 2

10,000 4/2 4 71/2 7 4

Webcor 5100DR 4 3 71/2 7 4

Wollensak (3M) 6154 4 3 71/2 7 2

6250 4 3 71/2 7 2

6350 4 3 71/2 7 2

6364 4 3 71/2 7 2

S/S - Overdub features (see text)
SW - Switch
R/C - Remote control unit

W/Ch - Watts per channel
ALC - Automatic level control
N/A - Not available at press time

Pb - Playback
Auto - Automatic
Rec - Recording
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Auto reverse

Pause
No. of
motors Remarks

Approx.
price

($)play record

3 Solenoid operation; many options including Dolby, variable speed 570-780

3 Auto repeat; optional R/C; solenoid operation; mixing 680

1 Includes 6-w/ch amp, speakers; auto shutoff; S/S; avail as deck 220

1 Tape sw 300

1 Tape sw; auto shutoff; avail as deck or system; optional S/S 220-350

1 Noise reduction; auto shutoff; tape sw 240-500

1 S/S; auto shutoff; mixing; echo; tape sw 450

3 Mixing; auto shutoff; tape sw 500

1 Includes 20-w/ch amp, speakers; echo; S/S 420

3 Solenoid operation; mixing; echo; S/S; tape sw 350

3 Optional R/C; tape sw. echo; S/S; quadr model (654-4) avail 450-475

3 Pb speed control; rechargeable DC power supply 750-995

3 Logic; opt R/C; mixing; S/S; echo; search; tape sw; opt speed cont (in 854-4S) 795-1,695

1 Many options & features including 101/2 -in reel, AC/DC operation 1,725

1 Mixing; cueing; incl monitor amp, spkr; 5 -in max reel with cover closed 450

1 Crossfield head; auto shutoff; echo; S/S; cueing 330-350

1 Crossfield head; includes amp, speakers; cueing; S/S; echo 460-480

1 Crossfield head; mixing; cueing; ALC; S/S; echo 500-530

3 Crossfield head; S/S; echo; cueing; mixing; logic 600

3 Solenoid operation; auto shutoff; mixing; S/S 675

3 Available with several electronics and head options 695-730

3 Auto shutoff; optional R/C; mixing 330

3 Bias sw; auto shutoff; mixing 400

3 Bias sw; auto shutoff; mixing 500

3 Bias sw; mixing; S/S 760

3 Bias sw; auto shutoff; S/S 550-850

3 Auto shutoff; bias sw; level sw; optional R/C; optional timer adapter 600

3 Auto shutoff; optional R/C; mixing; bias sw 700

3 Solenoid operation; several options including R/C; bias sw 800-900

3 Auto shutoff; bias sw; optional R/C 1,000

3 Includes quarter -track pb head 950

1 Equalization sw; mixing 800

3 Auto shutoff; no electronics; playback only 250

3 Mixing; echo; S/S; auto shutoff; also avail without wood base as 433 400

1 Includes 6-w/ch amp, speakers; mixing; ALC; S/S 315

1 Includes nicad battery, other accessories; also mono (Model 4000) 525

1 Slide sync; mixing; incl amp, spkrs; S/S; echo; avail as deck (9000) 560

1 Auto shutoff; S/S; ALC; also avail with amp, spkrs (Model 5000R, $340) 220

2 Mixing; S/S; echo 320

2 Includes amp, speakers; mixing; S/S; echo 350

2 Includes amp, speakers; S/S; echo; mixing 380

2 S/S; echo; mixing; records stereo only 400

Logic - Automatic prevention of improper operation sequencing
Comb - Combination unit (data refer only to open -reel section)
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idly. "A few years ago you could talk about the
open -reel user, the cartridge owner, and the cas-
sette hobbyist as three different individuals," Phil-
lipson says. "Now we find that most people own
more than one or, if they own only one type of tape
equipment, are planning to add another soon." The
philosophy of the combination unit is that it puts
everything in a single, compact package. It also
makes possible the integration of electronic and
even mechanical elements of two or more systems.

A growing number of recorders are solenoid op-
erated. We've indicated some of them in the chart-
but you may discover others when you go shop-
ping. Solenoid -operated units require only a gentle
tap to begin movement; you don't have to press a
stiff piano key or turn a knob. And being totally
electrical they're readily adaptable to remote -con-
trol operation-a convenience you can't get in cas-
sette or cartridge decks yet. Besides, most solenoid -
operated units automatically stop the motors and
disengage the drive system when the tape breaks or
runs out, preventing flattened idlers and untimely
wear on drive parts.

While most home recordists are content with a 7 -
inch reel capacity on their open -reel decks (which
permits up to ninety minutes of recording in one di-
rection at 71/2 ips with triple -play tape), a growing
number are expressing interest in machines that
can handle 81/4 -inch or 101/2 -inch reels. The larger
reel means more uninterrupted recording or play-
back time-a virtual necessity if the recorder of
your choice offers the 15-ips speed. A 101/2 -inch reel
recorded at 15 ips, for example, equals the playing
time of a 7 -inch reel of the same tape type recorded
at 71/2 ips.

There are four premium -priced recorders-the
Stellavox, the Uher 4400, and (with their covers
closed) the Nagra and Tandberg 11-that offer only
a 5 -inch reel capacity. These are special-purpose
recorders designed primarily for professional or
semi-professional recording. The Stellavox has a
top speed of 30 ips. To increase playing time, the
unit can be fitted with a 101/2 -inch reel adapter.

In some of the better recorders, a switch lets you
A/B the signal going into the recorder with that ac-
tually recorded on the tape. While some inexpen-
sive machines do include "monitor" outputs, these
may be nothing more than a feed -through of the in-
put signal. The real test is whether the recorder has
a separate playback head, positioned where it can
pick up the newly recorded signal. If you're still in
doubt, ask the dealer for a demonstration before
buying. The monitor playback should be a fraction
of a second behind the source signal when you
switch rapidly from one to the other; if you notice
no time lag in the music, you're merely listening to
the source signal.

In addition to the monitor head, there are several
other specialized heads available on the super -

decks. U her, for example, offers a slide -sync
(Diapilot) head on its Model 10,000 recorder. It
and one or two other manufacturers offer inter-
changeable heads, to convert from quarter -track to
half-track or full -track operation. Other manufac-
turers who offer a choice of tape formats do so by
installing two separate heads side by side-one for
half-track record or playback, the other for quarter-
track. These considerations, plus those involved in
automatic -reversing and quadraphonic decks,
make nonsense of the traditional phrase, "a three-
head unit," as the diagrams in the preceding article
make plain. The table of available models lists the
number of heads in each unit but also details the
functions they perform.

Every quadraphonic recorder I've seen can be
used for stereo as well, and almost every unit ca-
pable of stereo recording can be switched to record
mono on one track only. Keep this in mind in look-
ing over the Q/S/M designations in the table. A
unit specified as Q can be used for stereo; one
marked Q/S is available in two versions, quad-
raphonic (which presumably can be used for stereo
and mono as well), and stereo (which is incapable
of quadraphonic operation).

These and other options will influence the price
of the model you buy of course. The prices shown
are based primarily on the model versions that we
expect will most interest our readers. In the case of
home equipment, therefore, the table shows a dis-
tinct bias in favor of quarter -track stereo equip-
ment with a top speed of 71/2 ips and a maximum
reel size of 7 inches-the de facto "standard" at
present.

There are a number of functions that will allow
you to build up successive "layers" of sound in
making a finished recording: sound -on -sound,
sound -with -sound, and synchronous overdubbing.
Each requires a different head configuration and
electronic interconnection scheme, but the table
uses the single symbol S/S to indicate them all. Ac-
tually, the terminology and the operation of these
features differ a good deal from manufacturer to
manufacturer. If your recording bent lies in this
area, it will pay you to study the appropriate sec-
tion of the instruction manual for any unit you're
considering buying.

Other abbreviations are explained at the end of
the chart. But there can be no symbol for one factor
that will influence your enjoyment of any recorder
you choose: its "feel." In order to find a unit that
really suits your style as a recordist-in terms of
both feel and the specifics of operating behavior-
there is no adequate substitute for a "test drive."
And once you begin looking at the models in local
shops, you're sure to find features that, for want of
space, couldn't be detailed here. An open -reel tape
recorder may cost much less than a car, but it de-
serves to be bought with as much care. NE
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by Herbert Keppler

The portable cassette recorder is an ideal
sonic version of the Instamatic.

ALMOST. FROM the very beginning. mante'acturers
of home recording equipment-first disc, then wire,
and now tape-have suggested the cloying joys of
memorializing such events as a child's first words, a
birthday party. a sing -along at home. They were
and remain sounds that only a mother-in-law or
tone-deaf friend could endure: but most lung -term
tape recorder owners, overcome by the first flush of
enthusiasm with their equipment. have collected
such Americana in little cardboard boxes of one
size or another. now mouldering in some far-off
storage corner. But let sleeping dogs lie.

There is. however, a very vital area where the
modern home tape recorder. particularly' the cas-
sette variety, serves a most worthwhile purpose: as
an oral history notebook-a sound camera if you
will. Because of the small size of the average
portable cassette recorder it is an ideal tool for lis-
tening in on your own personal world and putting
into the permanent record those words and sounds
of the present. soon to be past. that you will want to
listen to again and again-sounds that will become
treasures to pass down to future generations. like
fine wines.

Home recording used to be quite an event. It lit-
erally stopped all life dead. You lugged in the

recorder. crawled under the table or sideboard
looking for an AC outlet. misthreaded the takeup
reel a few times, got the mike too close to the built-
in speaker (creating some ear-splitting whines), set
the volume level wrong. and by the time you were
ready for whatever you were going to record, it was
sick to death of you and sounded it.

With the old systems of recording voice and
sounds at home. You had a posed picture. The
sounds were made for the benefit of the recorder:
they were still' and self-conscious. Today the cas-
sette recorder can operate with the unobtrusiveness
and automation of a modern 35 -mm camera. It can
record a slice of' life with amazing fidelity. I now
keep my cassette unit loaded and ready to go at
thirty seconds' notice just as I keep my camera. If
it's a visual event. the camera gets used: if it's more
audible than visible, the cassette recorder gets the
nod. Sometimes both are used together so that
nothing is missed.

Picking Your Subject

A for instance? My son is taking cello lessons. It was
practice day for him-along with three other bud-
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ding cellists. Those serious eleven- and twelve-
year -old faces and gleaming instruments made
ideal camera studies. Then there were the pieces
being played-first badly, then better-with com-
ments from the teacher, responses of the students.
amusing quips and hints and complaints. Could I
do two things at once? Yes, with a little help from
my friends. I started the cassette recorder, placed it
in the hands of a friend who had never worked a
recorder before, threw on the automatic volume
control switch, pointed the mike for him, and
tended to the pictures myself. The combination of
photos and tape is all I could want.

Let's look at a few other good uses. At the risk of
being unseasonal, I get a catch in my throat (even
in midsummer) when I play the cassette I made
four years ago of my wife reading " 'Twas the Night
Before Christmas" to my two children. They inter-
rupted. asked questions about Donner and Blitzen
and Santa's red nose, without even knowing they
were being recorded. I simply put the cassette
recorder on the dresser behind a few knickknacks
and let it run.

My friend Luigi Costantini makes wine (legally)
in his basement for home use as his father did and
his father's father did before him way back into
some time when Romulus and Remus made wine
in their basement. How does he do it? He explained
as we sampled, adding a brief history of the Cos-
tantini family. He was telling tile, but my cassette
recorder was listening too. A dupe tape will be a
precious document for his son and daughter. And if
they make lousy wine it will be because they didn't
listen to the old man on cassette.

During a vacation in Tobago, our native friends
talked of the magnificent Caribbean life as we sat
under the stars. The lilt of their melodious West In-
dian accents was accompanied by a glorious chorus
of thousands of tiny frogs. W e didn't miss a decibel
of it. thanks to the cassette recorder. I carried it so
often that no one was aware when I had it running
and when I didn't.

W hen a friend is giving a lecture-or attending
one I can't get to-I load my cassette recorder with a
120 -minute tape, set all the controls, and give in-
structions on how to set it in motion. Then later I
can listen to the whole lecture at my convenience.

Maybe you wouldn't normally be interested in a
two-hour production of Alice in Wonderland given
by children, but if your daughter is playing a major
role it's bound to alter your feelings. From the fif-
teenth row, off center, I recorded the whole per-
formance and got better and clearer sound than I
actually heard.

I am currently hounding my mother-in-law.
Why? Because my wife's family history is totally
unrecorded. Nobody knows who is related to whom
or how, or when or where anyone was born. In any
family there is vital history that has eluded written
records and can never be recaptured once those

who know the story are no longer with us. My
mother-in-law is terrified of microphones, but what
she doesn't see won't hurt her and the next time she
visits I plan to bring up the subject of family his-
tory. W hat better remembrance than the actual
sound of a voice?

Picking Your Recorder

Let's take a closer look at the recorders most appro-
priate for taping oral history. I would pass over the
nonportable stereo decks and complete home units.
They are just too darn clumsy and conspicuous,
and who needs his mother-in-law in stereo? Mono
does very nicely for most purposes.

There are times when stereo might come in
handy. I admit. I've heard tapes made in relatively
crowded rooms where stereo is needed to keep the
voices distinct. If three or more people speak at
once, the results can be unintelligible in mono even
though you might be able to pick out every word in
stereo. Stereo could have been nice, too, for my
daughter's Alice in Wonderland. But I would have
needed bulkier equipment (generally speaking)
and a center seat. If you do decide to go for stereo,
I'd recommend the double -element stereo micro-
phones. rather than the usual pair of individual
mikes, which are much more bother. In fact you'll
find that stereo complicates the process all down
the line, and I for one would just as soon do without
it.

The many portable monophonic tape recorders
powered by D or C cells with AC adapters are just
about ideal in size and versatility. The units with pi-
ano key operation are more convenient than the

Lurking among the bottles, a cassette recorder takes down
Luigi Costantini's wine -making secrets with minimum fuss.
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ones with lever controls. but the latter usually are
more compact and therefore easier to hide. Exam-
ine the microphone supplied. There should be an
on/off switch at the microphone itself. Why? Be-
cause pushing the piano key and recorder button or
throwing the lever every time you want to start or
stop recording is a noisy and obvious distraction
that can ruin the naturalness of your recording ef-
forts. What you must do is set your machine for the
recording mode and then stop and start tape mo-
tion from the mike control. These small mike levers
are noiseless and no one really knows when you are
running the unit and when you are not. You can
therefore avoid a lot of useless gab and tune in only
when something of interest turns up.

Warning! When using the stop/start mike con-
trol, the tape doesn't start up instantaneously: it
may take as much as a few seconds to get up to
speed. Try to anticipate audio action as you would
have to anticipate visual rhythms if you wanted to
get a photo at action peak with a camera. Practice
may not make perfect-but it helps, it helps. You
can buy battery -powered recorders that have (or
can be equipped with) an automatic sound -trig-
gered on/off device. Such a feature eliminates the
long pauses that always occur in normal conversa-
tion, but they're guaranteed to miss at least a syl-
lable or two when someone breaks the silence.

Some mikes have a split remote control. The
mike itself is composed of two parts: one the mike
proper: the other the on/off switch. These mikes
come apart so that you can place the mike near the
subject while keeping the control in your hand.
This is certainly a great convenience.

I admit preference for the relatively new super -
compact cassette recorders with built-in mikes.
Typically, their microphones are visible only as a
small, circular, perforated opening at one edge.
Most people I record simply cannot believe it really
is a mike: and even after they know it. the absence
of that immemorial separate cylindrical object
makes it easier to get natural -sounding voices,
making candid and articulate statements. The
built-in mikes have fidelity approaching that of
separate mikes. I've even used them for recording
piano with surprisingly good results. They're usu-
ally unidirectional, which means that almost no
sound from the machine itself (or from the user
holding it) is transmitted to the tape. I point it as I
would a camera and it seems to take in about the
same area as a moderately wide-angle lens would.

One of the greatest aids for recording oral history
is also one of the greatest deterrents to recording
music-the automatic volume control. In the had
old days. the problem of first setting the recording
level properly and then maintaining it as the sub-
jects moved, or raised and lowered their voices was
formidable. Certainly the recorder's owner. watch-
ing his tiny VU meter and twirling the volume con-

trols up and down while cursing quietly (so it
wouldn't record). didn't help the atmosphere of his
recording sessions. Listening to some of my old cas-
sette recordings made under such circumstances is
rather painful. Voices rise in volume, blur, recede.
Even a recording made in fairly small confines
takes on the audible aspects of a recording in a
tavern.

You don't have to put up with all of that if you
have a cassette recorder with AVC-automatic vol-
ume control. You just switch on. and the recorder
does a remarkable job of ironing out high and low
volume levels.

Now this is dandy for voice-something like a
camera with automatic exposure control-but there
are pitfalls. First, if you intend to use the cassette
unit for recording music, AVC won't do at all. It
nicely irons out pianissimos and fortissimos into
one gooey mass of sound. Second. if you intend to
make dub tapes for your friends, you can't use an
AVC-onlv cassette recorder for recording the
copies. The cassette recorder into which the sound
is being fed must have a standard volume control.
although AVC makes no difference in the machine
used to play the original. Third, a poorly designed
AVC can introduce audible distortion.

The ideal answer, of' course, is a tape recorder
that has AVC and AVC defeat. complete with a
meter to monitor volume manually. Most of' the
new standard -sized monophonic portables do have
such switches: the tiny compact cassette recorders
intended primarily for dictation often have AVC
only. If you plan to make your own copies you'd
better have available a second machine without
AVC-but we'll get into dubbing in a moment.

Picking-and Using-Your Tape

I have tried all sorts of cassette tape and have fi-
nally decided that cheapies are dangerous. (That
shouldn't be news to anyone familiar with tape
recording.) Aside from the blanket caution, there
are some specifics you should be aware of.

If you have a cassette recorder with an audible
warning feature when the tape is running out dur-
ing recording. make sure that you buy tape with the
proper foil strip to activate this device. I find it a
most useful feature. With open -reel recorders, a
quick glance at what the reels are doing tells you
just how near the end of the tape you are. With a
cassette recorder, it's very hard to check the tape if'
your tape recorder doesn't have a digital counter:
you must peer into that little plastic window. I can't
count the times I have assumed I was recording
only to find to my horror that the tape had run out
minutes before. A watch is of no avail if you are
stopping and starting the tape constantly. The au-
dible end signal is a great help. The digital counter
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is even better-if you remember to set it, which I of-
ten don't. Naturally the really compact cassette
recorders can't have digital counters, darn it.

How long a tape should you use? I'm a conserva-
tive guy. I like to stick to the C -60s: 30 minutes per
cassette side. While I have used C-120 cassettes suc-
cessfully, my friends seem to have all sorts of fasci-
nating problems with them and wind up with cas-
sette tape pouring all over the place. In my ex-
perience, the monophonic battery cassette recorders
can handle good -quality I20 -minute tapes if you
stop and start the tape carefully: but you must
watch your technique if you put this thin tape on a
tape deck with a more powerful drive system. Any
slack, a quick start-up, and-snap! Treat long -play

Chances are you'll want to edit or make a
copy of your oral history. To do this you'll need
two cassette recorders connected by a
patch cord (as shown below) running from "line
out" of the first recorder to "aux in" of
the second. The kind of cord you'll need depends
on whether your recorders have multiple -pin
(as above left) or single -pin connections.
The easiest microphones to use in oral
history projects are the split microphones
(below left) that allow you to position the
mike while retaining the on/off switch in your hand.

cassette tape with respect-and when you get a
chance copy it onto C -60s or C -90s for insurance.

I would like to say a brief word about editing and
splicing cassette tape. I'm a fairly handy fellow. So
naturally when one of my C- 120s parted for the
first time I felt I could make the repair myself. I de-
cided to take the cassette apart to get at the two
tape ends. If you have never done this, believe me it
is an experience. Do it on an old cassette just to see
what is involved. It isn't complex. but it requires
patience. digital dexterity, and sheer determina-
tion. And this is only a simple preliminary to ac-
tually splicing the tiny stuff. I hauled out my trusty
Gibson Girl standard tape splicer. It wouldn't do.
You will need a special narrower splicer made just
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for cassette tape. But even then doing the job is
akin to writing the Lord's Prayer on the head of a
pin. I eventually sent the broken tape out to a pro
recording studio (naturally the broken tape was a
precious one). They did a very good job, losing re-
markably little sound at the break. but it was very
expensive. It doesn't pay to break tape at all.

How do you edit sound on a cassette if splicing is
such a problem? By copying from one tape to
another. as I'll explain in a moment. Actually. splic-
ing isn't the answer anyhow, unless you use only
one edge of the tape and don't ever turn it over to
record the other side. If you do use both sides. splic-
ing is out because you can't cut into one side with-
out chopping something out of the other.

Why do you need editing? Because in recording
oral history events or even musical concerts. there
are inevitable boring moments, coughs. unpreg-
nant pauses, or audience rustles and tune-ups be-
tween pieces. Some of this sort of thing gives life to
the recording: much of it is just disturbing. Often
you may have a little snippet of sound on one tape.
some other snippets of sound on another, and wish
to get them all into one cassette. One of my prize
edits involved an address given by a witty speaker
to a club. I missed his opening salutation and re-
marks. Three days later I cornered him with my
tape recorder. He repeated what I missed the first
time. I edited the two parts together. and today no
one except the speaker knows that I wasn't on my
technical toes at the first session. It's all very simple.

If you look at the input and output receptacles of
most cassette recorders you will see markings like
"aux in." "mic." "earphone." and "line out." These
are the keys to both editing and duplicating tape.
Most Japanese -made tape recorders use cables
with miniature or subminiature phone connectors.
Some recorders come with patch cords that have
appropriate plugs at both ends, but be not upset if
you have no patch cord. They are purchasable at
most hi-fi or radio stores. Other cassette recorders
have standard phono jacks. Most European -made
cassette recorders have German DIN -standard
multiple -pin connectors, which may carry both in-
put and output signals through a single jack. If you
can't figure out what kind of patch cords or adapt-
ers you'll need. take your recorder into a store that
sells such accessories, explain just which unit will
be the player and which will he the recorder, and let
the dealer outfit your system. But try it before you
leave the store.

Your precious tape that you are to edit or dupli-
cate is now in one cassette recorder, and the tape
onto which you wish to transfer the sound is in the
other. Connect the patch cord from the "monitor"
or "line out" receptacle of the player unit to the
"aux in" or "line in" (sometimes, particularly in
European equipment. marked "radio") receptacle
of the recording unit. Now before doing any real
editing or dubbing. experiment a bit with the two

recorders. You've got to get your input and output
volume levels correct.

Again, make sure that the machine doing the
recording is not on AVC or you're doomed to fail-
ure. Start with the output from the player fairly
low, and govern your levels with the recording con-
trol of the second unit. The tiny recording meters of
the average portable cassette recorders are far from
exact scientific instruments, but with a bit of experi-
menting. you will soon find the right volume setting
and meter needle positioning for average tape du-
plicating or editing. Actually, you will get the best
results if one or (preferably) both of the units are
home decks rather than portables. And a pause
control-a relatively rare feature in small port-
ables-is an invaluable asset in the recording unit.

Once you have the mechanics down pat. making,
a duplicate tape or editing a tape is duck soup-well
almost.

If You must splice sounds together always copy
them onto a new tape first. It's dangerous to try to
add sound to a precious original-one wrong move
and you've done irremediable harm. I always break
out the tiny tabs at the back of the cassette as soon
as I have recorded something I don't want to lose.
I'd rather waste the rest of the tape than record over
the material by mistake. Breaking the tabs makes
recording impossible: the cassette can only be
played (unless you deliberately cover the tab hole
again with tape or some other substance).

When adding bits and pieces of sound together
consecutively on a second tape, you will need -prac-
tice to discover just how far you must back up the
tape to prevent dead spots between sounds. Since
you aren't endangering your original sounds the
worst you can do is foul up a break and have to do it
over. This is where a pause control pays off: a good
one will stop and start on a dime, so to speak.

In copying cassettes you'll soon find that what
runs 30, 45, or 60 minutes per side on one machine
is not 30, 45, or 60 minutes per side on another.
Transport speeds vary slightly from machine to
machine-not enough, perhaps, to change the pitch
even to a discerning ear, but enough to change total
running time by many seconds. So you may have to
do some juggling to fit your copies onto the same
tape length you used for the original. Naturally
you'll avoid problems of this sort if you copy from
the faster of your machines and onto the slower
one. Another warning. Brand A may indeed put
some more tape into a cassette than Brand B. And
guess who puts the least tape into a cassette? Of
course-the bargain brand.

If you feel that I'm leaving you now hopelessly
entangled in various patch cords, be of good cheer.
Once recorded, oral history (with some music
thrown in) will never die, and eventually you will
get it all together on cassettes the way you want it.
And once you've done it, you'll find it very worth-
while.
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by Denis Vaughan

To record the almost inaudib e
clavichord requires special techniques.

It helps if you have a country
bathroom available.

Taping
the

Sounds
of

(Quiet

WHEN I SET OUT to make a recording of some of my
favorite pieces for the clavichord, I had no idea of
the trouble I would run into. The clavichord is a
comparatively seldom played keyboard instru-
ment. with little hammers that strike either a single
or double string for each note. For twenty years I've
been lucky enough to own a single -string instru-
ment from England's greatest maker, Thomas
Goff. Its sound is so delicate that the slightest ex-
cess pressure on the key can put it out of tune, and
the touch is absolutely direct. As you press down
the key, the hammer both hits and raises the string,
and the more you press the more you increase the
tension of the string, sharpening the note as you go.

To have some idea of what the touch is like, try
stretching an elastic band with one hand and then
pushing it down with a finger of the other hand. If
your fingering is sensitive enough you can make it
vibrate up and down very slightly, thus producing a
tremolo (called in German, Bebung) Niiich is dif-
ferent from the vibrato of the violin or the guitar.
owing to the fact that it comes from a change in the
tension and not in the length of the string.

But the clavichord's most striking qualities are its
beauty of tone and its quietness. It is almost inau-
dible against normal conversation, and to be lis-
tened to properly requires total concentration from
player and listener alike. Its tremendous range of
dynamics is enough to make the VU meter of a tape
recorder look as though it has gone mad. But this
range is between a forte equal. say, to a note
plucked quietly on the guitar and an infinite pianis-
simo. In fact I find that I can play so quietly that I
can't hear the notes myself-but the microphone
picks them up. Of course at that level it is quite im-
possible to see any movement of the fingers. and
technique is more a matter of thought than muscu-
lar control.

Faced with this very particular range of dynamic
level, the first essential for recording is absolute si-
lence. So tiny are the signals the microphones pick
up from a clavichord that they must be preampli-
fied by some 110 dB before they will meet the tape
recorder's requirements: and at that degree of am-
plification one suddenly becomes aware just how
noisy the usually ignored background sounds of a
studio can he. When I first entertained the idea of
recording in the RCA Italiana studios I had a good
listen around in the empty' studios, only to find that
down at that level of quietness all manner of sounds
were audible that would normally never give
trouble-distant rock beats. hum from lighting.
rumble from air-conditioning.

Even though I was using equipment whose in-
herent noise levels were extremely low. I was anx-

Denis Vaughan studied with Thomas Beecham. .4s a conduc-
tor he has recorded the complete symphonies uf Schubert. His
recording of clavichord pieces described in this article IS
scheduled to he released hr RCA hr the end of the rear.
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ious to keep the sound of the clavichord as far
above the noise as possible by putting the instru-
ment in a chamber that would reinforce its tone
even before the sound reached the microphones-
in other words simulating a bathroom acoustic. In
such a live space, however, the acoustics augment
any hums that may be around. I found this out to
my chagrin as soon as we tried to record in my
home near Piazza del Popolo in Rome.

Anyone familiar with Rome knows that things
tend to quiet down a little-even in the summer-by
about 2 a.m. So with the indefatigable help of RCA
engineer Gaetano Vituzzi, I set out on a series of
nocturnal sessions, guaranteed to redden the clear-
est of eyes. After we had set up the clavichord in an
inner corridor which revealed, in initial tests, no
trace of background noises, the first thing was to set
the quality. This took three nights of running back
and forth-between the instrument and the speak-
ers-through five rooms. Clarity and presence were
easy to obtain, but once they were there. the golden
sweetness of the clavichord was replaced by a more
metallic and tiring sound, which was twice as ag-
gressive as anything I was playing.

This delicate balance between the lively presence
from direct microphoning and the airy, wafting
tone of the more distant pickup can mean life or
death in the success of a recording. but never have I
known it to take so long to set as it did with the
clavichord. Setting the mikes farther away brought
in all manner of extraneous noises, mainly from the
room, where my slightest movements were picked
up to such an extent that striking the key for a forte
note, for instance, sounded as if a timpani were
playing along with me: adding too sharp a bass -cut
to the amplifiers robbed the tone of quality.

In the end we found that the ideal position for
the microphone was just beside the player's ears.
where half the sound came directly from the
strings, the other half reflected from the wood of
the clavichord's lid and the walls behind. This posi-
tion also helped to keep out the percussive sounds
of the fingers on the keyboard. But with this setup
the player is put in a highly embarrassing position.
With a Neumann U87 microphone four inches
from your nose, and with that much amplification.
the slightest sniff, hiss, or whistle from normal
breathing can sound as loud as the Queen Mary's
siren and a gulp like somebody wading through a
swamp. Yet if you try to put shields on the micro-
phones or change their position, the sound becomes
constricted.

When you turn your musical life upside down
four nights in succession, concentrating on serious
music is no laughing matter, particularly with an
instrument that requires you to be "in the mood."
When we finally got down to the business of record-
ing, all kinds of unexpected noises got onto the
tapes. Ambulances passed at 3:15 a.m. Motorcycles
started zooming at 3:30 a.m. Birds started tweeting

at 3:35 a.m. A jet plane or two passed just after 4:00
a.m. Neighbors' bedroom conversations, usually
inaudible to the naked ear, could be heard clearly,
while the flushing of distant cisterns and washba-
sins made it impossible to concentrate. The clavi-
chord unfortunately is not one of those obliging in-
struments that will give its best performance on the
first take. The final blow came on the third night of
music -making since my neighbors, despite their
fervent promises, had failed to turn off their hum-
ming air -conditioners when they left for the week-
end. Poor Anna Magdalena and Johann Sebastian
Bach. They must have longed for the hours when
all their children were safely asleep and they could
venture into this fairytale world of sound in peace
and quiet.

Given this unfair competition. we decided to sus-
pend operations until a suitable spot could be
found outside the city. The ideal location turned
out to be Scandriglia, a small Umbrian hill town
where everything is made on the spot, be it olive oil,
flour. cheese or wine: the main road is miles away;
the air is cooler: and by all reliable accounts most
of the inhabitants turn in early.

The villa we rented was blessed with a small.
completely tiled bathroom. The would-be studio
was no larger than a cupboard. and the clavichord
had to he carried in edgewise. The only external
sounds we had to cope with were the cheeping of
crickets, the whirring of cicadas, and the faint dis-
tant roar of motorcycles. Piling up mattresses out-
side the bathroom doors kept most of this mild bed-
lam away from the microphones, but then we were
faced with a new set of difficulties. The lack of air
made me perspire profusely: then the squeak from
my sweaty fingertips twisting on the keys became
quite audible. Dusting talcum powder on the keys
before each take cured the squeaking.

The heat created yet another problem. The brass
strings of the single -string clavichord are so fine
that hot weather greatly affects the tuning. We are
all used to seeing a harp player bobbing backwards
and forwards touching up the tuning of his strings,
which change tension each time he moves a pedal.
Well these thin brass strings of the clavichord
change tension even more widely, particularly if
the player is applying an agitated vibrato, each pul-
sation of which is tugging the string on its anchor
pin enough to jog it out of position.

With the best-known excerpts from the Anna
Magdalena Notebook, where the bulk of the pieces
are definitely in one key, I found it easy to tune in
that key; but when I began to play some of the J. S.
Bach preludes the tuning became critical. The A
minor Prelude. Book II, of the forty-eight preludes
and fugues is the very devil to tune, as it is almost
totally chromatic and explores every note in every
key. and here the title Well -Tempered Clavichord is
synonymous with "Bad-tempered clavichord
player"!
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Denis Vaughan and his unobtrusive clavichord-how do you
tape an instrument that can't even outchirp a bird?

Of the three dimensions in the world of sound
which the clavichord explores in new ways-
namely timbre. dynamic range between pianissimo
and silence. and refinements of pitch - -the keen
record listener will probably be most fascinated by
the last one. Grove's Dictionary states it simply
"There are many who would consider the clay
chord of all instruments the most beautiful." Be-
yond the particular sweetness and richness in the
upper harmonics of its tone. the clavichord can put
its infinite variability of pitch to more emotional
use than any other stringed instrument. The violin
(in contrast to the fixed pitch of a piano note) has
the capacity to sharpen or flatten a note so that not
only is it perfectlY in tune (where all pianos are only
approximately in tune. hut a player can also in-
tensify a leading tone by sharpening it. forcing it
more dramatically to resolve onto the note above it.

The clay ichord can obtain this flexibility of pitch
with all the notes of a chord played simultaneously
tip to eight or ten notes can be sharpened and flat-
tened so that you deliberately increase the disso-
nance of a discord. thus doubling the sense of relief
when it resolves onto its following concord. When
properly performed. this technique helps to grip
the attention of the listener and makes of many
pieces a dramatic sequence of events. of growing
tension and then release. whereas normal tuning
would have made it sound like a rather bland exer-
cise in harmony. In fact the clavichord makes the
greatest emotional demands on the player of any
single instrument I know. and I can well under-
stand why Carl Philip Emanuel Bach (two of whose
pieces I have included in this first disc is reputed to
have sweated more profusely in playing the tiny in-
strument than other larger ones.

Although this is not the first clavichord record-
ing that has been made, it is the first to attempt to
put some of the most popular repertoire into the
right perspective. Anna Magdalena's Notebook
was not written entirely by her great husband, but
does contain the handwriting of several members
of her family. Some of the most popular pieces. cur-
rently circulating as "Piano pieces by Bach." are
not by Johann Sebastian at all, and were in fact
written for the clavichord (or at least played on it)
by various composers of Bach's time. Only very oc-
casionally did Anna notate her husband's pieces in
her notebook and often they were merely arrange-
ments.

As for Bach's forty-eight preludes and fugues.
there is no strict rule as to which instrument they
should be played on, but the bulk of the preludes
are most suitable for the clavichord. particularly
those that have long singing melodies, or violent
contrasts between large chords and single voices.
Only the constantly moving sixteenth -note prel-
udes are more adaptable to the less sensitive harp-
sichord.

But when the recording is released, purchasers
will have to consider how to play it in the most ad-
vantageous way. All that amplification was used
only to eliminate technical background noise, not
to make the instrument sound louder. As I said
previously the clavichord is incredibly quiet. but
one of the key points of its emotional power is that
it demands total concentration. I have had guests
who laughed outright upon hearing the clavichord
and then after a quarter of an hour listened in rapt
silence. bewitched by its magic spell.

We have all become so used to amplification and
magnification that we think nothing of the gro-
tesqueness of a pair of lips smiling six yards yy ide on
a screen, or of the comic aspect of love's sweet noth-
ings being whispered at deafening volume. We
have also had ten N ears of rock played at high deci-
bel levels. This gross insensibility to scale is not
only slowly degrading us. but we have now become
almost embarrassed by really quiet sounds.

10 show the right level for the clavichord I tried
putting announcements on the tape. but the words
shot so quickly nto distortion and broke the musi-
cal feeling so violently that I abandoned them in fa-
vor of trusting to the good taste of listeners to turn
off all noises in and around their listening rooms
and to set their volume controls so low that they
cannot hear the instrument if they speak in a me-
dium soft voice

Once you have acquired a taste tin the clavi-
chord. NOU will find that it can he a real antidote to
the indiscriminate aggression of the sounds and
noises we hear in our daily lives. and listening to it
can he a refreshing experience for oui battered
souls The clay ichord also allows Bach and his fam-
ily to speak to us in their true voices, as this is the
sound for which their best music was written.
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Nothing is hard to get...

Elac / Miracord has spent
a million dollars to bring you

NOTHING
True "NOTHING" would be the
elimination of everything that
interferes with the perfect repro-
duction of sound. So, the closer
you get to "NOTHING" in sound,
the better stereo equipment
you own!

The ELAC 50H MARK II comes
closer to the"NOTHING" in sound
reproduction than any other
automatic turntable. And for good
reason. You see, we've spent a
million dollars in research to

eliminate motor noise, vibration,
rumble, wow, and distort, on. The
closer we get to "NOTHING", the
better it is for you. With rumble
down to -42db, wow down to
0.05% and flutter to 0.01%, we're
really coming close to"NOTHING:'

And we've even reduced record
wear. Imagine an automatic tone -
arm that lowers so slowly, so
lightly to your records that you

puts more engineering in so you get more music out.

can hardly tell when it touches
the groove. You certainly can't
hear it. At your command, a touch
of the exclusive pushbutton con-
trol picks the arm up automatic-
ally and a silicone -damped piston
lowers it lighter than a floating
feather to your record. It's the
ultimate in protection for stylus
and record.

Benjamin Electronic Sound
Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.
A division of Instrument Systems
Corp. Available in Canada.
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a trio even Bach
Bach wrote far fewer trios than Telemann or
Vivaldi (or many other composers for that mat-
ter), but the ones he did write are models of
excellence. His designs were created within the
established musical forms of the age, yet his
innovative genius brought to the trio a perfec-
tion, a completion not seen before his time, and
probably not surpassed since.
In similar fashion, the innovators at H. H. Scott
don't produce a trio very often, but when they
do, the products bespeak unquestioned excel-
lence. Excellence in form and function. Excel-
lence in engineering and execution. Excellence
in those important qualities that stand the
tests of time.

The first member of the Scott trio is 357B, an
FM -AM stereo receiver with 25 watts per chan-
nel for $214.90. Its predecessor was 357, intro-
duced last year to acclaim from all corners. As
recently as June of this year, Stereo Review
found the 1972 model 357 the most powerful of
16 two -channel stereo receivers tested in the
under $250 price range. This year it's back, with
new styling, and there'll be enough for every-
one.
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would appreciate
The middle member of the H. H. Scott trio of
stereo receivers is the 377B at 40 watts per
channel for $319.90. And the heavyweight is the
387B at 55 watts per channel for $359.90. It's a
modernization of the now famous 387, one of
the most widely and favorably reviewed re-
ceivers in audio history. Last year, Electronic
World said it has "one of the most powerful
amplifiers ever offered in an integrated re-
ceiver." Now it, too, is back with new styling
and a comfortable old price.

The H. H. Scott trio is now on display at your
Scott dealer's. Stop in to see and play all three
yourself. Even Bach would appreciate this trio.
We think you will too!

u3scoh

rrrr
were innovation is a tradition

H. H. Scott, Inc 111 Powdermill Road. Maynard. Mass 01754
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1972 is already
a classic year.

1. Nixon goes 2. The Summit
to China.

M 30643

Meeting.
3. Another 4. 18 -year -olds

moon shot. get the vote.

5. Columbia brings out great new releases.
Here are nine of them.
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Rudolf Bing's Metropolitan Farewell Gala on DGG

by Dale Harris

There is a singular appropriateness to the form taken by
the Bing Farewell Gala. A Grand Vocal Concert may
seem an odd way of celebrating twenty-two years of
stage presentations, especially on the part of a general
manager who assumed his duties with the avowed inten-
tion of presenting opera as musical drama, yet the fact is
that the Bing years were increasingly devoted to the cult
of stardom. From the mounting of the mediocre Adriana
Lecouvreur at the insistence of Tebaldi to the casting of
Corelli in the stylistically unsuitable title role of Werther.
the emphasis fell more and more on vocal glamor.

So it did at the Farewell. Nothing but subservience to
the concept of stardom can explain the programing,
since the evening consisted of mere bits and pieces of
music. a disconcerting jumble of mostly arias and duets.
many not even from works performed at the Met during
Bing's regime. like Die Tote Stadt, I Lombardi. Le Cid,
Cenerentola, and the unlikely, though charming. Oscar
Straus operetta Les Trois Valses. Bing's high regard for
stars can surely be the only reason for allowing Birgit
Nilsson to end the program with the final scene of Sa-
lome If opera is anything more than an excuse for vocal
prowess the choice of so dramatically grisly a selection
was at best incongruous for a festive occasion.

There is also a certain unfitness about bringing these
proceedings to an end with a single artist rather than
with the whole company. Some huge musical ensemble
I the Aida Act II finale, for example) would at least have
left an impression of artistic fellowship, the sort of col-
laborative effort on which a great opera house inevitably
depends. instead, the curtain came down on a solitary
superstar. The ascendency of star values was only under-
lined by the unmusical abruptness with which the Sa-
lome excerpt was terminated once Nilsson had finished
her last note. The composer. in other words, was of less
consequence than his middlemen.

But Nilsson, as this recorded souvenir demonstrates, is
a vocal prodigy. Not all of Bing's stars were, alas. During
Bing's time it wasn't always easy to see much awareness
at the Met of the difference between glamor and talent.
An interesting feature of the gala was the sheer amount
of mediocrity on display. and the fact that mediocrity
and talent appeared to be interchangeable. Certainly the
management by its programing and the audience by its
applause seemed to accord them equal status. Sir Rudolf
had long staked commercial and artistic success on vocal
stars. Toward the end, the former kind of success began
to disappear. while the latter-as the standard of per-
formance at the gala revealed-was always dubious. It
seems fair to say that for a long time now stardom at the
Met has depended as much on promotion as on talent.

But doubts on the score of artistic merit should not be
allowed to obscure the enterprise of Deutsche Grammo-
phon in recording the evening and in making these high-
lights (designated as Volume I on the jacket) available
so swiftly. This, moreover, is DGG's first local venture in
both recording and manufacture and bodes well for such
future plans as Gentele's opening Carmen with Horne
and McCracken under Bernstein. In some instances

The Cult of Stardom

One of the stars of the Bing years who did not appear at
his final farewell was the camel featured in Barber's
Anthony and Cleopatra when the new Met opened in 1966.

DGG's engineers improve on nature. Nilsson's Amazo-
nian and largely successful attempt to make herself
heard over the megalomaniacal orchestral barrage un-
leashed by Karl Bohm has been turned into something
more listenable and no less exciting Moreover. Nilsson
in the living room, at whatever hour you find her appro-
priate, is more enjoyable than Nilsson at I :15 a.m. after
an already long evening of insistent vocalism. She is un-
doubtedly the highlight of this disc.

The rest is less satisfactory. The music of Trovatore is
really too cruelly testing for Martina Arroyo. Arroyo gets
around all the notes. including the cabaletta where she
manages trills of a sort. but her vocal emissior isn't
smooth enough, her scale not equalized enough, her tone
not beautiful enough. for Verdian cantilena. In any case.
most of this scent' lies too low for her. The Caballe/ Do-
mingo duet is a foretaste of next season's casting and
shows these favorites in their current form. Caballe is
comfortable now only at low dynamic levels and is oth-
erwise rather blowsy in tone. Domingo, with a voice no-
ticeably darker than a year ago. is taxed by sustained
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loud passages. Both artists have to work hard to survive
the rigors of the climax. Why Leontyne Price elected to
sing "Dove sono" is hard to guess. This is not the sort of
music she has an affinity for, nor is the Countess a role
she has ever performed. The upper half of Price's voice
sounds beautiful, but she never quite relaxes enough to
allow the music to flow with appropriate inevitability.

Richard Tucker and Robert Merrill, both survivors
from the Johnson era, still have a lot of vocal stamina to
call on. It is probably too late to inform Tucker, now
nearing sixty, that Verdi already put the emotion into the
music and that all the tenor has to do is sing. In any case,
Tucker's tearfulness is an annoying distortion of the
composer's intentions.

No wonder Verdi was wary of tenors, for he is ill -
served too by Franco Corelli. Corelli does try hard. He
begins by paying respectful attention to the music. He
achieves an impressive morendo on "immenso" just be-
fore the entrance of Desdemona. But soon after, a sense
of self-importance takes over, and from that point on
poor Verdi doesn't stand a chance. Corelli's singing
seems dictated principally by vanity. He pulls against the
conductor like a willful child defying parental guidance.
He swallows what he considers unimportant notes and
syllables. Above all, he hangs on and on to the final note
as if it were a piece of forbidden candy, and while his
fans explode with rapture the ravishing orchestral con-
clusion to the love duet can be heard expiring quietly in
the background. Though Zylis-Gara doesn't have all the
vocal purity for Desdemona's music she does some
lovely things (like the beautifully poised soft G on
"Amen risponda") and unlike her partner she is always
musical.

But worst of all is the special party piece, "Chacun
Bing's gout." It is hardly Resnik's fault that John Gut -
man's rewriting of Fledermaus is so witless, self-con-
gratulatory, and demeaning, but in fact Resnik does
sound as if she is at the end of her vocal tether. Indeed,
the break in registers is so disconcerting that the effect is
perilously close to female impersonation. This number,
with its dubious taste (the references to Bing's quarrels
with Callas, Merrill, and MacNeil, for example) and its
rehashing of thrice -familiar stories (like the three Tris-
tans in one performance), is not something I imagine
many listeners will want to play very often, particularly
straight after Mozart. But it is a fair souvenir of what the
Met has sunk to in the recent past (I am thinking of pro-
ductions like Perichole, Gypsy Baron, Martha, and Bar-
biere), and as such it has its place in operatic history. But,
then, the whole fascinating disc with its air of excite-
ment, its audience enthusiasm-even its shadowy, obtru-
sive prompter-will provide the future with a good idea
of our operatic standards in the early 1970s. That the evi-
dence may be unflattering to us is, however. a reasonable
expectation.

"HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE METROPOLITAN OPERA GALA HONOR-
ING SIR RUDOLF BING." Various soloists; Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra, Richard Bonynge, James Levine, Karl Bohm, Fran-
cesco Molinari-Pradelli, and Kurt Adler, cond. Deutsche
Grammophon 2530 260, $6.98.
VERDI: II Trovatore: Tacea la notte placida (Martina Arroyo, soprano); La
Forza del destino: Invano, Alvaro (Richard Tucker, tenor; Robert Merrill,
baritone); Otello: Gia nella notte densa (Teresa Zylis-Gars, soprano;
Franco Corelli, tenor). PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut: Tu, tu, amore? Tu?
(Montserrat Caballe, soprano; Placido Domingo, tenor). STRAUSS, R.: Sa-
lome: Final Scene (Birgit Nilsson, soprano). MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro:
Dove sono (Leontyne Price, soprano). STRAUSS, J.: Die Fledermaus:
Chacun a Bing's gout (Regina Resnik, mezzo).

Extraordinary Romantic
by Gregor Benko

Did Liszt play his operatic
transcriptions like Jorge Bolet?
Jorge Bolet's new recording of Liszt's transcriptions-
ranging from the familiar Chopin songs to the rarely
heard Lucia paraphrase-is astonishing. In his grasp of
the musical idiom and style, as well as his prodigious
technique. Bolet demonstrates staggering virtuosity, and
the result can only be judged as one of the most impor-
tant, beautiful, and enjoyable piano records of the entire
LP era.

Franz Liszt was probably history's supreme piano
transcriber. His transcriptions take advantage of every
resource and "trick" the piano offers-endless opportun-
ity for cantilena, three- and four -hand effects, "orches-
tral" display, and much more. Of course the musical
quality of these virtuoso vehicles varies greatly. Liszt's
earliest works in the genre-those dating from the 1830s
like the Lucia-are among his weakest, with their super-
fluous ornamental flourishes and often ridiculous new
material. Later efforts such as the Rigoletto paraphrase
(1859) more successfully present in solo piano terms the
original composer's voice -and -orchestra conception. al-
though they still somehow seem stepchildren in com-
parison. But Liszt's late transcriptions are works of art in
their own right. In his translation of Schumann's Frith-
lingsnacht, Liszt has succeeded in subduing his own per-
sonality and has remained completely true to Schu-
mann's musical intent. Nothing of the original song has
been lost-and nothing has been added. No greater hom-
age could be paid by one composer to another, for Liszt's
work is as lovely in its own fashion and as much of a
masterpiece as the original song.

Just how should Liszt's transcriptions be performed?
We know a great deal about the proper performance
practices in baroque music, but very little about the cor-
rect interpretation of Romantic music-a strange situ-
ation, for there is a mass of historical evidence to help
unravel this knotty musical problem. A number of these
transcriptions were recorded by pianists whose back-
grounds and training stemmed from an authoritative tra-
dition; many books, articles, and other printed material
exist that describe in detail the various aspects of Ro-
mantic performance style. This sort of piano playing has
often been loosely described as "Golden Age," and it is
certain that in many respects it embodies the keyboard
approach of Chopin, Liszt, and Schumann themselves. It
is also the way Jorge Bolet plays these works.

In Bolet's performances the piano is king, perform-
ances conceived and executed in terms of what the piano
and no other instrument can do. Above all, Bolet culti-
vates beauty of sound-tone and sonority-as much as lu-
cid architecture. What a tone he has! Deep, rich, and
golden at all volume levels, it carries and penetrates
without ever being harsh; and once launched, each note
takes on a life of its own, seeming to exist without rela-
tion to the machinery that created it. Then Bolet has
power-real power and not just loudness. In this his only

Gregor Benko is vice president of the International Piano Li-
brary.
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Pianism The Full -Blooded Music of Liszt and Weber

Jorge Bolet-one of the greatest piano techniques. Weber-an original genius.

rival today is Horowitz. Also like Horowitz. no matter
how "big" Bolet's playing gets. one always has the feel-
ing he could give even more and that he still has un-
tapped reserves. Bolet truly sings these songs and arias
through his fingers. and he is able to delineate a melody
line as few pianists since Josef Hofmann. Even in the
multivoiced sextet and quartet transcriptions, Bolet is ca-
pable of perfectly re-creating "operatic" performances.

To accomplish this, Bolet necessarily possesses one of
the greatest piano techniques I have ever encountered.
on or off records. Listen to the way he plays the repeated
octave passages (measures 79/86) in the Rigoletto para-
phrase. with a decrescendo in each of the very rapidly
played groups-incredible! His rubato is real rubato
(which does not mean wayward rhythm). and for each
quaver that he takes away another is added. This kind of
rhythmic freedom is almost classical in its purity, based
on the structure of the composition and a logical se-
quence of phrases that unfold naturally. His pedaling is
carefully co-ordinated with his phrasing to create a max-
imum of "sound" at all times, even in the quietest pas-
sages-and. needless to say. without blemishes or indis-
tinctness of any kind in the most rapid passages. The
ideal of the Romantic pianist was to use the pedal in or-
der to create wide variations of tone and sonority. Bolet
obviously listens very carefully as he performs. He seeks
out and highlights inner voices that most Romantic com-
posers wrote into their compositions.

All these details are important. for there is little doubt
that this was the style in which these compositions-in-
cluding the entire oeuvres of Chopin, Liszt. and Schu-
mann-were conceived and played by their creators.
Hopefully RCA will record many great masterpieces of
the Romantic repertoire with Bolet, for we have so few
recordings of them performed in such an authentic style.
There are only a handful of pianists besides Bolet before
the public today who give us what the Romantic com-
posers wanted us to hear-and enjoy.

Wm% "Franz Liszt's Greatest Hits of the 1850s." Jorge Bo -
let. piano. RCA Red Seal LSC 3259, $5.98
Reminiscences de Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti): Die Forelle (Schu-
bert); Standchen (Schubert): Rigoletto. Paraphrase de concert (Verdi).
Spinning Chorus from "The Flying Dutchman" (Wagner); Meine Freu-
den (Chopin). Widmung (Schumann): FrUhlingsnacht (Schumann).

by Paul Henry Lang

Vox's complete documentation
of Weber's piano works

This extraordinary set honors a great and largelY un
known composer. as it does Vox: such intelligence and
largesse (six discs!) on the part of record manufacturers
is rare these days. To say that Weber is largely unknov. r.
is not rhetoric: of the composer of operas. Masses. sym-
phonies, concertos, chamber music, songs. choruses. pi-
ano music, and a large volume of valuable musical criti-
cism, only Freischfitz, a couple of overtures. the F minor
Konzeristiick. and Invitation to the Dance are generally
familiar. But then Weber was a somewhat enigmatic
composer. He has been described as a satellite of
Beethoven and Schubert. or as a forerunner of Wagner.
no doubt because he does not fit into any category.. least
of all into the then dominant "Viennese" school. The an-
swer is very simple: His was an entirely original genius.

Both as a man and as a musician Weber is the antith-
esis of his great contemporary and fellow pathbreaker
for Romanticism. Schubert. Weber came from a large.
many -branched family of rather dubious reputation
(poor Mozart had his troubles with the Webers. whose
daughter he married. not quite voluntarily l \ Ian of I he
clan were talented: most of them. notably Carl Maria',
father, were also first-class charlatans. lin example 01 the
elder Weber's flair for advancement is his invention 01
the letters of nobility. and the German respect for titles
has kept them Von Weber to this day. though the
"Baron" is no longer used. Well. it does not really mat-
ter: Carl Maria certainly earned a musical baronetcy. He
suffered a great deal from his lather's unsa,.or\ oper-
ations. but he was one of the fey. honorable V cher..
even though his memoirs are not re':iahle. t Nor Is the bi-
ography written by his son. Max Maria: a modern biog-
raphy is very much needed.)

Weber's talents, unlike Schubert's. were man. sided
At nineteen he was an experieneeo conductor and the-
ater manager: his performances A CR.: exemplars and the
repertory astonishingly varied. He \\ as also a top-notch
piano virtuoso who could hold tits own against anyone
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then active: and he was a most competent and cultivated
music critic, far more strictly professional than either
Schumann or Berlioz. The contrast between Schubert
and Weber is no less marked in their music. Weber's
imagination was first of all theatrical, and his greatest
works are in this field. Significantly, his best instrumen-
tal compositions are those where a distinctly dramatic -
coloristic quality is present. Schubert's profound lyr-
icism does show up in Weber's opera arias and in some
of the slow movements of the concertos and sonatas, but
in the instrumental works it is as a rule replaced by bril-
liance. He was far more the full-blooded romantic than
Schubert. obsessed all his life by a curious combination
of the veneration for the romanticism of the "German
forest" and nostalgia for medieval chivalry, sorcery, and
the world of the fairy tale. Now how does all this dovetail
with the fairly large body of piano music recorded here?

We must reiterate that Weber was a virtuoso pianist in
love with his instrument and with its special possibilities.
At first he strikes one as a musician from the Hummel-
Field-Dussek group of pianist -composers; the early
pieces display a salonlike social elegance but also a re-
markable sense for good pianistic writing. Take, for in-
stance. the early four -hand pieces: they are crystalline,
no part is ever covered yet there is plenty of rapid, criss-
crossing movement. Gradually, Weber's passion for
color and dramatic effect asserts itself and we see that
this kind of pianism is not Hummel's either: it simply
bypasses the era and points directly to Chopin and Liszt.
His rhythm is basically an elemental pulsation, always
well articulated, but it can be quite capricious without
denying this basic quality. In this connection note the
"minuets": practically all of them, even in the earliest
sets of pieces, are real scherzos, often bold and sweeping.
The melismatic melodic flow can be perfunctory, but
even then it is usually pleasant. In many instances, how-
ever, it is full of invention, astonishingly Chopinesque in
its unbroken continuity. Formal problems Weber usu-
ally solves in an uncomplicated romantic way, ex eventu.
as the situation permits it. but he can compose sonata
structures with elaborate thematic development, if in the
"loose" sonata manner of Schubert. The thread may be
broken here and there, but the music has a marvelous
unity of effect. At times, as in the E minor sonata, he
leads us almost into the Wagnerian world. Though the
writing is invariably highly idiomatic for the keyboard,
one often "hears" the horns, the timpani, the clarinet,
and so forth: Liszt orchestrated the Poltava brillanie.
There is a great deal of variety in this music for both pi-
anists and listeners, who will discover an unworked lode
of excellent musical entertainment.

The two pianists in this recording (Rosario Marciano
assists in the four -hand pieces) are very good. Hans
Kann. the principal performer, exhibits the typical Vien-
nese st\ Ic: elegant, low-key playing that is always clear.
if perhaps with a bit of hand lotion to make things
smooth. He has taste and musicality, obviously loves
what he is doing, and his fingers are nimble. So Vox's big
venture is a real accomplishment. It is hoped that with
the rising appreciation of the music of the earlier nine-
teenth century, heretofore rated quite low, this bold ven-
ture will prove to be a success all around. A compliment
is due to Leonard Seeber for his excellent notes.

WEBER: The Complete Piano Music. Hans Kann, piano
ICI (with Rosario Marciano in the four -hand works). Vox

SVBX 5450/51, $9.98 each (two three -disc albums).

by Clifford F. Gilmore

An Organ Festival
with E. Power Biggs

Baroque discoveries,
a quadraphonic spectacular,

a Handel potpourri,
and a European tour

COLUMBIA CELEBRATED "E. Power Biggs Month"
recently with an impressive and varied batch of record-
ings. And, I am pleased to report, each in its own way is
quite well done and a welcome addition to the distin-
guished organist's large discography. But let's go
through the new releases one by one.

The most important in a repertorial sense is the disc of
six concertos after Italian masters by Johann Gottfried
Walther, played on the Gottfried Silbermann organ in
Freiberg (East Germany). Walther and Bach were col-
leagues and close friends during the years they lived in
Weimar. and both (like many German composers at the
time) had become quite intrigued with the many Italian
concertos by Vivaldi and his contemporaries that were
then in fashion. Perhaps as a kind of exercise in assimi-
lating the essentials of this new style, both Bach and
Walther, at about the same time, made keyboard tran-
scriptions of many Italian string concertos. Bach's tran-
scriptions for the organ and for the harpsichord are
pretty well known, but Walther's turn up only very rarely
on recital programs. To praise the music is, of course, to
praise the Italian composer of the original, since neither
Bach nor Walther drastically altered the original compo-
sition in making the transcription-Walther even less
than Bach. And several of the concertos on this disc are
quite lively and entertaining little pieces. Walther's con-
certos here are based on originals by Vivaldi, Torelli, Al-
binoni, Taglietti, and Gentili. It's a special pleasure to
have these works recorded by an organist like Biggs who
makes them sound so sparkling and vivacious.

Even more important than the new repertoire perhaps
is the instrument itself-the first available domestic
recording of Gottfried Silbermann's first major organ
and the one that has been the least altered over the years.
For organ buffs this is already a famous instrument.
since virtually every treatise on historic European organs
discusses it; and now we can hear precisely the kind of
organ Bach himself favored. Bach and Gottfried Silber-
mann also were friends and the composer played con -
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certs on several of Silbermann's instruments: he had
high praise for the builder's work (though they were con-
stantly at loggerheads over the matter of mean -tone tun-
ing versus equal temperament). In marked contrast to
the crisp, stark, and gutsy sound of North German build-
ers-particularly Schnitger-Silbermann leaned more to
the rounder. mellower, more colorful sounds associated
with French instruments of the period. Cornets and solo
reed stops are more common in this style. The instru-
ment in the cathedral of Freiberg is a hefty three -manual
organ of about forty-five stops. Biggs plays it fluently and
the recording is remarkably rich and clean and realistic.

Of all the records in this release, the one most likely to
make the Billboard charts, however, is the "Music for
Organ. Brass and Percussion," and it well deserves the
popularity it undoubtedly will attain. The original con-
ception for the disc seems to have been to produce a
four -channel sonic spectacular. Undoubtedly Biggs,
conductor Maurice Peress, and arranger Arthur Harris
sat down to choose music that could be appropriately ar-
ranged. adapted, and rescored to produce the desired ef-
fect. It's not the sort of procedure that often pleases mu-
sicians. but thanks to the skills and integrity of this team
(producer John McClure must also share the honors).
the result is not unmusical and it is thrillingly effective,
even in my normal stereo copy-the four -channel disc.
unfortunately, was not ready by press time. The seven -
minute Strauss Processional Entry alone would be worth
the price of the disc: written originally for twenty-four
wind instruments. Max Reger later added an organ part,
and the lush, romantic sonorities are truly splendid.
There is no need to discuss the other pieces except to say
that in these magnificent, mostly antiphonal arrange-
ments they are as good as, and in several cases better
than, their original versions.

The installation of the Moller organ in St. George's
Church. New York. is peculiar in that its several divi-
sions are splayed rather willy-nilly all around the build-
ing. When heard live the effect is disturbing and unsatis-

factory. but for the purposes of this strictly antiphonally
conceived recording that weakness is turned to very
good advantage. The good-sized brass and percussion
ensemble is awesomely brilliant and sonorous and never
less than virtuosic. All in all, this is a superbly entertain-
ing and stunningly produced recording-I've already
nearly worn out the Strauss.

"The Magnificent Mr. Handel. Vol. 2" t011ows closely
in the footsteps of its predecessor in offering a wide se-
lection of seventeen instrumental overtures, interludes,
marches, and a couple of choruses (sans voices) from
Handel's operas and oratorios, some well known in their
entirety, others still pret:y obscure. It should he pointed
out that in spite of Biggs's prominent billing on the
cover, this is strictly orchestral music: an organ 'continuo
is of course required, but it is scarcely ever heard. I'm not
sure how many of the Royal Philharmonic players jour-
neyed to the Great Packington Church where this
recording was made. but it is certainly a larger group
than Handel himself was likely to muster up. Groves
leads a tight ship. however, and the orchestra plays with
style and gentle enthusiasm throughout. Furthermore.
the spacious and airy recording contributes nicely to this
very agreeable collection.

Last is an intelligently assembled two -disc organ tour
of "24 historic organs in eight countries covering seven
centuries of music by 24 composers." All of the material
here has been previously released. including selections
from all five of the "Historic Organs of ..." series, which
now includes Spain, Italy. Switzerland. France. and
England. There are several excerpts from Biggs's earlier,
indispensable, two -record tour of all twelve of the sur-
viving Schnitger organs in Holland and Germany titled
"The Golden Age of the Organ" ( M2S 697-a set every
organ enthusiast should own in its entirety). Also in-
cluded is one of the three Haydn organ concertos ( from
MS 6682): the Mozart Fantasy, K. 608 (from MS 6856),
played on the magnificent Muller organ of St. Bavo in
Haarlem: one of the seventeen "Festival" sonatas ( MS
6857): and a selection from "The Magnificent Mr.
Handel. Vol. I." This is. of course. a "cream of the crop"
collection and perfornrances and recordings are never
less than good, almost always distinguished. I can highly
recommend it as a general introduction and survey of
the European organ from 1390 to the mid -eighteenth
century.

WALTHER: Six Concertos for Organ, after Italian Masters. E.
Power Biggs, organ (Gottfried Silbermann organ in the Ca-
thedtal of Freiberg). Columbia M 31205, $5.98.
E. POWER Blocs: "Music for Organ, Brass and Percussion."
E. Power Biggs, organ (St.. George's Church, New York); the
Columbia Brass and Percussion Ensemble, Maurice Peress,
cond. Columbia M 31 93, $5.98. Tape: 0. MA 31193,
$6.98;  MT 31193, $6.98.
SIGOUT: Grand Chorus in Dialogue. DUPRE: Heroic Poem. CAMPRA:
Riga udon. WIDOR: Lord. Save Thy People. STRAUSS, R.: Processional En-
try. PURCELL: Antiphonal Voluntary. KARG-ELERT: Praise the Lord with
Drums and Cymbals; Triumphal March. CLARKE: Trumpet Voluntary.
HANDEL: "The Magnificent Mr. Handel, Vol. 2." Fanfares,
marches, overtures, and other incidental music from the op-
eras, oratorios, and instrumental pieces. E. Power Biggs, or-
gan (Great Packington Church, Warwickshire, England); Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra Charles Groves, cond. Columbia M
31206, $5 98 Tape  MA 31206, $6.98;  MT 31206.
$6.98.

DiE. POWER Blocs: "Twenty -Four Historic Organs inj Eight Countries Covering Seven Centuries of Music
by Twenty -Four Composers." E. Power Biggs, organ.
Columbia MG 31237, $6.98 (two discs).
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ALKAN: 12 Etudes dans les tons mineurs,
Op. 39: Nos. 8, 9, and 10 (Concerto for Solo
Piano). John Ogdon. piano. RCA Red Seal
LSC 3192. $5.98

Alkan's op. 39 is a hefty mouthful that has
managed to down. among other things. a four -
movement "piano" symphony. a three -move-
ment solo piano concerto. and a theme with

enty -Ilse sariations. each of which suppos-
edlY depicts one of the animals from Aesop's
fables. I might add that pianists tackling the
music ss ill find it a sizably challenging meal as
well!

We have had several editions of the ss in-
phons. two of the Aesop's fables. and one of
the first two etudes in the set. Now we are
given the first recording of the concerto. Alkan
real's knew how to make a pianist sweat. In
characteristic form. he makes his "soloist"
double for the conductor and sub for a one -
hundred -piece symphony orchestra as well.
This weirdo composer -half eccentric and half
genius -had a superb knowledge of the differ-
ence between orchestral and pianistic writing
(a distinction that many greater composers.
Schubert for example. were quite innocent
of). There is never an% doubt in this "con-
certo- as to v. hich are the tuttis and which the
solos. I "orchestral" portions are strong.
blocked out. a mite square -boned (although
teeming with inner lines and other jaw -break-
ing complexities): hut when the soloist enters.
the scoring turns to flowing arabesques very
much in the Chopin manner. Eventually the
work enters a surrealistic dream ss orld and the
usual clear-cut contrasts almost disappear.
One thinks particularly of the "cadenza" near
the end of the twents -ses en -minute -long first
movement. The difficulties there are of fiend-
ish proportions with the most fearsome -
sounding repeated note passage I has e ever
heard. Just listening to it is enough to giy c any

even semi k now ledgeable person goose
humps. On the whole. the concerto is less
structurally well knit than the symphons. The
initial material, it seems to me. is slightly naive
and commonplace. and Alkan sometimes out-
stays his welcome. There are, of course. splen-
did and memorable details, but the entity is
too uneven to stand a chance of making it into
the standard repertory-.

John Ogdon's performance is pretty fantas-
tic. He copes brilliantly with the technical hur-
dles, and projects a sturdy. clear-cut. powerful
reading. Perhaps a Richter or an Arrau could
lavish a hit more color and finesse on the writ-
ing. and a Horowitz could bring still more
voltage and high-strung flair. Still. it is doubt-
ful that one of those supervirtuosos will take
on such an offbeat assignment. and thus it is
fair to assume that Ogdon has not merely said
the only word on the subject of Alkan's con-
certo, but the last one also. Fine sound, with
more ring than on several other Ogdon discs
for RCA. H.G.

BACH: Concertos for Violin: No. 1, in A mi-
nor, S. 1041; No. 2, in E, S. 1042; Branden-
burg Concerto No. 3, in G, S. 1048. Pinchas
Zukerman, violin; English Chamber Orches-
tra, Pinchas Zukerman. cond. Columbia M
31072, $5.98. Tape: S. MA 31072.
$6.98; se MT 31072, $6.98.
Selected comparison:
Concentus Musicus Tele. 9508

Pinchas Zukerman is a remarkably talented
young man, as any random sampling of his re-
cent recordings will clearly demonstrate: and
the critics have been lavish in their praise of
his Tchaikovsky, Mendelssohn, Wieniawski.
Vieuxtemps, and other concerto perform-
ances. However, a baroque specialist he is
not -and why should he be when he is having
such success with repertory in which he is ob-
viously more comfortable?

As we would expect. there is very fine fiddle
playing to he heard on this record: A sure
technique, good intonation, sensitivity, and
intelligence are apparent in each work. The
English Chamber Orchestra too can be
counted upon to deliver ensemble playing of a
very high order. What is missing is any hint of
awareness on the part of conductor Zukerman
or violinist Zukerman that the fashions in ba-
roque music performance have changed radi-
cally since the days when his teachers were
students. The lexicon of rhetorical/expressive
devices which he uses so effectively in roman-
tic literature is simply out of place here.

Zukerman. a product of New York's
Juilliard School. does superbly well what his
conservatory training has taught him to do.
But music written before Mozart or after Bar-
tok (in other words, music other than the
"standard concert repertory") is pretty thor-
oughly ignored in most conservatories today.
and has become "specialists- territory. Thus.
Zukerman's approach to Bach is pretty far
away from the currently accepted specialist's
view and is much more akin to the attitudes of
performers three times his age.

The only alternate recording I would rec-
ommend is the Concentus Musicus readings

of these two violin concertos plus the D minor
double violin concerto on a superb Tele-
funken disc. C.F.G.

BACH: OrgelbUchlein. S. 599/644: Herr
Jesu Christ, dich zu uns wend', S. 709:
Herzlich tut mich verlangen, S. 727. Helmut
Walcha, organ (Andreas Silbermann organ in
the Church of Saint-Pierre-le-Jeune. Stras-
burg). Archive 2708 023, $13.96 (two discs).
Selected comparisons:
Alain MHS 668 70
Rifling None 73015

-Toward the end of his stay in Weimar
(1708-1717), Bach began to compile a large-
scale work that would provide chorale pre-
ludes for all the major events of the Lutheran
liturgical Year. He began by entering the titles
of 161 hymns at the top of each page of a blank
manuscript book arranged in the order of' their
use during the course of the year from Advent
to Pentacost. Only forty-six chorale preludes
actually got composed for the set. however.
when Bach left Vs dinar for the court at Ci)-
then. where such a collection of organ cho-
rales would have been of little practical value
to him.

Bach taught his pupils. when playing cho-
rales. "not to play the songs merely offhand
but according to the affect of the words." In
this collection w e have forty-six finch etched.
perfectly proportioned. precisely clear exam-
ples of just what he meant. The chorale pre-
ludes are quite short. usually just the same
number of measures as the chorale itself.
which is most frequently found in the upper
voice. This melody is accompanied in most
cases by freely ins en ted mous it: fragments. in-
troduced in the first measure and repeated
throughout the work. which illustrate the cen-
tral idea of the text of the hymn. Durch Adams
Fall 1st gun: verderbi. for instance. represents
the fall of man through Adam by means of the
descending diminished sevenths in the bass. In
three of the Christmas chorales Bach uses the
traditional device of ascending and descend-
ing scale figures to depict the motion of angels
between heaven and earth.

I could go on and on describing the wonders
of these forty-six miniature gems. but of course
they must he heard -or better still, played -to
be fully savored. Walcha's intentions with
these chorale preludes. as indeed with all of
Bach's works, is to give us the notes exactly as
they appear in the Bach Gesellschaft. nothing
more and nothing less, with appropriate regis-
trations and tempos. If you're familiar with his
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Recently a number of influential publications have

said some very nice things about our loudspeakers.
And we're most grateful. But reviews-even good
ones-don't tell the whole story. Stated simply, The
only way to judge a loudspeaker is to hear it. Pic-
tured here are four of our best selling models.
To the far lest, our extraordinary little Thirty -Two
($47.50t). Next, the very popular Seventeer
($74.95t). Up front, the classic Six ($134.00tj. And

finally, the spectacular Five ',$189.95t). If you really
want to know what KLH is all about, we suggest you
1.sten to arty one or all of these fine loudspeakers.
And when you do, we're sure you'll agree that KLH
delivers everyth'ng the reviews promised-and then
some.

For more information, visit yo. KLH dealer or
write to KLH Research and Development, 30 Cross

St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
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style. there will not be a single surprise in store
for you here. In the larger preludes and fugues
and free compositions I feel this approach
yields pretty bland ( i.e.. dull) results: here.
however, we don't want much more than the
aural "photograph." so to speak. of the score.
That rhythmic rigor mortis which is so stifling
in the larger works is much less objectionable
in these miniature proportions.

The organ used here is the so-called Silber-
mann organ in Strasburg which Vvalcha also
used for his newest recordings included in the
recent eight -record box of all Bach's noncho-
rale-based works. I use the qualification "so-
called" because Silbermann's original instal-
lation in 1780 consisted of one manual and
pedal with sixteen stops: the instrument now
comprises forty-one stops on three manuals
and pedal. It has been "modernized." en-
larged. and moved so many times that it can't
possibly resemble what Silbermann originally
intended. To my mind it is not a very success-
ful instrument. with too many fat and fuzzy
sounds that fail to knit into one ensemble.

You might wish to try Marie -Claire Alain's
three -record version from the Musical Herit-
age Society: she plays a beautiful Marcussen
Organ in Denmark. and furthermore includes
a straight. four-part harmonization of each
chorale along with each chorale prelude. Hel-
mut Rilling goes a step further by having one
or two verses of each chorale sung by a choir
before and/or after each chorale prelude.
though I'm even less fond of his playing and
the anonymous organ used in that four -record
Nonesuch box is not particularly distin-
guished. C.F.G.

BARTOK: Quintet for Piano and Strings.
Csilla SzabO, piano; Tatra' String Quartet.
Hungaroton LPX 11518, $5.98.

This disc brings another Bartok curiosity from
Hungaroton's ongoing issue of the composer's
complete works. Bartok wrote his quintet in
the summer of 1904 when he was twenty-three
years old, and it was the last of his early works
to appear without an opus number. Although
remarkably mature for the work of so young a
composer, the quintet nevertheless seems
overly drawn out and somewhat predictable in
its late romanticisms. Although probably of
interest primarily to Bartok students, this
piece unquestionably occupies an important
position in the Hungarian composer's early
development: It was his first major composi-
tion in the chamber music genre. an area for
which he would have had few, if any, native
Hungarian precedents. This undoubtedly ex-
plains why the influence of Liszt seems so
much less marked than in Kossuth, the sym-
phonic poem that immediately preceded the
quintet; instead, Brahms and the German tra-
dition come to mind here, thus suggesting for
the first time a side of Bartok's personality that
was to become increasingly apparent in such
later chamber masterpieces as the string quar-
tets. The performance by Csilla Szabo and the
Tatrai Quartet is both accurate and sympa-
thetic to the spirit of the music, and the liner
notes, as usual in this series, are excellent.

R. P.M.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano: No. 28, in A,
Op. 101; No. 31, in A flat, Op. 110. Rudolf
Serkin, piano. Columbia M 31239, $5.98.

The seal of a master looms large here-in fact.
it rests rather heavily on these performances.
There is a great deal to admire in Serkin's in-
terpretations: personal vision. magnificent at-
tention to linear detail, resplendent pianist:c
polish (note the uniformity of those trills in the
fugal development of Op. 10I's finale or the
impressive evenness of the treacherous double
fourths which come a bit later in the same
work). There is also evidence here of Serkin's
ever developing bent toward introspection, his
growing concern with tonal color.

For all that, this record gave me mixed feel-
ings. here is a certain lethargy and metrical
rigidity that I find hard to equate with my own
inner metronome and feelings about these
transcendental sonatas. The ground plan is
obviously a monumental one. but I find dis-
quieting evidence here that Serkin is begin-
ning to align himself with the school of inter-
preters who feel that to savor their greatness
fully. masterpieces (especially German master-
pieces) must be made to sound as static as the
Parthenon. Serkin will, like that edifice, sur-
vive my carping. but for whatever it is worth I
submit the reminder that, contra local belief.
der Meister Beethoven is an international
rather than a German musical figure.

The sound per se is very fine, especially that
of Op. 101 which has a solidity and roundness
not always associated with Serkin even in the
concert hall. Columbia's processing. though,
is baleful-Op. 110 in particular is beset with
pops. ticks, clicks. and sputters that compete
(often successfully) with the ni tisk. at hand.

H.G.

BEETHOVEN: Trios for Strings: in E flat, Op.
3; in D, Op. 9. No. 2. Grumiaux Trio. Philips
6500 168. 55.98
Selected comparison:
Italian String Trio DGG 2720014

In my survey of Beethoven's chamber music
[Mutt FIDELITY. May 1970I. I bewailed the
fact that the Grumiaux Trio was represented
by an incomplete edition of the Beethoven
string trios, although the records available
(Op. 8 and Op. 9. Nos. I and 3) featured one
"of the most important violinists of the cen-
tury" in music ideally suited to his talents. Our
patience is at last rewarded. Here are the two
missing trios: Grumiaux and colleagues now
give us a complete edition on three discs with
the Op. 25 serenade for flute and strings as a
very nice bonus. The rival edition I had pre-
viously recommended, that of the Italian
String Trio, offers only five works instead of
six, although musically it is an excellent set
and continues to hold my high regard.

But no one is likely to find these Grumiaux
performances disappointing. The group plays
together so well that it is a pleasure simply to
hear such ensemble unity and all the felicitous
little exchanges it makes possible. The Trio is
notable for its tone, which is very warm and
refined and on the whole more pleasing than
that of the Italians-although the latter group
is somewhat more brilliant.

Writing of the Op. 9, No. I. I observed that
the recording "has all of the clarity and pres-
ence one might wish" and that the group "ex-
cels in lyric warmth" and in "sustained anima-
tion and verve gets to the heart of Beethoven's
writing." That can all be applied equally well
to the new record at hand-a most welcome
additon to the current listings. R.C.M.

Luciano Berio conducts his Laborintus I/
for RCA-a work of genuine fascination.
BERio: Laborintus II. Christiane Legrand and
Janette Baucomont, sopranos; Claudine
Meunier, contralto; Eduardo Sanguinetti,
speaker; Ensemble Musique Vivante, Lu-
ciano Berio, cond. RCA Red Seal LSC 3267,
$5.98.

The technique of sequence has dominated
Berio's music almost from the beginning: the
add-on, the accretion, the geological stratifica-
tion, the onion -skin layering. Recently, this
technique of composing by foliation (it is a
way of thinking as well as a technique) pro-
duced a series of works that began with Se-
quenza VI for viola, evolved into Chemins II
for viola and chamber ensemble and further
crystallized into Chemins /// for viola and
large orchestra. And one hears reports of a still
further use of the same material, for orchestra
alone. This could represent either the ultimate
in economy or the beginnings of creative ex-
haustion.

Lahorintus II represents an earlier se-
quence, having been derived from the poem
Laborintus by Eduardo Sanguinetti. The Ital-
ian poet, acting as joining agent between the
two works, speaks his own lines on this record-
ing, as well as bits of Dante (La Vita Nuova,
Convivio, and Divina Commedia). Pound.
Eliot, and the Bible. In live performances, the
voice part has been taken by a soprano (Cathy
Berberian), and the substitution of Sangui-
netti's elegantly lisped, rather dolorous tones
puts a darker cast on the whole matter.

Berio invariably chooses poets of the high-
est intellectual appeal and then proceeds to
treat their words as linguistic counters, as
chunks and strands of sound to be used in all
combinations alongside, on top of, beneath,
and surrounding instrumental events. The re-
sult in Laborintus II (as in Circles, Passaggio.
Omaggio a Joyce. and the like) is a remarkable
fusion of simple lyrical sounds and difficult
poetic ideas, a heightening of the poetry even
while obscuring its words. Laborintus II is a
little over half an hour long, laid out in five
main sections. It employs seventeen instru-
ments, three women's voices (a trio of Swingle
Singers in this instance), and the speaker. Fin -

continued on page 68
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FROM THE FAMOUS NAME IN RECORDING - RCA

For cleaner, more brilliant sound RCA
Red Seal cassettes are cobalt energized
. . . offer low noise, better frequency
response, superior performance over
conventional low noise tapes. There's
improved signal output, especially at
higher frequencies, with increased sig-
ial-to-noise ratio.

They are compatible with exist-
ing playback and recording equipment
. . . no need for special bias or equali-
zation circuitry. And, low friction vir-
tually eliminates head wear.

Ask for the name that has meant
the finest in recording quality for over
50 years - RCA Red Seal.

RCA Electronic Components,
Section 80H, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

RCA
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SANSUI GIVES YOU THE

Sansui, famed for its leadership in the development of two-channe equipment, now brings
you the most advanced and most extensive four -channel line available in the world today.
Whether your taste tends to be conservative or whether your ears are already attuned to the
new sound of four channels, Sansui has it all. In all power and price ranges. Take your pick
for your own world of music enjoyment.

Model 210
AM/FM Receiver

Model AU999 Model AU505
Control Amplifier Control Amplifier

  
Model AU101

Control Amplifier

1) Model Eight: Still the standard of excellence! A complete AM/FM Stereo Receiver with the
performance found before only in separate components. 60/60 watts RMS power at 8 ohms
(200 watts total IHF music power at 4 ohms). 1.7 -microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM Triple tone
controls. 2) Model 1000X: It's been done! A receiver with medium power output at a
popular price, but with no sacrifice in quality or features. 100 watts IHF music power at
4 ohms. 2 -microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM. 3) Model 350A: Large -system performance in
the under -60 -watt class. Full -featured, with complete control capability. 54 watts IHF music
power at 4 ohms, 3 -microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM 4) Model 2000X: A high-fidelity mile-
stone. A sensible combination of generous power output, high receiver sensitivity, low
distortion and outstanding control capability. 39/39 watts continuous power at 8 ohms
(140 watts IHF music power at 4 ohms). 1.8 -microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.

Ask for our latest
catalog: "Sansui
Stereo Components."
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BEST OF BOTH WORL

It's no coincidence that we offer the most sophisticated yet most uncomplicated four -
channel line avairable today. Sansui doesn't just make four -channel equipment - we helped
invent four -channel sound. The Sansui design, while unique and available only it a Sansui,
is a completely compatible system.

Four complete four -channel AM/FM receivers. One irtegrated all -in -one four -channel
system that combines a complete Sansui receiver with a quality automatic turntable. Three
converters that can transform any existing two -channel stereo system to complete four-
channel performers.

Model QR5011 4 -channel
AM/FM stereo receiver

1 4,

Model QS100: 4 -channel
converter -decoder -amplifier converter -decoder -amplifier

Model QS500: 4 -channel
Model QS -1: 4 -channel

converter -decoder

104/1.1C.A.traan..

Ask for our all -new
guide book: "The
Wonderful World of
Four Channels."

1) Model OF.6500: 4 -channel AM/FM stereo receiver. This monarch of the 4 channel world
is a Sansui milestone 280 watts IHF music power. 1.8 -microvolt IHF sensitivity on FM.
2) Model OF1:500: 4 -channel AM/FM stereo receiver. A complete 4 -channel center with all
facilities for every 2 -channel and 4 -channel function. 100 watts IHF music power. 3 -micro-
volt IHF sensitivity on FM. 3) Model M02000: 4 -channel stereo AM/FM receiver/phono-
graph module. Everything you need for a total -capability 4 -channel home music center
integrated into a single instrument. 74 watts IHF music power. 5 -microvolt IHF sensitivity
on FM. 4) Model QR4500: 4 -channel AM/FM stereo receiver. Everything you need for
4 -channel pleasure. Reproduce all matrixed four -channel recordings and broadcasts.
Synthesize from 2 channels. 240 watts IHF music power. 2 -microvolt IHF sensitivity.

AUciUsl 1972 Sans -u1
1 SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

g7t8
..,,e. New YuriI -3;/'  GdrdenJ CJ AUrr.ld 90274

L A E.LECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada). Vancouver 9, B.C.
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan  Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium
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continued from page 64.

ished in 1963, the work stands between Berio's
Epifanie and Sinfonia and parallels those
larger scale pieces in nearly every way. At first
hearing, Laborintus II seems perilously near
to plain hodgepodge, a haphazard collage.
The composer uses words and phrases as ab-
stract material, instrumentally, testing them
against other vocal, instrumental, and tape
sounds for their evocative power over an ency-
clopedic range of possibilities. But there is
more here than the play of sounds across the
ear; the words themselves are meant to enter
and jostle the brain, even when dimly heard or
partly lost.

Thus, in the opening section, against a back-
drop of laughter, sustained howling, conversa-
tion, whines, cries, and Swingling song, the
poet declaims about Dante's youth. The sec-
ond section, full of exciting flurries, is ulti-
mately frustrating because Sanguinetti's Eng-
lish is so heavily accented that it sounds dis-
concertingly like his Italian, and very little
sense can be made of it. (As in the past with
multilingual Berio works, RCA gives no texts.
and little helpful detail of any sort about the
music itself.) A pseudo -jazz interlude fol-
lows-to Berio, the Inferno is a rather cool.
boppish place-and a tape -cum -instrumental
episode subsides into wind -and -waves sibi-
lance in a whispered finale of enervated gen-
tleness. The words at the fade-out are Dante's
reflections on music, a point that Berio may or
may not mean us to take as his comment on
the state of the art.

As may be deduced from the foregoing, La-
borintus 11 is a complex work of genuine fasci-
nation, though rather diffuse in effect when
heard on this disc. Berio, however, intended
this score to be presented theatrically, and
much of its power would necessarily be lost in
any recording. D.J.H.

BORODIN: Symphony No. 1, in E flat. RACK-
MANINOFF: The Rock (Symphonic Fantasy),
Op. 7. Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Gennady Rozhdestvensky, cond. Melodiya /
Angel SR 40182, $5.98.
Selected comparison (Rachmaninoff):
Previn RCA 2990

At long last, the first stereo recording of Boro-
din's First (1862-66) gives today's listeners a
chance to decide for themselves between the
two contradictory historical verdicts on this
work: the ecstatic one of its first European au-
diences, which established Borodin's inter-
national fame; the disdainful one of the whole
non -Russian musical world in more recent
years. Personally, I find both judgments un-
reasonably extreme. Borodin's own later
works, to say nothing of those by Mussorgsky.
Rimsky-Korsakov, et al., far better introduce
the (then) new world of exotically colorful
Russian music. But on the other hand, and de-
spite its rambling nature and relative lack of
the distinctively profiled melodic and rhyth-
mic materials of Borodin's masterpieces, this
music does have many, if milder. charms-
perhaps more than that if we ever could have a
performance by Stokowski.

Unfortunately, Rozhdestvensky is no Sto-
kowski. His reading is enthusiastic but rough
and lacking in dramatic conviction. And the
tonal qualities here are lacking in opulence.
when not frankly coarse-a fault for which the
engineer may be more responsible than the or -

A Clarification

In my review of RCA's first Quadra-
discs last month I wrote that all RCA
disc releases will be Quadradiscs
from now on. This was not exact. I

meant to say that all new discs are
being recorded for and will be re-
leased as Quadradiscs. Material al-
ready recorded may be released in
stereo (or if a historic re-release, in
mono), depending on individual de-
cisions by the company.

LEONARD MARCUS

chestra. Certainly the rather hollow recording
doesn't seem to be of very recent vintage.

The shorter Fantasy which fills out Side 2
has been recorded by a different producer/en-
gineer and its markedly superior sonic vivid-
ness sounds much more up to date, enough so
to give it a slight technical superiority over the
1968 Previn version. The latter's London Sym-
phony performance of this early but quintes-
sentially Rachmaninoff tone poem is
smoother and defter than that by the Moscow
Symphony, but Rozhdestvensky's greater rel-
ish and passion make the work far more dra-
matically gripping than in Previn's suaver, less
forceful reading. R. D. D.

CARLOS: Sonic Seasonings. Electronic
sound. Columbia KG 3124, $6.98 (two
discs).

Walter Carlos. who is credited in the jacket
notes for "Switched -on Bach" and the score to
A Clockwork Orange (although a cat named
Beethoven had something to do with that one).
here makes a partly successful contribution to
a great tradition. The depiction of the seasons
in music. poetry. and painting goes very far
back in Western culture. Carlos offers a record
side for each season, employing instrumental.
vocal, and electronic sounds, and the sounds
of nature, all stuck together in a series of musi-
cal collages. Among other things there are bird

songs and brook-ripplings for spring: the
buzzing of insects for summer: slow, brown
sounds from the brass for autumn: icy disso-
nances and the wind machine for winter, and
rain. rain, rain, rain all the time, starting at
least as early as Lincoln's Birthday and not let-
ting up until well after Thanksgiving. Carlos
must think we all live in the country. since
such characteristic urban sounds of the sea-
sons as those of air conditioners, automobile
crashes. and bridge -toll takers saying "Thank
you" are not to be found in his work.

These four pieces are not merely assem-
blages of sound effects: they are not inte-
grated. self-sufficient compositions either.
They' fall somewhere in between. We are in-
formed by the jacket that they are really in-
tended as background music: but background
to what? A.F.

CAVALLI: La Catisto.
La Natura
L'Eternita
II Destino
Giove
Mercurio
Catisto
Edimione
Diana
Lintea
Satirino
Pane
Silvano
Giunone
Echo

Marjorie Biggar (s)
Enid Hartle(ms)
Teresa Cahill (s)
Ugo Trama (bs)

Peter Gottlieb (t)
Ileana Cotrubas (s)

James Bowman (ct)
Janet Baker (ms)

Hugues Cuenod (t)
Janet Hughes (ms)
Federico Davie (b)

Owen Brannigan (bs)
Teresa Kubiak (s)

Isla Brodie (s)

Glyndebourne Festival Chorus; London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Raymond Leopard,
cond. Argo ZNF 11 /2. $11.96 (two discs).

La Calisto is the second of Francesco Cavalli's
mid -seventeenth -century operas to be
elegantly revived for us by Raymond Lep-
pard. The first, of course, was L'Ormindo
which had its twentieth-century debut at
Glyndebourne in 1967 and since has provided
a frothy and painless glimpse of early opera to
audiences on both sides of the Atlantic. In
many ways the Venetian operas of Cavalli's
time were the musical comedies of their era.
Aimed to please a well-to-do but varied au-
dience, they featured riot, (if considerable

Recording La Calisto-Hugues Cuenod and Janet Baker discuss a change of sex.
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complexity often based on sexual double en-
tendres and assorted disguises designed to ap-
peal to the carnival -loving Venetians.

Calisto is a lovely nymph who, like her
mythological sisters Leda. Euterpe. and Se-
mele, has attracted the attentions of the inde-
fatigable Jove. As in most of his amorous ad-
ventures. the god is obliged to adopt some
disguise to further his cause and since the
nymph is a devotee of the cult of Diana. he
chooses to take on the appearance of the
chaste goddess herself. In this role he has
made considerable progress with the naive
nymph until the ever -jealous Juno sets out in
pursuit of her rival. In the end Calisto is mi-
raculously transformed into a little bear and
transported into the heavens to shine forever
as Ursa Minor. As a subplot the real Diana be-
trays her professed chastity by falling in love
with a beautiful shepherd. Endymion, and is
alternately encouraged and mocked by a
group of satyrs and woodland spirits. A few
companions for the leading characters and a
prologue of allegorical ladies complete the
cast. The intertwining plots provide some
amusing situations and lots of opportunities
for pretty songs, if nothing of monumental
dramatic significance.

Actually it is very hard to judge the finer
points of dramatic consistency as Cavalli may
have conceived them, just as it is impossible to
give a valid historical critique of the music, so
untrustworthy is Leppard's arrangement of
the original materials. Still there is the argu-
ment that seventeenth -century opera produc-
ers were themselves willing to cut, alter, and
rearrange music and plot in the interest of
pleasing their audiences. And La Calisto is
perhaps more a charming bauble than a musi-
codramatic masterpiece. so Leppard may be
justified in presenting its delights in such be-
guiling if tinseled wrappings. For those who
want more information about the original
form of the opera ( there is absolutely none
provided with the record). I would refer them
to recent articles in Music and Musicians (July
1970) and Musical Times ( May 1970). For
others. I say relax and enjoy.

Cavalli would have been a popular compos-
er of any era because he had a gift for writing
hummable tunes. One can easily imagine the
elegant audience riding home through the
canals or strolling through the cal/es of Venice
with strains of La Calisto in their ears and on
their lips. Calisto's lovely opening aria "Piante
ambrose," a lament bemoaning the drought -
stricken forest with obvious reference to her
own similarly deprived state, is a fine example
of Cavalli's memorable melodic writing as is
Endymion's attractive apostrophe to the
moon. "Lucidissima face." which opens the
second act. Jove and Diana are more aggres-
sive suitors and their music with its flashes of
virtuosic brilliance and emotionally charged
arioso reveals their kinship to Juno and the
declamatory goddesses of the prologue. Sati-
rino, a minor character, is blessed with several
splendid moments, a catchy arietta "Nitya
belle and an exquisite aria describing his/her
talents and origins in terms far removed from
the tasteful grace of the music. The ensembles
and chorus numbers are delicious if unfortu-
nately historically suspect.

The transformation, or more correctly. dis-
guise of Jove into Diana is accomplished mu-
sically by setting Jove as a bass and the false
Diana as a mezzo. I have no doubt that the
role was originally sung by a bass with a good
falsetto, this being a large part of the fun. In

the Argo performance. Ugo Trama's voice is a
bit coarse for Cavalli's elegance. and I must
admit that on first hearing I assumed he had
been chosen for the truly extraordinary fal-
setto which gave the false Diana such pene-
tratingly accurate yet curiously sexless notes. It
was only after running across an old notice of
the Glyndebourne production that I realized it
was not Trama but Janet Baker who assumes
two parts. that of the false as well as the real
Diana. This particular transformation, which
makes no sense in terms of the plot, is not
mentioned anywhere on the recording or in
the notes unless one can deduce it from the
fact that Miss Baker's picture is bigger than
anyone else's.

The stylish. sensitive, and totally feminine
portrayal of the nymph Calisto by soprano
Ileana Cotrubas is outstanding. Historians tell
us much of Calisto's music has been omitted
from this version. but there is still plenty to re-
veal what a splendid musical singer she is.
James Bowman sounds a bit hoarse at first. but
his fine countertenor makes a graceful En-
dymion. Janet Hughes deserves special men-
tion for her witty Satirino: she has a lovely
voice and I found myself looking forward to
her episodes. Hughes Cuenod is amusing in
one of those old nurse parts he seems to have a
corner on, and on the more serious side Teresa
Kubiak is a stentorian Juno. The smaller parts
are uniformly well sung. The sound is all very
radiant and lush. I have said very little about
the Melachrino strings because I assume lis-
teners familiar with Leppard's arrangements
will know all about that by now. The engineers
have squeezed a lot of music onto four sides
and the over-all technical quality is very high.

S.T.S.

CHAVEZ: Sonata for Piano, No. 6-See Gin-
astera: Sonata for Piano.

DEBUSSY: Nocturnes: Nuages; Fetes-See
Stravinsky: Le Baiser de la fee: Divertimento.

DvoAAK: Czech Suite, Op. 39-See Vorigek:
Sinfonia in D.

DvoAAK: Symphonic Variations, Op. 78;
The Golden Spinning Wheel, Op. 109. Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra. Istvan Kertesz,
cond. London CS 6721, $5.98.
Selected comparisons (Symphonic Variations):
Sargent Ser. 6003
Davis Phi. 839706

Dvofiik. whose Symphonic Variations are un-
doubtedly influenced by Brahms's great ex-
amples in this form (the Handel, Paganini.
and Haydn variations), has based the work on
a relatively simple and apparently undis-
tinguished folk melody. At first he varies the
theme essentially in its entirety, sticking to his
opening key: but later he breaks the melody
up into brief components for a set of fantasy -
like variations in a variety of keys that usually
preserve something of the over-all structure of
the original theme. There are in all twenty-
seven. usually brief. variations, and the work
closes with a loosely structured fugue. I rough -
out. Dvofak employs the mastery of orches-
tration that he was later to display in his last

Blindfolded,
you can still

repair and splice
recording tape

the fastest,
easiest,

most precise
way known.

Akar

Write for detailed brochure on com-
plete line of ECITall kits, splicing
blocks and EDltabs. Send for "Tape
Editing," new 24 -page book. A reg-
ular one dollar value, enclose 500
for postage and handling.

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.
- New Hyde Park, New York 11040

> <i. Scottsdale, Ariz. 85253 / Canada: Tri-Tel
Assocs. 55 Brisbane Rd., Downsview, Ont.
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WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING

Boult conducts
the official
Vaughan Williams
Centenary year
tribute ...

The epic morality founded on John Bunyan's Allegory, and the Bible.
For 30 years Vaughan Williams wrote. His own spiritual thinking pursuing and
maturing much like Pilgrim's own. Inspiration from the heart. Salvation from the
intensity of personal individual struggle.
The scope of this compositional challenge was perceived early by his longtime
friend, Sir Adrian Boult. A depth of understanding that affords him the unique
insight to interpret the mammoth Vaughan Williams score. Faultlessly. Conducting
full orchestra, chorus and 26 vocal soloists he gives us the ultimate tribute to the
composer with whom he has shared so much.

For greater appreciation of this performance, Angel urges you to hear first side 6 . .

the rehearsal disc wherein Sir Adrian imparts performance direction and views of the
Angel composer he is so peerlessly qualified to interpret.

J SCL-3785

CIRCLE 6 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

DIRECT
FACTORY

SALE
$149.50

SALE $109.00
FOR A LIMITED TIME you can buy
that cabinet you've been dreaming of
DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY at low
factory prices. Equipment cabinets cre-
denzas, and music centers priced at a
fraction of their retail value. Beautifully
finished or unfinished at even greater
savings. Money back guarantee and
prepaid freight. Send for your free bro-
chure and order blank today.

audio originals
546 S. Meridian Indianapolis, Ind.

SAVE!
MONEY  TIME  FREIGHT

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT
AT LOWEST PRICES.

K., YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTA-
TION RETURNED SAME DAY.
FACTORY SEALED CARTONS-
GUARANTEED AND INSURED.

SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE:
A.D.C.
A.R.
DYNACO

KLH
SHURE
KOSS

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS

BUY THE MODERN WAY
BY MAIL-FROM

Mimi, audio
Department 217H

1019 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

312-664-0020

five symphonies, with carefully adjusted in-
strumental balance producing a great range of
warm colors admirably suited to his melodic
ideas.

The Golden Spinning Wheel is a late work,
one of five symphonic poems composed after
his last symphony and his return from Amer-
ica. That visit seems to have intensified Dvot-
A's already deep commitment to his native
Bohemia, and these late tone poems re-
flect the influence of Smetana. In style, illus-
trative content, and generally looser organiza-
tion. The Golden Spinning Wheel provides a
sharp contrast with the earlier Variations.
though both bear the stamp of Dvotak's indi-
viduality.

At the moment, this is the only recording
available of The Golden Spinning Wheel.
though there are excellent versions of the
Symphonic Variations by Colin Davis
(coupled with the Serenade for Strings. Op. 21)
and by Sir Malcolm Sargent (in his set of Sme-
tana's Mr Fatherland). Sargent's recording is
older, less sharply pointed rhythmically and in
tone color than either of the two more recent
records. Davis, also with the superb LSO, pro-
duces a somewhat less flexible performance,
'rhythmically and melodically, than Kertesz,
who has already established himself as one of
the best conductors of Dvofak's orchestral
music. P.H.

FRANCK: Symphony in D minor. RAVEL Fan-
fare from "L'Eventail de Jeanne." Hilver-
sum Radio Philharmonic Orchestra, Leopold
Stokowski, cond. London Phase 4 SPC
21060 $5.98.

1BIFRANCK:
Symphony in D minor. Of-

chestre National de la R.T.F., Jean
Martinon, cond. Musical Heritage
Society MHS 1099, $2.98 (Musical
Heritage Society, 1991 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10023).

Stokowski first recorded the Franck Sym-
phony with his Philadelphians in 1927 (R('A
Victor Orthophonic album M 22) and their
second 1935 version (RCA Victor M 300) un-
doubtedly influenced an entire generation to
think of the work as a sentimental, quasi-reli-
gioso, ultra -sensuous effort. With the appear-
ance of the first Monteux and Beecham edi-
tions in 1941, Stoky's exaggerated views
quickly fell into disrepute. Today's discophile
has all sorts of Franck Symphony inter-
pretations to choose from and a new one from
Stokowski can therefore he warmly welcomed
as wholesome fun. Unlike the ridiculous and
pathetically inept Tchaikovsk Fourth which I
recently dismissed, the new Phase 4 Franck is
an authentic Stokowski reading.

It is. in many ways. rather similar to the
1935 Philadelphia account. The nil ersum
Radio Philharmonic is an expert ensemble.
not the equal of the vintage Philadelphia to he
sure, but generally adroit sonorous sounding.
and remarkably attentive to their guest con-
ductor's fancy pitching. Considering the idio-
syncracies of tempo and accent. the special de-
mands for portamento and palsied
"express/1.o.- I am astonished that these play-
ers could adapt so quickk and so well. Sto-
kowski. strangely. begins the opening Lento
rather briskl . with an almost impressionistic
line and flowing. caressing warmth. There are.
to be sure, swells and silent -movie melo-
dramatic devices from the outset. but things
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get really wild only with the appearance of the
syncopated second theme (subjected to cat -
and -mouse ritardandos and accelerandos
which take the breath away ). The slow move-
ment, as before. is really slow ( no Allegretto.
this!) and milked for all it is worth.

The finale is treated to a diverse variety of
tempos and scansions which, to put it mildly.
do not help the cumulative aspects of the writ-
ing.

For all that. I feel rather warmly toward this
record. I may be gulled by sentimentality (I
grew up with M 300). but if You can accept this
disc as a party record rather than a legitimate
statement of Franck's intentions. I think you
will find it surprisingly sensible and musical.
The little Fanfare was Ravers contribution to
a children's ballet. It is tastefully written and.

aside from a frizzy trumpet tone or two, pellu-
cid in execution here. The Phase 4 sound is
rich. forward in placement. and surprisingly
conservative vis-a-vis instrumental spotlight-
ing. Definition is clean hut there is little that
could be called gimmickry. On the whole it is
pleasant to find that the old magician has not
lost his touch.

The Musical Heritage liner contains a state-
ment that is worth quoting: "Jean Nlartinon,
who has studied this Symphony- very thor-
oughly under Franck's disciple Vincent
Dindy.. stresses the necessity of a more con-
centrated and less episodic conception, the
current performance being in contradiction.
according to him. with Franck's real wishes."
Martinon fully lives up to his stated beliefs. He
delivers a superbly- sinewy, protean account of

The Empire
four channel

cartridge uses four
poles, four coils and

three magnets (more than
any other brand). This means ultra -wide frequency

response and separation while tracking
at forces so low they barely touch your

records, RECORDS AND RECORDING
MAGAZINE summed it up very well.

They called the Empire cartridge
"a design that encourages a music
lover to clap his hands with joy."
Empire four channel cartridges are available

at better hi fi stores. For further information, write
Empire Scientific Corp., 1055 Stewart Avenue

Garden City, New York 11530.

(empire)
World Famous Stereo Components

the thrice -played score. While avoiding the
bathos of the standard (and Stokowski's su-
perstandard) interpretation. he also manages
to steer comfortably clear of the perfunctory'
matter-of-factness that marred, say. the Paray
interpretation. Martinon obtains tighter, more
judiciously responsive playing from the
French National R.T.F. Orchestra than Bee-
cham did on his still available Seraphim edi-
tion, and his cultivated treatment of detail
confirms my belief that Martinon is one of our
most sadly underrated podium masters. In
sum, I would put this reasonably priced, very
capably reproduced reading alongside the
warm, passionate. middle-of-the-road Mon-
teux/Chicago as the best currently available.
It is idiomatic and musical. H.G.

GINASTERA: Sonata for Piano: Twelve Amer-
ican Preludes. CHAVEZ Sonata for Piano,
No. 6. Adrian Ruiz, piano. Genesis GS 1008,
$5.98.
Selected comparisons (Ginastera):
Guralnick Mare 9085
Somer Desto 6402

Ginastera's impressive piano sonata is one of
those big. full-bodied finger -breakers which.
like so many recent piano works. owes a great
debt to Prokofiev and, to a lesser extent, Bar-
tok. But it is also marked by many original-
ities, particularly in its obsessive rhythmic lan-
guage and distinctly colored harmonic style,
which go several steps beyond Prokofiev and
Bartok. Even more welcome on this disc, how-
ever. are the twelve American Preludes, which
I believe receive their premiere recording
here. Ginastera's piano style proves to be most
effective in the fire-and-brimstone. toccatalike
passages such as in the first and fourth move-
ments of the sonata or in the dazzling Prelude
No. 6 (Homenaje a Roberto Garcia Morino).
His quieter moments-the sonata's third
movement, or in several of the preludes-often
seem lacking in substance and conviction, and
they occasionally border on the puerile (un-
like similar sections in his orchestral works,
which often have a haunting impressionistic
quality to them).

Adrian Ruiz offers splendid. extremely spir-
ited, virtuoso performances of both the sonata
and the preludes, which have been very nicely
engineered here as well. His only true compe-
tition comes from the Guralnick rendition of
the sonata on Mace (the Somer version seems
particularly weak in comparison): whether
you purchase this recording or the Guralnick
depends pretty much on whether you want the
Ginastera American Preludes or Guralnick
playing the Barber sonata (which has very
strong rivals in Horowitz and Cliburn).

What, you may ask, about the Chavez so-
nata? Carlos Chavez's recent Piano Sonata
No. 6 is probably the silliest piece of music I
have ever heard from a contemporary com-
poser. Unlike a work such as Prokofiev's Clas-
sical Symphony. which is totally identifiable
with its composer. the Chavez sonata is writ-
ten in an insipidly Haydnesque idiom that
simply has no contact with this century-or
even with the last! In spite of the alleged for-
mal originalities pretentiously outlined in the
jacket notes, I would defy even the most dyed-
in-the-wool Chavez scholar to identify, with-
out previous knowledge. his hero through this
sonata. Such senile resurrectionalism is best
left to the likes of Rosemary Brown. who
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would at least seem to have a more valid claim
than Chavez on the spirits of dead composers.

R.S.B.

R HANDEL: Semele. Brenda Griffith and
Jennifer Vyvyan, sopranos; Anna Pol-
lak and Helen Watts, altos; John
Whitworth, countertenor; William Her-
bert and Robert Ellis, tenors; George
Prangnell and George James, basses;
St. Anthony Singers; New Symphony
Orchestra of London; Thurston Dart,
harpsichord; Anthony Lewis, cond.
Oiseau-Lyre OLS 111 /3, $17.94 (re -
channeled stereo, three discs; from
Oiseau-Lyre 50098/100, 1956).

Way back in 1956 when this recording first ap-

peared, Oiseau-Lyre did a pathbreaking job;
Handel's dramatic works were almost totally
unknown in this country, and this glowing
apotheosis of the joys and pangs of love came
as a revelation to most of us. The stereophon-
ically refurbished old mono remains a distin-
guished achievement, for Anthony Lewis
largely overcomes the old "oratorio manner,"
the pseudo -churchly style, and lets the protag-
onists live. The singing is excellent, much of it
superlative; the continuo by the late Thurston
Dart exemplary; and the general direction
commendable. The sound is remarkably good
even considering today's standards, only in
some of the choral numbers does it recede a
bit, and in the final choruses there is a strong
pre -echo.

But such an important and unfamiliar work
deserves, indeed requires, notes; Oiseau-Lyre

The IGO"
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With all the "great", "new", "fantastic",
"innovative" things everyone's claim-
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got something remarkable?
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And listen.
Listen to the "speakerless' clarity of a
multiple -transducer crossoverless sys-
tem using the finest components. If your
record's got fundamental bass, the fun-
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including the attack of drums and
strings. And as for highs, you won't just
listen to them-you can pick them apart:
violins, trumpets, piccolos and more-
each clearly defined.
But good stereo (or quad) is more than

frequencies and transients put in their
place: it's a spatial phenomenon. Which
is where the LDL 749 really excells.
Precisely combining forward -radiated
sound from the front of the enclosure
with panoramically -reflected sound
from the rear. Result: the kind of acous-
tical environment you used to need a
concert hall to get.
Need more convincing? A -B LDL 749's
against other speakers-even the $1000-
a -pair variety. We honestly
think you'll prefer ours.
Where do your eyes come
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speakers' compact size and
elegant looks. Beginning
with the $299.95 pricetag
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can you get a concert -hall for that?
For the name of your nearest dealer,
write or call:

LDL
Dealer inquiries invited

$300.
Not For One...For Both!!!

LINEAR DESIGN LABS, INC.
114 Wilkins Avenue, Port Chester,
N.Y. 10573

merely gives us the libretto. Semele is listed
among the oratorios; but in reality it is a full-
fledged English music drama, one of the
glories of the operatic literature. Handel could
not fool his audience, though; they expected
trumpeting hallelujahs and British heroes in
biblical disguise-Semele was a total failure.
Nor was its fate much better in posterity. The
Victorians were horrified that the beatified
composer of Messiah had set to music an
"adulterous" love affair, creating a marvel-
ously uninhibited and seductive woman. They
toned down the more ardent portions of
Congreve's text, made cuts by the fistful, and
then under the editorship of that gray pedant,
Ebenezer Prout, published a wretched "con-
cert edition." This Novello score was then the
only one known to performers-if Semele was
performed at all. Oiseau- Lyre presents the in-
tegral work, and if you don't have it by all
means acquire the re-release.

I recommend that you lift the tone arm after
the chorus commenting on the outcome of the
drama. Contemporary mores demanded a
happy ending and Handel obliged with a
thinly disguised hallelujah chorus complete
with trumpets. It is incongruous and destroys
the magnificently dramatic and moving final
scene. P.H.L.

reHAYDN: Symphonies, Volume 4. Phil-
harmonia Hungarica, Antal Dorati,
cond. Stereo Treasury STS 15182/5,
$11.92 (four discs).

No. 73. n D (La Chasse); No 74, in E flat; No 75, in
D; No. 75, ,n E flat; No. 77, in B flat; No. 78. in C mi-
nor: No 79. in F; No 80. in D minor; No 81. in G.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 26, in D minor
(Lamentatione); No. 77, in B flat; No. 34, in
D minor. English Chamber Orchestra, Ray-
mond Leppard, cond. Philips 6500 084,
$5.98.

With the arrival of Volume 4 of his complete
Haydn edition, Dorati is at the threshold of
the six "Paris" symphonies. Leppard, on the
other hand, continues to offer selected works
from the early and middle years of Haydn's
symphonic writing. This is the third such col-
lection of his to appear in recent months.

The Dorati sets require the purchase of a
group of symphonies (nine in this case), which
may be more than you want. On the other
hand they carry a reduced price and clearly of-
fer the most music for your money. I think
they also offer the most stylistically accurate
performances. In this particular case, both
conductors give us their views of No. 77. and I
prefer Dorati's orchestral sound to that of the
English ensemble and Dorati's crisp, clean ac-
cents and cool, singing phrases to Leppard's
more emotional performance.

Taken by itself the Leppard sounds quite
pleasant indeed, but if vou start listening with
a really critical ear the strings are playing with
too much vibrato, everything is softened and
rounded off at the edge, and expression is laid
on too thick. ( This is even more pronounced in
the two earlier symphonies, which appear to
be distinctly romanticized.) It just isn't right
for early classical music where this type of sen-
timent is alien to the style. Some may. indeed.
find the warmer quality of the English orches-
tra more to their liking, in which case, let your
taste be your guide. But Dorati is my man for
No. 77, and since it is the greatest work in
either collection, that rather decides things.
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The Concord Mark IX cassette deck starts with an
extremely low signal-to-noise ratio- better than
50 dB down. The Dolby Noise Reduction system
reduces hiss by another 10 dB, and that's just the
beginning. The deluxe Concord Mark IX has switch
selected bias for standard and chromium dioxide tape
cassettes. The narrow head gap and better than
100 kHz bias frequency provide extended frequency
response from 30 to 15,000 Hz.

The Mark IX looks like a studio console and per-
forms like one too. With pop-up VU meters, studio
type linear sliders for individual control of input and
output levels, third mike input for mixing in a center
channel microphone, a 3 -digit tape counter and a
stereo/mono switch for more effective mono record
and playback. And this brilliant panel lights up for
power on, record and for Dolby.

And when the cassette is finished, Endmatic, a
Concord exclusive, disengages tape and transport
and returns the pushbuttons to off. And best of all,
it's now available at your Concord dealer at a fair
price for all of this quality, $249.79.

If you already have a cassette, open -reel o- 8 -track
deck, the Concord DBA-10 Dolby tape adaptor can
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reduce hiss and improve performance. It will also
improve your receiver's performance in playing back
Dolbyized FM programs, 399.79.

Your Concord dealer also has a complete line of
8-tracx and open -reel decks, stereo receivers and cass-
ette portables. Concord Division, Benjamin Electronic
Sound Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735/
subsidiary of Instrument Systems Corp. ,

Prices subie:t to change without notice.
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Viewing Volume 4 as a whole one hears
nothing but first-class Haydn from a period in
which his international reputation was reach-
ing its peak, and he was deeply in awe of his
young countryman Mozart. It is quite prob-
able that you have never heard a live perform-
ance of any of these works, but their neglect
has nothing to do with their musical worth.
No. 73 is the grandest of the hound -and -horns
symphonies Haydn wrote for his noble pa-
tron, and the symphonies Nos. 74-75 won im-
mediate popularity in their own time-for rea-
sons that will hardly be lost today. H. C.
Robbins Landon, whose annotations of these
Dorati albums remain a model of enlightened
commentary, reminds us that the symphonies
Nos. 76-78 may also be regarded as "English."
that indeed Haydn nearly went to London in
1782. His plans changed and it was another
nine years before he made that journey, but
his music preceded him and he was an estab-
lished celebrity on his arrival.

The final works in this set bring Haydn to
the first years of his supreme achievement. It is
absurd that the Symphony No. 82 is widely
played and that No. 81 is relatively unfamiliar.
One of the functions of editions such as this is
to set things right, and Dorati does it splen-
didly. R.C. M.

Us= "Franz Liszt's Greatest Hits of the
1850s." Jorge Bolet, piano. For a feature re-
view of this recording, see page 58.

MAYER: Two Pastels; Andante for Strings-
See Skrowaczewski: Concerto for English
Horn and Orchestra.

MOZART: Quintets for Strings: in B flat, K.
174, in C minor, K. 388/406; in C, K. 515; in
G minor, K. 516; in D, K. 593; in E flat, K.
614. Tatrai Quartet; Anna Mauthner, viola.
Qualiton LPX 11438/40, $17.94 (three discs).

Mozart turned to the composition of string
quintets late in his creative life. Besides the
early K. 174, which is more like a diver-
timento, and a transcription of the K. 388 C
minor wind serenade, he wrote four such
quintets. But why quintets instead of quartets,
of which he wrote many fine ones? Though
string quintets were composed in the eight-
eenth century-the amiable Boccherini turned
them out by the dozen-they were not a major
representative form like the quartet, and even
after. Mozart few were written. Yet for Mozart
the string quintet became the ultimate expres-
sion in the field of chamber music. In fact,
the quintet (the clarinet quintet also be-
longs here) was no longer merely a form of in-
strumental music like the rest of Mozart's
wondrous chamber music: it became a per-
sonal, highly subjective experience and ex-
pression like the mature piano concertos.
Various explanations have been advanced for
this change from quartet to quintet composi-
tion, but the underlying reason must have
been that tremendous presence that had to be
faced and against which Brahms still
struggled: Haydn. In the quartet Mozart had
to contend with a tradition, in the quintet he
could follow his own way: it is remarkable
how much more subjective are the works in
the latter form.

The string quintet is not a quartet with an
extra viola (or cello) tacked on: it is a different
species of chamber music with its own tone.
texture, and materials. In Mozart's quintets
the relationship between exposition and de-
velopment is changed. the former usurping
more and more the function of the latter and
thereby altering the balance between suspense
and release: the tension is more equally dis-
tributed. Besides the greater individualization
of ideas. there is a different concept of sonority
in the quintets: the construction is more com-
plex: the slow movements, even some of the
minuets. show a predilection for the dynamic
flow that is basic in the sonata -allegro move-
ments. Of the four late quintets the first two
form a pair. The C major may well be the larg-
est chamber music work composed in the
eighteenth century, and its proportions are
matched by the variety and quality of its ideas.
Interestingly. and quite against the tradition.
in both of these works the minuet (more
nearly a scherzo) is the second movement. The
G minor, equally monumental and rich, is
nevertheless altogether different, for it is a
great outpouring of the soul's despair. The re-
maining two works, less introspective, show a
most admirable combination of elaborate
counterpoint with simple thematic substance,
yet this polyphony is nowhere abstruse and
"learned": the music flows lightly without the
slightest inhibition. The E flat quintet was Mo-
zart's last chamber music composition.

The Tatrai Quartet is made up of first-class
instrumentalists who are well -disciplined en-
semble artists. Vilmos Tatrai, the first violin,
carries the main burden and he negotiates the
difficult passages with ease: but his tone can
get a bit thin and cold in the higher regions.
While he does not indulge in sliding like a
Mischa or a Toscha, there is at times a soup-
con of it, which in this style is not regarded
with favor. These quintets are particularly rich
in melodic ornamentation and trills, and occa-
sionally Tatrai deals with them a little per-
functorily. The other players are steady and on
the whole the ensemble is excellent. While
these flaws are not too serious, the perform-
ances do not attain the ultimate in inter-
pretative finesse. The Tatrais do well with the
last two quintets because they have the tech-
nique needed for their spirited movements,
but in the first pair many questions remain un-
answered and the breadth of the "new" genre
and its sonorities are not fully exploited. In the
G minor the great inner tension is only indi-
cated. and the drastic change in intensity be-
tween the final allegro and the supercharged
preceding movements is not sufficiently con-
trasted. The playing is good, but what is miss-
ing is the unequivocal location of the strategic
points.

The C minor quintet loses from transcrip-
tion. It is not nearly so colorful and powerful
as the original wind octet: on the other hand,
the version for five strings (Mozart changed
next to nothing in the composition itself)
exemplifies the new five -part texture. The
early quintet and the C minor are well per-
formed. the latter with real bite that would
have been welcome in the first pair of the late
works.

And finally a complaint. While in the some-
what shorter quintets the Tatrai Quartet fol-
lows classical protocol to the letter, in the C
major and G minor the repeats arc not taken.
More than that, they do not repeat the second
half of the minuet-and that is really not

cricket. Apparently, different though the polit-
ical ideology of present-day Hungary may be
from ours, when it comes to cramming an en-
tire work on one side of a disc, their methods
are startlingly similar to those practiced by our
ruthless capitalists. P.H.L.

F31NIELSEN: Piano Music. Arne Skjold
Rasmussen, piano. Vox SVBX 5449,
$9.95 (three discs).

Suite, Op. 45; Five Pieces, Op. 3; Humoresque -
Bagatelles. Op. 11; Symphonic Suite, Op. 11; Fest-
praeludium; Chaconne, Op. 32; Theme and Vari-
ations, Op. 40: Three Pieces, Op. 59; Piano Music
for Young and Old: Little Five Note Pieces in All
Keys, Op. 53

The current man of the hour is Messiaen inso-
far as offbeat piano music is concerned (the
Ives vogue which preceded seems to have
peaked). Who will be the next hero? Your
guess is as good as mine, but both Nielsen and
Jandeek have had their banners taken up
recently and both, it seems to me, are thor-
oughly deserving candidates.

The present extensive Nielsen collection has
been available for some time but only now has
been sent for review, and just as RCA's pio-
neering disc with John Ogdon's performances
of Opp. 8, 32, 45, and 59 is marked for dele-
tion. Ogdon's versions were fine ones and
some might prefer his slightly more under-
stated, objectively balanced account of the
splendid Op. 32 Chaconne. I also felt that Og-
don ended the early Op. 8 Suite a bit more
piquantly and humorously than Rasmussen.
On the other hand, Vox's collection gets a
rounder, more colorful kind of reproduction
and Rasmussen is a magnificently assured
Nielsenite. His robust, forthright, at times
downright impassioned playing bespeaks not
only a first-class pianistic command (which,
goodness knows, is demanded by some of
Nielsen's thick chords and rhythmically in-
volved passage work), but a blood affinity and
love for the material as well.

Nielsen's stylistic development is a subtle
one: As he grew older, his music became more
rarefied, slightly more at arms' length so to
speak. The earlier essays are a bit thickly ro-
mantic in texture (like late Brahms and early
Reger), but even there one discovers a great
deal of willingness to pursue a highly individ-
ualistic bent. And for all the occasional har-

Nielsen-the composer at the keyboard: a
sunny, life -asserting personality.
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monic strife, the composer's wide-open,
sunny, life -asserting traits always emerge in-
tact. In sum, this is an inexpensive set which
ought to be in every serious collection of piano
music. H.G.

PAGANINI: Twenty-four Caprices, Op. 1. It-
zhak Perlman, violin. Angel S 36860, $5.98.
PAGANINI: Concerto for Violin and Orches-
tra, No. 1, in D, Op. 6. SARASATE: Carmen
Fantasy, Op. 25. Itzhak Perlman, violin;
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Lawrence
Foster, cond. Angel S. 36836. $5.98.
Tape: 9, 8XS 36836, $7.98; 00 4XS 36836,
$7.98.
Selected comparison (caprices):
Zu kofsky Van. 10093/4

The prize winners have been proving their
mettle. Itzhak Perlman. the Leventritt winner
of 1964 is obviously-like his Leventritt suc-
cessors Pinchas Zukerman and Kyung Wha
Chung-here to stay. The fact has been clear
long before now, but because these two
recordings mark Perlman's Angel debut, a few
words of benediction seem in order. He is a
brilliant violinist of a very modern cast: tech-
nically suRerilk musically intelligent, and
highly effiNt nt. He knows when to give all.
when to show restraint, when to melt a little.
Yet he does not come across as a calculating
type. as this description might imply. He sim-
ply knows what he is about, and he can
achieve what he aims for with a conviction
that carries right to the back row at Carnegie

INTRODUCING
LINEAR SOUND.

YOU MAY
NOT LIKE IT

AT ALL.
Linear Sound is about the closest thing to perfect sound reproduction

that speaker designers have ever developed.
And yet, some people hear it for the first time and it doesn't sound quite

right to them. Linear Sound is that different.
Happily, it isn't too long before most people begin to recognize what

they're hearing. And once they do, they won't settle for anything less.
So what do we mean by "Linear Sound"?
It's what the sound of an EPI speaker looks like on a frequency response

graph: a practically straight line. So: Linear Sound.
On the bass end, there's exactly the amount of bass that was recorded.

With no artificial boosting to impress the innocent.
On the treble end, EPI speakers deliver

overtones that, on ordinary speakers, just fade out.
So what you end up with is a reproduced

sound that sounds just like the original sound.
With no artificial coloring added. And nothing
taken out.

Linear Sound. It comes out of eight
speakers, from $55 to $1000, made by
Epicure Products Inc., One Charles Street,
Nevvhurvport, Massachusetts 01950.

LINEAR SOUND IS FROM EPI. trr.

Hall or through the living room speakers, as
the case may be.

Perlman's Paganini caprices might serve as
a standard house reference on the work: They
are articulate, nicely paced. firmly conceived.
well executed-with the occasional exception
of flat intonation, which I'm sorry even to
mention because the technical difficulties
make a sour note or two so understandable.
There are no startling insights here, but these
are caprices you will be glad to have around
day in and day out-in contrast, let me say, to
the very original set by Paul Zukofsky, which
is rather like an alligator in the bathtub: You
might want to look in on it now and then, but
to some the view may be repellent.

And now for a bit of sad nostalgia. Perlman
dedicates this disc to his friend, the late Mi-
chael Rabin, and states that Rabin's influence
was a source of inspiration in preparing the
caprices. And alas, I think Rabin outclasses
Perlman in many instances. His consecutive
octaves are a shade cleaner (Nos. 3 and 7), his
phrasing is sometimes more shapely (the
Presto of No. 3). his tender moments more
genuinely warm (the opening of No. 20), his
style more elegant (No. 5). In short, the Rabin
set, long deleted, remains, I think, the finest
version that I know. But the Rabin is not to be
had, and if 1 were buying the caprices today I
would buy the Perlman.

The entire set is squeezed onto a single disc
without any noticeable loss of sound quality.
But the studies are grouped in fours, with
bands only between these sections. and if you
are groping for a particular caprice you have
your work cut out for you. I dislike the ar-
rangement very much, though with thirty-
seven minutes of music to a side the necessity
for it is obvious.

No backward glances are necessary when it
comes to the Paganini/Sarasate recording.
Perlman's beautiful tone. which ranges from
pure silver up top to a wonderful robust lus-
ciousness on the low strings, has full play in
both works. The soul -shattering variety of
tricky bowings demanded in the Paganini are
handled with the utmost aplomb, and the im-
passioned melody line in the second move-
ment gets its full share of warmth. The Sara -
sate Carmen Fantasy is one of the all-time
great entertainment pieces in the repertory-
besides adapting quite beautifully to the vio-
lin-and Perlman embraces it with both sub-
tlety and brio. and with great rhythmic flexi-
bility. Each work benefits immensely from the
contribution of Foster and the Royal Philhar-
monic, who provide jubilant and very know-
ing accompaniment. S.F.

PERSICHETTI: Symphony No. 9, Op. 113 (Ja-
niculum)-See Schuman: Symphony No. 9
(Le Fosse Ardeatine).

RACHMANINOFF: The Rock (Symphonic
Fantasy), Op. 7-See Borocim: Symphony
No. 1, in E flat.

RAVEL: Fanfare from "L'Eventail de
Jeanne"-See Franck: Symphony in D minor
(Stoknwski version).

RAVEL: Rapsodie espanole-See Stravinsky:
Le Baiser de la fee: Divertimento.
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Lis -en to the quiet on Ampex Low Noise Polyester
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a whisper. Record on it and let the waves roll in
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What you record is what you hear on this super -
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ROSSINI: Stabat Mater. Pilar Lorengar, so-
prano; Yvonne Minton, mezzo; Luciano
Pavarotti, tenor; Hans Sotin, bass; Chorus
and Orchestra of the London Symphony Or-
chestra, Istvan Kertesz, cond. London OS
26250, $5.98.
Selected comparison:
Schippers Col. 6742

Istvan Kertesz conducts Rossini's Stabat Ma-
ter as if he feels it needs to be defended against
the charge of meretriciousness. Unlike Hein-
rich Heine, who in the year of the work's first
performance vindicated it on the very grounds
of the full-blooded spirituality for which it
had been censured in some quarters. Kertesz
seems to be ashamed of its emotional demon-
strativeness. In his hands the music sounds
timid and remote. He has diminished its vigor
and attenuated the joyous swagger of its reli-
gious certainty.

The kind of sensibility that derives from the
German cultural tradition has tended to find
nineteenth-century Italian music unsym-
pathetic. especially devotional music. The di-
rect engagement- with human feelings which
the Stabat Mater expresses (as does the Verdi
Requiem) must inevitably appear sacrilegious
to those who automatically identify counter-
point with piety and sensuousness with insin-
cerity. Yet it was this piece that Rossini cited
as evidence of his religious faith just before re-
ceiving the last rites. Moreover, selections
from it were sung at his funeral service. For
anyone who, like Rossini, feels that worship
does not preclude delight. Kertesz's strait-
laced view of this score will prove chilling.
Failing to understand the composer's rap-
turous treatment of distress, Kertesz has re-
moved the music's verve and seriously limited
its emotional scope. Rhythms are four-square.
figurations get smoothed over, the orchestral
sound is without requisite attack. The results
suggest Northern reticence more than South-
ern openheartedness. But in the end the most
dispiriting feature of Kertesz's reading is its
dynamic blandness, his refusal to allow the
music a proper kind of assertiveness. As a re-
sult there is an air of reverential gentility about
this performance that inhibits sympathy. Ker-
tesz has avoided emotionalism only to fall
prey to sanctimoniousness.

The recording is of a piece with Kertesz's
musical views. since it is restricted both in
volume and in range. All the voices have been
miniaturized, their individual qualities leveled
out. The Pavarotti one hears on this disc bears
only slight relationship to the singer one hears
in the opera house. The lyric amplitude of his
tone has been reduced and therefore falsified.
Hans Sotin's beautiful sotto voce singing in the
adagio sections of "Eia mater" is insufficiently
distinguished from his forte singing, so that
the scope of his voice too is quite misrepre-
sented. This attempt to scale down the voices
and to minimize their idiosyncrasies does not
ensure the smooth blend in concerted pas-
sages that was obviously intended. The two
women in particular seem mismatched when
singing together. especially in thirds.

Even though it's hard to gain a true idea of
the voices here, Pavarotti seems to be singing
well, if not with all the suavity his remarkable
gifts imply. By present-day standards his
"Cujus animam" is very fine, yet the phrasing
is sometimes tentative and the sustained high
D flat lacks ease. Pilar Lorengar sounds her
usual resplendent self at the top of the staff.
Otherwise, her vibrato weakens the musical

line, and in the "I nflammatus" makes the trills
hard to distinguish from the surrounding mu-
sic. Yvonne Minton sings with taste, but with
too much discretion. As in the case of Loren -
gar her vibrato is excessive to my ears. Hans
Sotin, though like Pavarotti hampered by con-
ductor and recording, has a splendid voice, the
tone being rich, warm, and solid. Moreover,
he phrases well, if without much expressivity.
He does not try to sing the trills in "Pro pec-
calls," however, and since such ornaments are
an intrinsic part of Rossini's music the effect is
graceless. Nevertheless, Sotin's is an impor-
tant and beautiful voice and he provides the
major pleasure of a disappointing perform-
ance. The London Symphony plays very well
and the chorus, within the artistic limitations
of this venture, sings beautifully. By compari-
son with Columbia's Stabat Mater, London's
is a model of suavity. Schippers lively con-
ducting has much to recommend it, but his vo-
cal quartet is impossibly clumsy and amateur-
ish. Kertesz has attained a level of technical
distinction unglimpsed by Schippers-at the
cost, however, of musical truth. D.S. H.

lel
RUBINSTEIN: Symphony No. 2, in C,
Op. 42. Ocean). Westphalian Sym-
phony Orchestra, Richard Kapp,
cond. Candide CE 31057, $3.98.

This is an ocean symphony by a composer
whose deep water experience was limited (at
the time of composition) to the Baltic Sea. It is.
in short, evocative rather than pictorial. Ru-
binstein was a fabulous virtuoso pianist edu-
cated in Berlin and Vienna. In the eyes of the
Russian nationalists, he was an outsider. Ger-

suspect (Tchai-
kovsky suffered some of the same fate). But
for a time, in the final quarter of the nine-
teenth century, Rubinstein the composer was
one of the most conspicious representatives of
Russian music to the world at large. The
present symphony was heard in both New
York and Boston in 1873, the composer con -

Anton Rubinstein-the rising tide of roman-
ticism washes ashore the Ocean Symphony.

ducting, and may be regarded as a repertory
piece of brief life. The Chicago Symphony
played the Ocean Symphony in its first season,
1891-92, and had offered nine works of Ru-
binstein to its subscribers before it played a
note of Mussorgsky.

Anyone who has done any amount of read-
ing in the history of American symphonic per-
formance has run across the Ocean Sym-
phony. It is good to have it on records and
learn firsthand what it sounds like. One can
distinguish between three versions of the
score: the original in four movements, the first
revision with six movements, and the final re-
vision with seven movements. The recording
at hand does not correspond exactly to any of
these. It is in five movements. The original
slow movement is omitted and the seventh
movement, the "storm scene" is not heard. I
am not going to quibble. This is probably all
the Ocean Symphony that anybody but a dedi-
cated Romantic revival enthusiast is ever
likely to want.

The music fairly calls for the Philadelphia
Orchestra and "the Ormandy Sound." things
which the Westphalian Symphony and con-
ductor Kapp ( he is an American, born in Chi-
cago) cannot supply. This is a good European
provincial ensemble, reasonably well led, but
recorded in a way that turns caution to sonic
mediocrity.

Most listeners of today would probably take
this music for minor Tchaikovsky, sort of a
watered-down Manfred Symphony. The
themes have a Tchaikovskian flavor, although
the actual line of influence may have been the
other way round, and the German training
shows in the craftsmanship with which the
music is put together. One can perfectly well
see why the work enjoyed some success, but
one can also see why it gave way to stronger
and more imaginative scores. R.C.M.

SARASATE: Carmen Fantasy, Op. 25-See
Paganini: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra,
No. 1. in D. Op. 6.

SCHUMAN: Symphony No 9 (Le Fosse Ar-
deatine), PERSICHETTI: Symphony No. 9,
Op. 113 (Janiculum). Philadelphia Orches-
tra, Eugene Ormandy, cond. RCA Red Seal,
LSC 3212, $5.98.

Anyone whose only musical impressions of
Rome are limited to the bubble and sparkle of
the famous Respighi pieces is due for a jolting
return to reality upon listening to these two re-
cent American symphonies, both of which
were inspired by different parts of the "eternal
city." William Schuman's Ninth Symphony
reflects the grim mood instilled in the com-
poser upon visiting the Ardeatine Caves.
where the Nazis performed a reprisal mas-
sacre on over 300 Italian citizens in 1944. Aus-
tere from start to finish, the symphony offers a
typically Schumanesque blend of forlorn.
rather harsh melodies with long passages in
which melody disappears and is replaced by
successions of skittering instrumental and
rhythmic configurations. So extended are
some of these, in fact, that one has the impres-
sion that Schuman conceived of the work as a
ballet: for in spite of the haunting, occasion-
ally Brittenesque moods Schuman creates,
one feels, in parts of this symphony, the lack of
a vital link that would give more coherence to
the over-all work.
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The AR turntable: "One of the occasional welcome
reminders of what high fidelity is all about."

Modern Hi-Fi and Stereo Guide

Since its introduction, the AR
turntable has had a profound ef-
fect upon both design and per-
formance standards of home
record playing equipment. Yet it
remains unique in the degree to
which it combines broadcast
quality performance with com-
pleteness and convenience, sim-
plicity of operation, and low cost.

Standards of Performance
The AR turntable meets all NAB
specifications for broadcast
studio turntables on wow, flutter,
rumble, and speed accuracy. Its
miniature synchronous motor and
belt drive make the AR turntable
inaudible during operation.

Belt -drive system of the AR turntable.

Larry Zide stated in The American
Record Guide, "There is no audi-
ble rumble. None. I found myself
hearing the rumble built onto the
record by the cutter before I

heard sound from the AR!" As to
speed accuracy, High Fidelity
magazine found "the lowest
speed error . . . encountered in
[fixed speed] turntables ...", and
Julian Hirsch reported in Stereo
Review: "The wow and flutter
were the lowest I have ever meas-
ured in a turntable."

Integrated tone arm
The AR turntable comes complete
with a tone arm of exceptionally
low mass and friction. In Mr.
Zide's words, "This arm will take
full advantage of the new crop of

Left: Cartridge output using too little
stylus force.
Right: Cartridge output on same test with
correct stylus force. A listing of stylus
force requirements for current cartridges.
based on our own tests, is supplied with
each AR turntable

super -compliant, low -tracking -
force cartridges. It extracts full
value from them, imparting a min-
imum of itself - just what an
arm, after all, is supposed to do!"

Vertical damping of the AR tone arm
allows for accidental dropping with
mi.nimum effect.

The AR guarantee and AR value
"The three-year guarantee ... at-
tests to the basic reliability of this
turntable, whose performance is
unsu-passed . . ." said Julian
Hirsch. Larry Zide summed up by
calling the AR turntable a "run-
away bargain", and added: "I
heartily recommend it, without
qual fication, for any music
system."

The price of the AR turntable is
$87, Complete with arm, base, and
dust cover. Five percent higher
in West and Deep South.

HF-8 1
Please send detailed information on the AR turntable to

Name

Address

Acoustic Research, Inc.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
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The same holds true-even more so, in
fact-for Persichetti's Janiculum, written at the
Villa Aurelia situated on the top of that high
Roman hill named for the two-faced god,
Janus. While more fluid and sonorous than
the Schuman Ninth, the Persichetti work
seems to offer even less justification for its suc-
cessive events, and everything thus operates
on a more superficial level-in spite of Persi-
chetti's philosophical pretentions, which are
made to sound rather silly in the liner notes.

Both symphonies are splendidly recorded
(the reverberation level and the miking were
done with a perfect sense of balance), and Eu-
gene Ormandy and his forces turn in meaty,
spirited performances, although the string
playing is not always what it should be. I might
add that I have vet to put my hands on one of

RCA's "Dynaflex" records that does not have
a huge warp in it, and the present disc is no ex-
ception. At best, this sort of thing causes extra
surface noise. One can also note a nasty elec-
tronic buzz toward the end of the Schuman.
At any rate, both scores offered here manifest
no small amount of skilled writing, partic-
ularly in their strong rhythmic language and
their brilliant yet totally different approaches
to instrumentation. Both also offer a moody,
unstereotyped view of Rome that is well trans-
lated at moments in the music. But neither im-
presses me as a totally effective whole; there is
just too much going on that one feels does not
need to happen. R.S.B.

B
ScHumANN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in A minor, Op 54; Car -

You have 4 channels in

your present stereo.

Utah's STUDIO 4 and two

more speaker systems will

reveal the other 2 channels

Size: 37/8" high,
97/e" wide, 45/8" deep

UTAH ELECTRONICS
1124 East Franklin Street
Huntington, Indiana 46750

STUDIO 4

makes r
ghat noun
twice 405

good!

There are 4 channels in your present Stereo

System. Studio 4 and two more speakers will

reveal them. Use your present amplifier. Use

your regular stereo records or tapes. Use your

present FM stereo broadcasts. For the first time

your room will come completely, fully alive. Im-

possible? STUDIO 4 has a switch for both 2 chan-

nel and 4 channel sound. Switch easily from your

present 2 channel great sound, to 4 channels.

Your great sound becomes twice as good.

NET $39.95

For complete information write:

utak
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naval, Op. 9 (orch. Glazunov and
others). Dinu Lipatti, piano (in the con-
certo); Orchestre de la Suisse Ro-
mande, Ernest Ansermet, cond.
Stereo Treasury STS 15176, $2.98
(electronic stereo).

Selected comparison (concerto):
Lipatti,Karajan Odys. 32 16 0141

Dinu Lipatti's studio recordings of the Schu-
mann and Grieg concertos are still available
back to back on Columbia's budget Odyssey
label. If you still don't have that classic, you
should remedy the situation posthaste. The
present Ansermet-led performance is the first
issue of a live concert in Victoria Hall, Geneva
on February 22, 1950. It's a bit broader and
more lovingly expansive than the Karajan-di-
rected edition, but its ruminative qualities are
always held in firm reserve. If the pianist's
widow is to be believed, Lipatti was in shock-
ing physical condition and hadn't been able to
practice the piano in weeks. You'd never guess
it from the impeccably clean, unforced pian-
ism which is virtually as polished as on the
Odyssey disc. There is, as a matter of fact, a
tiny memory flub in the C major section of the
first movement. It's a miniscule imperfection
which can happen to anyone and I would not
for a moment wish to imply that Lipatti is in
anything other than superlative form. Anser-
met gives sympathetic assistance. The late
Swiss maestro was a fine Schumann inter-
preter and an old hand at this concerto (inci-
dentally, he also had recorded it once before-
with Fanny Davies, one of Clara Schumann's
last surviving pupils). He is less driving than
Karajan, and perhaps that factor is what
makes the live performance so different from
the studio one. I wouldn't want to be without
either.

Mme. Lipatti's contention that the concert
"was recorded on tape by radio Sottens" not-
withstanding, the performance at hand is
clearly derived from 78 -rpm acetates. Lon-
don's stereo reprocessing is of the sort that
puts all the highs in one channel and the lows
in the other. Fortunately, a flick of the switch
easily restores a solid, slightly tubby mono
sound in which the close-up piano dominates
the slightly woolly orchestra. Sonically, the
disc is about on a par with the Columbia,
which is to say, perfectly serviceable.

One might have wished for a better cou-
pling. A superlative Bach D minor Concerto
with Lipatti and Van Beinum exists and might
have been used. There are, reputedly, Lipatti
performances of Bartok's Third and Chopin's
F minor. Perhaps even that legendary BBC
broadcast of the Waldstein somehow managed
to escape destruction. All of which makes
London's choice even more deplorable. The
bowdlerization of Carnaval"by Glazunov and
others" is a gaudy monstrosity and despite An-
sermet's excellent presentation and fine
sound, I doubt that I shall be hearing it again.
Barring the availability of the aforementioned
Lipatti material, Ansermet's fine old mono
recording of the Schumann Spring Symphony
would have easily fit onto one side and would
have been a far better discmate for the con-
certo.

These quibbles aside, Lipatti admirers
(which must be just about everyone who loves
fine piano playing) are indebted to London for
expanding the pianist's lamentably small
legacy. H.G.
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Of course!
Only AKAI combines
Reel-to-Reel-Cartridge-
Cassette recording/ playback...

in one tape recorder!

It's no longer a choice between reel-to-reel, car-
tridge or cassette recorders! AKAI has solved the
problem. You get them all!
Now you can turn on whatever turns you on. Our
unique new X-2000SD Stereo Tape Recorder gives
you absolute versatility.

Reel -to -Reel ... cartridge ... cassette . . any way
you like it. With full recording and playback
capability.

That's quite a lot to put into one tape recorder.
But we didn't stop there.
We engineered the X-2000SD to enable you to re-
cord off the air, or from records, onto reel-to-reel,
cartridge or cassette.
Or even to transfer your stereo music
cartridge or cassette.

In Canada

Which means that you can enjoy the same music
you play at home in your car's 8 -track player Or
on the beach with your cassette player
There's more.

The X-2000SD is equipped with -1 se!t-,--7ta
amplifier, a 2 IC pre -amp and I
pliance built-in speakers. Pl,.;:r.;
Field Head for maximum fide
cording And a one -micron ,;
performance in cartridge and cassette
Nothing's been overlooked.

So you can stop wondering which type of re
to aet. You get it all from AKA! WIth the a:
X-2000SD. Hear it now. A' A.KAI deale:
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SmosTAKovicit Sonata for Violin and Pi-
ano, Op. 134; Quartet for Strings, No. 13,
Op. 138. David Oistrakh, violin; Sviatoslav
Richter, piano (in the sonata); Beethoven
Quartet (in the quartet). Melodiya/Angel SR
40189, $5.98.

Shostakovich's violin sonata must stand, in my
opinion, not only as one of the finest works in
the Russian composer's extensive oeuvre but
as a milestone of twentieth-century chamber
music. Like the two works surrounding it-the
Twelfth Quartet, Op. 133 (which Melodiya/
Angel has inexplicably not yet released in this
country) and particularly that grim master-
piece. the Fourteenth Symphony-Shostako-
vich's violin sonata seems to have grown out of
the composer's increasingly poor state of
health and his brushes with death. Yet that
feeling is in no sense mere gratuitous morbid-
ity: it is simply Shostakovich's customary abil-
ity to adapt his musical language to the par-
ticular nature of his subjective visions. The
opening theme in the piano, for instance.
while not exactly a tone row, is built around all
twelve notes of the chromatic scale ( the
Twelfth Quartet goes even farther in this di-
rection); it's as if Shostakovich finally felt
emotionally and aesthetically (rather than in-
tellectually) justified at this point in his life to
move closer to the atonality he has often
flirted with in his melodic lines. And the entire
work creates a remarkable dependence -inde-
pendence relationship between the violin and
the piano, resulting in a constant tension par-
ticularly within the rhythmic and melodic ele-
ments of the music. One might also single out
the weird Nachimusik passages appearing first
in the opening movement and then cyclically
returning to close the last.

The Oistrakh/Richter interpretation on this
disc comes from a live (and, I had thought,
mono -only) recording of the sonata's first
public performance, and it is a hair -raiser on
every account. How trivial a few noises from
the audience and a few technical imperfec-
tions in the playing seem when compared to
the total vitality of the collaboration: The
soloists take chances here one feels they sim-
ply would not risk in a studio performance.
The result, to give but two examples. is an in-
credible momentum in the brilliant scherzo
(second) movement and a stunningly climac-
tic rendering of the two cadenzas that peak the
last movement. The recorded sound is both
bright and full-bodied.

It will he interesting to hear the eight a cap-
pella ballades of Shostakovich's cycle Devo-
tion (Op. 136) and the composer's music fbr
Kozintsev's film version of King Lear (Op.
137), the two works separating the Fourteenth
Symphony from the Thirteenth Quartet; for
the latter work seems to be yet another vari-
ation on death that has, fortunately, belied the
premonition that I (and several other people)
had that Shostakovich's Fourteenth Sym-
phony was to be his last work. The Thirteenth
Quartet is. in fact. one of the strangest. most
other -worldly pieces Shostakovich has ever
written. From the desolate viola solo that
closes the work to the morbid, expressionistic
atmosphere of the middle section with its
jazzlike rhythms. almost everything in this
quartet strikes one as gloomy, distorted. al-
most neurotic. Yet like the violin sonata, the
Thirteenth Quartet is an exceedingly well -
wrought work, reminding one of Bartok in its
cyclical. archlike form. One finds. perhaps. a

few too many references to Shostakovich's
past quartets, solutions that do not quite seem
to fit this new quartet at times. But the com-
poser maintains a constantly profound level of
communication and expressivity, and his in-
tentions are carried out with extraordinary
skill (special mention should be made of viol-
ist Vadim Borisovsky, to whom the work is
dedicated) and conviction by the Beethoven
Quartet. whose beautifully balanced efforts
have been particularly well re-created by the
stereo effect here. R.S.B.

SKROWACZEWSKI: Concerto for English
Horn and Orchestra. MAYER: Two Pastels;
Andante for Strings. Thomas Stacy, English
horn; Minnesota Orchestra, Stanislaw Skro-
waczewski, cond. Desto DC 7126, $5.98.

This is the Record of the Month so far as this
reviewer's assignment is concerned, and one
of the very great records of the year. thanks
entirely to Skrowaczewski and Stacy. The
concerto for English horn seems to be the first
composition by the distinguished conductor
of the Minnesota Orchestra to reach Ameri-
can discs, and it is a masterwork.

It seems to have been inspired by the ex-
traordinary playing of Stacy. the English horn
player of the Minnesota Orchestra. He is none
of your "Oh-lay-ee-oh-lay-ee-oo" corm) in-
glesisis: he has a tremendous tone and he
doesn't hesitate to use it: furthermore he
knows how to get the instrument to produce
double notes. which sound sort of squawky
but interesting, and some unprecedented har-
monics as well. In order to dramatize the Eng-
lish horn as much as possible. Skrowaczewski
uses no other reeds in the orchestra. but he
loves the big ensemble and what he does with
brass and percussion against strings and Eng-
lish horn must be heard to he believed. This is
really a concerto for orchestra with special
emphasis on the English horn and one of the
few works of that kind that can stand up along-
side the famous Concerto 16r Orchestra by
Bela Bartok. which it does not resemble in
the least.

The pieces by William Mayer are pleasant
and effective. especially the Andante for
Strings. A.F.

STRAVINSKY: Petrushka (1911 version).
Paul Jacobs, piano; New York Philharmonic,
Pierre Boulez, cond. Columbia M 31076,
$5.98.
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STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella Suite; Sym-
phony in Three Movements. Philhar-
monia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,
cond. Seraphim S 60188, $2.98 (from
Angel S 36248, 1965).
STRAVINSKY: Oedipus Rex.
Narrator John Westbrook
Jocasta Shirley Verrett (ms)
Oedipus George Shirley (I)
Creon Donald Gramm (bs)
Messenger John Reardon (b)
Shepherd Loren Driscoll (t)
Tiresias Chester Watson (bs)
Chorus and Orchestra of the Opera
Societyof Washington, Igor Stravinsky,
cond. Columbia M 31129, $5.98 (from
Columbia MS 6472, 1964).
STRAVINSKY: Le Baiser de la fee: Di-
vertimento. DEBUSSY: Nocturnes:
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Nuages; Fetes. RAVEL: Rapsodie Es-
pagnole. RAI Orchestra (in the Ravel);
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra (in the
others), Wilhelm Furtwangler. cond.
Bruno Walter Society BWS 708 (avail-
able to members of the Society, 74
School Street. Waltham. Mass.).

For all the authority that Stravinsky's own
recordings possess. and will retain. there is ev-
ery reason to welcome alternative approaches.
Although the results may not always constitute
unqualified successes. they are usually instruc-
tive-and by no means in consistently negative
ways. This quartet of discs gives us more vari-
ety of Stravinsky performances than we have
had of late.

The 1911. or deluxe. ...ersion of Petrushka
has in recent years been ies. favored by con-
ductors than the more economical 1947 scor-
ing. and so Boulez' crystalline performance.
with the New York orchestra at something
near top form. is most welcome. The brilliance
and clarity of the playing-very much a result
of the conductor's careful attention to matters
of intonation and ensemble-make trans-
lucent more portions of the work than any
other recording I know: one might point espe-
cially to the complex passage leading up to the
magician's entrance in the first scene. or the
various "big accordion" textures in the fourth.
as exemplary. Nor is there any loss of rhyth-
mic intensity in the achievement of such sonic
grace, for it throws Stravinsky's textural dis-
junctions into the greatest possible relief.
while Boulez maintains an iron grip on the
metrical relocations and dislocations.

The only serious competition. as far as the
1911 version is concerned, was Monteux's
Boston disc ( RCA LM 2376). rather brashly
recorded and occasionally less steady of
tempo: since Monteux conducted the first per-
formance of Peiruchica in 191 I. his conducting
retains historical interest (as does the compos-
er's own driving statement of the revision).
hut the Boulez is now top choice. ( Inciden-
tally. Paul Jacobs has now become -1 believe-
the only pianist to have taken part in record-
ings of both Petrushlo: he could not be bet-
tered in either.)

Klemperer's approach to Pt/trine/hi and the
Symphony in Three .11overnems is equally
straightforward in the obvious ways. and well
played by the Philharmonia. Although the
tempos are slower at times than the com-
poser's (in his later recordings. at any rate).
they are generally within the range of the met-
ronome markings and not in themselves prob-
lematic. What is problematic. to my ear. is the
lack of point and lift in the accenting and ar-
ticulation (feminine endings have a way of ef-
facing themselves out of existence)-and this is
where the Stravinsky recordings are still su-
preme. despite their untidy moments.

Oedipus is. of course. one of the most sig-
nificant Stravinsky scores, and the unavaila-
bility of a composer -conducted version has
been a striking lacuna in the catalogues. hap-
pily remedied by this reissue-a good job. if
not quite the equal of the mono version made
in Cologne in 1952. Less happy is the curtail-
ment of the composer's program note. and the
text of Act II has been garbled in the course of
resetting the libretto leaflet. The remastered
sound is still not ideally defined. and there is
some blasting on high huass notes - but there is
also Shirley Verrett's sumptuous Jocasta. ex-
cellent work from the other soloists. and the

very specific character that Stravinsky gives to
every note.

Finally, under the auspices of the Bruno
Walter Society (see HIGH FIDELITY. June
1972), an organization evidently-and laud-
ably-catholic in its enthusiasms, we have a
unique example of Wilhelm Furtwangler's
way with Stravinsky (from 1951-53 broad-
casts). Alas, the sound of the source material is
far from ideal, with some patches of unsteadi-
ness and a marked hiss, nor was the Berlin
Philharmonic's playing on this occasion any-
where near impeccable. But there is uncom-
mon care with phrasing. in ways that bring out
important motivic connections of a sort that
Stravinsky himself tended to take for granted.
At the same time, the matter of rhythm is not
slighted, and the tempos are well chosen save
for a certain tendency to rush in the material
based on Tchaikovsky's Humoresque. I partic-
ularly admire the flute solo in the Variation of
the last movement. and there are similar fe-
licities that will outweigh the numerous bur-
bles. at least for the dedicated Stravinskyite.

Furtwangler performing the French Im-
pressionists is another unusual cup of tea. This
side of the disc is better recorded, and both or-
chestras play with considerable accuracy. if
also with just enough schmaltz (not only string
portamento, but also a stylistically unwonted
forcefulness of stress accent) to give a some-
what stodgy result, especially in the Ravel.
about which the conductor seems not to have
any strong convictions. The two Noenirnes.
however, are very consistent readings, with
quite specific attention to melodic shape: one
feels quite certain that Furtwangler found in
these pieces a substance that interested him.
although it emerges in a form that slights
other, equally important aspects of Debussy 's
conception. D.1 I.

SwEELINcK: Variations, Toccatas,
and Fantasias for Organ and Harpsi-
chord. Gustav Leonhardt, organ (St.
Laurenskerk in Alkmaar) and harpsi-
chord. Cambridge CR 3508. $5.98.

Fantasia 8; Chorale Variations on "Ich rut zu dir,
Herr Jesu Christ:" Echo Fantasia 15 (played on the
organ). Variations on "Est-ce Mars": Toccatas: Nos.
20 and 23: Variations on "More Palatino"; Vari-
ations on "Von der Fortuna ward' ich getrieben":
Paduana Lachrimae.

Here is one of the finest discs of early key-
board music ever recorded. Each aspect of this
production combines to produce an abso-
lutely indispensable disc for collectors inter-
ested in the period, and an excellent introduc-
tion for those not yet convinced of Sweelinck's
genius.

Leonhardt has chosen some of the finest
and most impressive of Sweelinck's organ and
harpsichord music, devoting one record side
to each instrument. The organ works are
played on the magnificent organ of the St.
Laurenskerk in Alkmaar, the harpsichord
works on an exceptionally beautiful, mean -
tone tuned French instrument from the early
eighteenth century. If you've been looking for
an example of mean -tone tuning (according to
the practice of Sweelinck's day). this one is
ideal in pointing up the strength and purity of
intonation when the music stays close to the
tonic key: when it begins to flirt with more dis-
tantly related tonalities the effect can often be
quite startling.

Gustav Leonhardt is. of course. one of the
world's finest. most expressive, and most intel-
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shatters an old theory.
The theory: Because cassette tape has a smaller surface and plays

at a slower speed, It can't perform as well as open reel tape.

An old theory just went kaput.
Memorex Chromium Dioxide is the first cassette tape that can

seriously stand up to open reel tape performance.
That's because Chromium Dioxide is a totally different kind of tape.

Not just "energized" iron oxide tape. But a cassette tape uniquely
suited for slow speed operation.
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Now, from the comfort of your home
you can buy almost any Stereo Com-
ponent at Special Discount Prices,
from one of the East Coast's Lead-
ing Wholesalers...Your order
shipped promptly in factory -sealed
cartons. Write for quote today.

7126 Ambassador Road
Building S-4, Security Industrial Park

Baltimore, Md. 21207
1-1.301 265-8617
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RADFORD
Radford Audio Laboratories produce
stereo components and laboratory
test instruments. In addition to these,
they also produce high fidelity speak-
er systems recognized throughout the
World for their wide -range response
and freedom from transient distortion.
The Studio 360 is the culmination
of Radford research. The Studio 360
is a transmission line system employ-
ing omni-directional dispersion tech-
niques. If you think the 360 is
just another transmission line speaker
system, you will be interested to learn
that Radford Audio Laboratories re-
ceived the patent for the Acoustic
transmission line in 1964.
Please write for additional information
describing the Studio 360 as well as
other Radford high fidelity com-
ponents.

AUDIONICS, INC.
8600 N.E. SANDY

PORTLAND, OREGON 97220

Name

Street

City State Zip

HF

ligent harpsichordists. Furthermore, he has
contributed extensively to the new edition of
Sweelinck's complete keyboard music, pub-
lished by Alsbach, so he certainly knows the
territory well. He does sound somewhat more
comfortable on the harpsichord side of the
disc than the organ side: He plays the harpsi-
chord with a smile, while there seems to be a
hint of a knitted brow when he's on the organ
bench. However, the differences are only
slight and noticeable only in direct compari-
son. The performances on both sides are really
remarkably moving and communicative:
Leonhardt's exquisitely conceived phrasing
and subtle rubato bring each piece alive with
real flair and style.

This record was first released by Cambridge
in 1%3, then inexplicably deleted from the
catalogue in 1969. Despite its age, the sonic
quality is excellent-many modern recordings
don't sound as good-and surfaces are first
rate. We're indeed fortunate to have it avail-
able again. C.F.G.

TIPPETT: Little Music for String Orchestra;
Concerto for Double String Orchestra;
Fantasia Concertante on a Theme of Co-
relli. Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields, Ne-
ville Marriner, cond. Argo ZRG 680, $5.98.

Michael Tippett has become increasingly well
known in this country during the past few
years. and this disc makes a significant contri-
bution to his works currently available on
record here. These three works for string or-
chestra cover the years between the late '30s
and early '50s (1939, 1946, and 1953 respec-
tively) and they help considerably to focus
picture of the first large phase of Tippett's ca-
reer. Although these pieces fail to make a suf-
ficiently strong impression to suggest a com-
poser of the very first rank, they nevertheless
reveal Tippett to be an enormously gifted mu-
sician working with a sure hand in a highly
eclectic compositional style. The general ori-
entation of all three works is conservative and
neoclassical, but Tippett's approach to tradi-
tional procedures seems much less forced and
mannered than that of many followers of the
school. Indeed, this is music of a remarkably
sunny disposition (one of its several English
characteristics), and although I find that they
suffer from a certain lack of tension, it is diffi-
cult not to be won over by their sheer exuber-
ance.

The performances by Marriner and the
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields Orches-
tra match the quality of the music, both in ease
of execution and in their evocation of effusive
good spirits, making this record a particularly
pleasant introduction to Tippett's music. An-
thony Payne's notes and the recorded sound
are also excellent. R. P. M.

VIVALDI: Concertos for Various Instruments
and Orchestra. Kammerorchester Paul Kuentz,
Paul Kuentz, cond. Deutsche Grammophon
2530 211, $6.98.
Concertos: for Two Violins, Lute. and Continuo. in
D; for Viola d'amore, Lute, and Strings, in D minor;
for Mandolin, Strings. and Organ. in G: for Two
Flutes, Two Bassons Two Trumpets, Two Mando-
lins. Two Theorbos, Cello, and Strings, in C.

An attractive Vivaldi concert, both in choice
of works and in the quality of performances,
which are robust. well paced. and rhythmically

alive. The potential danger in any work in-
volving mandolins is of course, that a single
note on the mandolin has no sustaining power
whatever (far less than lute ir guitar). and it
takes some sleight of hand to avoid an over-
dose of plink, plink, plink. Modern repertory
allows the mandolinist to use an a'most con-
tinual tremolo, but the Vivaldian must employ
embell shments to get the most he can out of
any given pitch. especially at slow tempos. The
embellishments in the Largo if the Mandolin
Concerto in C are fairly elaborate and accom-
plish their purpose this movement alone
makes an interesting lesson in eighteenth -cen-
tury performance practices.

The jolliest of the works here is the last con-
certo in the above 'isting, involving all those
pairs of instruments that march by in turn as if
they were on their way into some musical
Noah's Ark. (There is some substitute instru-
mentation in this performance, guitars replac-
ing theorbos, etc.. but the effect seems undi-
minished.) Another plus for the disc is that the
viola d'amore comes across well, with its
slightly plaintive, mysterious voice intact. S.F.

VOAIkK: Sinfonia in D. DvoliAK: Czech
Suite, Op. 39. English Chamber Orchestra,
Charles Mackerras cond. Philips 6500 203,
$5.98.

The Vorigek Sinfonia will undoubtedly lend
itself to musical one-upmanship parlor games
in which the host defies his unsuspecting
guests to identify this music-post-Haydn cer-
tainly, but not much later; a contemporary of
Beethoven or possibly an extremely talented
young composer under Beethoven's spell, na-
tionality uncertain, but certainly in the inter-
national style of early eighteenth -century
Vienna.

Jan Vaclav Vofigek (or Johann Hugo Wor-
zischek as he was known in Vienna) was a na-
tive of Bohemia who spent the major portion
of his brief life as a musician and civil servant
in Vienna between 1813 and 1825. He had
studied with Tomagek in Prague and with
Hummel in Vienna. A friend and fervent ad-
mirer of Beethoven, he composed piano music
that is said to have influenced Schubert; like
John Field's nocturnes, his impromptus fore-
shadowed the more intensely Romantic music
of Chopin.

This Sinfonia in D shows that Voligek had
learned from Haydn and Mozart how to de-
velop a highly proficient and sometimes quite
original style; but its time scale and expressive
impulse seldom go beyond the range of
Beethoven's earliest compositions. The second
movement begins with an impressive premo-
nition of dark tragedy, but fails to sustain or
develop the implications. Nowhere, not even
in the Scherzo where folk materials might
have been most appropriate, is there any hint
of the composer's Slavic origins. The Bohe-
mians of this era were still musically a part of
the Austrian empire. With the imaginative
and forceful reading here by the English
Chamber Orchestra under Mackerras, this
symphony offers considerable interest and
provides a great deal of fun, if not substantial
profundity.

I also cannot imagine a more ingratiating
performance of Dvofik's Czech Suite. Here
the conductor does not attempt to inflate the
music beyond its slight and graceful nature-
Dvoilk used his native Czech materials more
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Some expert opinions on the Heathkit
"Computer Tuner" and AR -1500 Stereo Receiver:
'...The tuner which may well prove to be the 'classic' of the
1970's is Heath's new AJ-1510 Digital FM Stereo Tuner." -
Leonard Feldman, AUDIO MAGAZINE

..It is probably as near to the ideal FM tuner as we have
ever encountered." - Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW

"...We know of nothing else on the market with comparable
features ... It more closely resembles a small digital computer.
There are no moving parts (the tuning is entirely electronic)
..." - Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW

"... All frequency indications are read
from digital read-out tubes... at the
left are ten keyboard buttons... as well
as a re -set button (punched when you
wish to 'punch up' a new station fre-
quency) and a button labeled BY-PASS
(used to initiate the 'auto -sweep' action
... three more buttons... select three
pre -determined favorite stations ... you
easily program onto...cards yourself."
- Leonard Feldman, AUDIO MAGAZINE

"... Because of the crystal controlled ref-
erence frequency and the phase -lock -loop cir-
cuitry .. . the accuracy of the frequency tuned
... will be as accurate as the crystal frequency
and, in the case of the AJ-1510, that means at least
0.005% accuracy!... in short, every spec was easily met or
exceeded ... [it] has got to be the way all tuners of the future
will be made." - Leonard Feldman, AUDIO MAGAZINE

A.1-1510

.. for anyone who wants a tuner that is most certainly repre-
sentative of the present state of the art, and which is not likely
to be surpassed in any important respect for the foreseeable
future, his search can stop at the AJ-1510." - Julian Hirsch.
STEREO REVIEW

Kit AJ-1510 "Computer Tuner," less cabinet, 23 lbs. 539.955
AJ-1510-1, Pecan cabinet, 6 lbs. 24.95

"...The AR -1500 is the most powerful and sensitive receiver
we have ever measured." - Julian Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW

"... a stereo receiver easily worth twice the cost (or perhaps
even more)..." - AUDIO MAGAZINE

"...Great new solid-state stereo receiver kit matches the de-
mands of the most golden of golden ears." - RADIO ELEC-
TRONICS

"...The FM tuner section ... was outstandingly sen-
sitive. We measured the IHF sensitivity at 1.4

microvolts and the limiting curve was
the steepest we have ever measured
...The FM frequency response was
literally perfectly flat from 30 to
15,000 Hz... Image rejection was over
10 dB (our measuring limit)...The AM
tuner... was easily the best -sounding
AM tuner we have had the pleasure of
using..." - Julian Hirsch, STEREO RE-
VIEW

.. As always, construction instructions
are lucid enough for the inexperienced kit -

builder and there is enough technical and theo-
retical information to satisfy even the most knowl-

AR-1500 edgeable audio/ RF engineer." - AUDIO MAGAZINE

.. As you know, the original, the AR -15 has been widely
acclaimed as one of the very best stereo receivers that has
ever been made. Therefore, it's hard to imagine that anyone
has gone ahead and built a better one. But spec for spec, the
AR -1500 is ahead of the AR -15." - RADIO ELECTRONICS

Kit AR -1500 Stereo Receiver, less cabinet, 53 lbs. ...379.95*
ARA-1500-1, Walnut cabinet, 8 lbs. 24.95*

Now available assembled, ready to use. Supplied with its in-
dividual performance curves plotted and pertinent specifica-
tions measured, documented and guaranteed for one year.
Model ARW-1500, receiver & walnut cabinet,

Ihs Exp. 'Frt. 649.95

Heathkit 4 -Channel Amplifier 349.95* less cabinet
The new Heathkit AA -2004 gives you 50 watts per channel (IHF) into 8 ohms
for discrete or matrixed 4 -channel sound, stereo or mono. The built-in decod-
ing circuitry decodes matrixed 4 -channel material, gives your existing stereo
library a brilliant 4 -channel effect. Amplifier sections are controlled in pairs
for front and back speakers. That gives you two complete stereo systems if you
want. In 4 -channel mode, there's capability for both main and remote systems.
'That's eight speaker systems! Move up to 4 -channel ... order your AA -2004,
now.
Kit AA -2004 amplifier, less cabinet, 39 lbs. 349.95*
AAA -2004-1, pecan cabinet, 7 lbs. 24.95*

See them all at your Heathkit Electronic Center... or fill out the coupon below
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS - ARIZ.: Phoenix, 2727 W. Indian School Rd.; CALIF.:
Anaheim, 330 E. Ball Rd.; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Ave.; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St.;
Pomona, 1555 Orange Grove Ave. N.; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; Sam Diego (La
Mesa), 8363 Center Dr.; Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.; COLO.: Denver, 5940 W.
38th Ave.; CONN.: Avon, 395 W. Main St.; FLA.: Miami (Hialeah), 4705 W. 16th Ave.; GA.:
Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Rd.; ILL.: Chicago, 3462-66 W. Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 224
Ogden Ave.; IND.: Indianapolis, 2112 E. 62nd St.; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission), 5960
Lamar Ave.; MD.: Baltimore, 1713 E. Joppa Rd.; Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane; MASS.:
Boston (Wellesley), 165 Worcester St.; MICH.: Detroit, 18645 P. Eight Mile Rd. & 18149
E. Eight Mile Rd.; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins), 101 Shady Oak Rd.; MO.: St. Louis, 9296
Gravois Ave.; N.J.: Fair Lawn, 35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4); N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), 3476
Sheridan Dr.; New York, 35 W. 45th St.; Jericho, L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike; Rochester,
Long Ridge Plaza; OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), 10133 Springfield Pike; Cleveland, 5444
Pearl Rd.; PA.: Philadelphia, 6318 Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.;
TEXAS: Dallas, 2715 Ross Ave.; Houston, 3705 Westheimer; WASH.: Seattle, 2221 Third
Ave.; WIS.: Milwaukee, 5215 Fond du Lac.
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See and hear the
Heathkit "Computer

Tuner" and
AR -1500 Stereo

Receiver at your
nearest Heathkit

Electronic Center.
For complete specs

cn both, send for
your free Catalog.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 8-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

17 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
' Enclosed is $ plus shipping.

Please send model(s)
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Schlumberger

Name

Address

City State lip
Prices & specifications slibject to change without
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forcefully in other works, notably the Slavonic
Dances, than he does here. Stylistically, of
course, this suite is a world apart from the
Votilek symphony of but a generation earlier;
it is filled with the kind of authentic folk mate-
rials-rhythms, melodies, and colors-that
Vofigek must have known in his youth but
completely ignored in his music.

This is an exceptionally attractive coupling
performed with a sympathetic understanding
of the distinctive styles. Some may find the
bass excessive, but a treble adjustment readily
corrects the perspective. P.H.

WAGNER: Songs and Arias. Birgit Nilsson,
soprano; London Symphony Orchestra, Co-
lin Davis, cond. Philips 6500 294, $5.98.
Wesendonk Lieder. Der fliegende Hollander:
Senta's Ballad. Rienzi: Gerechter Gott. Die Feen:
Weh mir, so nah' die fUrchterliche Stunde.

Improbable as it may seem, Birgit Nilsson and
Colin Davis have come up with a Wagner re-
cital that duplicates only a single selection
from the soprano's previous discography
(Senta's Ballad, which was on her very first
American recording, Angel 35540, now de-
leted).

The biggest novelty, of course, is the aria
from Die Feen, a fantasy opera that Wagner
composed to his own libretto in his twenty-
first year, under the spell of Weber and
Marschner. The aria of Ada, a fairy in love
with a mortal (cf. Die Frau ohne Schauen!), is
a big, rambling piece, demanding a technique
similar to that appropriate for Rezia's
"Ozean" in Oberon, and if Miss Nilsson lacks
the necessary flexibility, she offers nonetheless
considerable thrust and musicianship. Here
and there, as elsewhere in this program, notes
are not perfectly tuned, especially when the

WE ARE SUPPOSED to shudder at the lot of
the prodigy-pushed out of the nest by
gleeful parents (so tradition goes) into the
hectic, exhausting, and eventually destruc-
tive world of commercial music -making.
Behold, then, the statement (part of it) by
Menuhin on this album jacket: "In listen-
ing to these recordings II rememberl the
child grappling with the intransigent violin
and finding an enormous sense of fulfill-
ment and self-expression, of a totality of
purpose. challenge. and ideal. . . ." Not
every prodigy is a Menuhin, of course, but
it is interesting to meditate on the fact that
in some cases the fledgling not only flies
high at the start but maintains his altitude
and looks back on the whole affair with
warmth and a sense of gratitude. This is
not to say that Menuhin has not had his
violinistic problems. The periods of unre-
liable intonation, the tone difficulties, the
sometimes tortured overinvolvement in in-
terpretation are no secret. But they prob-
ably do not stem from prodigyism.

Menuhin, New York -born and San
Francisco -raised, made his debut at seven
playing the Lalo Symphonic espagnole with
the San Francisco Orchestra. But the real
career began at eleven, with debuts in Ber-
lin, New York, Paris, and London. The
recordings on this disc pick up at age six-
teen with the 1931 Paganini Camp-
anella and reach to age twenty-two. the
year of the Wieniawski Legende recorded
with the Orchestre des Concerts Colonne
under the direction of Georges Enesco (the
only orchestral performance in the collec-
tion). The performances are simply aston-
ishing-evidence of a voracious, devouring
talent that takes each of these display

Master Menuhin,
Prodigy

by Shirley Fleming
pieces by the throat and fashions it with so
much immediacy that it seems newborn on
the spot. The tone is refined and inci-
sive, the intonation razor-edged, the bow
control almost beyond belief (note the fly-
ing staccato in the Bazzini La Ronde-an
example of particularly exuberant virtuos-
ity-and the detache in the Paganini Per-
petuum mobile, where the notes travel al-
most faster than the ear can follow). Not
all the pieces are fireworks. The quieter
ones are equally impressive, and the sim-
plicity of feeling in the Schumann-Kreisler
Romance bespeaks the deep musicality
and seriousness that is so much a part of
Menuhin.

The recorded sound ("enhanced for
stereo") is perfectly acceptable; there is
some surface scratch but the Menuhin
tone burns through it like fire through
gauze. Original HMV numbers are given
on the album, along with the names of the
accompanying pianists-among whom the
most familiar name is that of Arthur Bal-
sam. This is a record that no admirer of
Menuhin or of the art of fiddle playing will
want to miss.

YEHUDI MENUHIN: "The Legen-
dary Early Recordings." Yehudi
Menuhin, violin; various accom-
panists. Orion ORS 7271, $5.98
(electronic stereo, recorded in
1931-38).

PAGANINI: La Campanella; Perpetuum mobile.
s-KRENuR: Spanish Dance No. 5. MU-

M: La Ronde des lutins. BRAHMI-JOACHIM:
Hungarian Dance No. 1. WIENIAWSKI: Legende.
Op. 17. PIMSKY-KONSAKOFF-HAR NNNNN : Flight of
the Bumblebee. SCHUMANN-KREISLER: Romance
in A. DE FALA: Danse espagnole.

full voice is required to move rapidly, but her
soft singing is still impressively controlled.
(Further excerpts from Die Feen, recorded at a
"junior festival" in Bayreuth in 1967, can be
heard on German Colosseum STM 4002,
available at some import dealers-somewhat
ragged, but nonetheless informative.)

Adriano's aria from Rienzi is not so uncom-
mon, but it is good to have this strongly sung
version, complete and in the original key
(most mezzos take it down, and it is often dras-
tically cut, especially in such classic 78 ver-
sions as that by Schumann-Heink). The dis-
tance Wagner traveled in the decade after Die
Feen is further attested by the Hollander piece,
with the relative proportions of emulation and
originality now completely reversed. Miss
Nilsson was a better voice for Senta fifteen
years ago, for the heavier sound of today
makes for a less consistent legato, less precise
intonation.

For once, a liner note is straightforward
about the orchestrations of the Wesendonk
songs: they are not Wagner's but Felix Mottl's,
although the Traume scoring follows in most
details the version Wagner made (of that song
only) for solo violin and chamber orchestra;
although these songs are often cited as pro-
genitors of the orchestral song cycles of Mah-
ler, they are in fact neither orchestral nor cycli-
cal. 1 much prefer the originals, for the
rhythmic definition of the piano parts is be-
clouded in the orchestral versions. However, it
is easy to see why Birgit Nilsson-unlike, say,
Tiana Lemnitz, who made on 78s the classic
version of these songs-might prefer the larger
dynamic framework provided by the greater
sonority, and she achieves some notable sing-
ing here, especially in Im Treibhaus, where the
line of the phrases is superbly sustained,
thanks to the conductor's subtle accenting.

Even in the unfamiliar pieces, the London
Symphony plays well, and Davis keeps things
moving through the numerous stops and starts
of the early arias with real skill. Add to this a
good recording job, and texts and translations.
This is a record that, either because of the rep-
ertory or the singer, will probably find its way
into most Wagnerian collections. D.H.

WEBER: The Complete Piano Music. Hans
Kann, piano (with Rosario Marciano in the
four -hand works). For a feature review of this
recording, see page 59.

ZELENKA: Lamentationes Jeremiae Pro-
phetae. Nedda Casei, alto; Theo Altmeyer,
tenor; Karel Berman, bass; Ars Rediviva Or-
chestra, Milan Munclinger, cond. Supraphon
1 12 0883, $6.98.

One of the more remarkable discoveries of my
week has been this sampling of the vocal mu-
sic of Jan Dismas Zelenka, a Czech double -

bass player who became court composer at
Dresden, and whose life span (1679-1745)
coincides more or less with that of Bach. Ze-
lenka, Grove's informs us, wrote no fewer than
twenty-one Masses and 108 psalms, cantatas,
and motets, among much else, and to judge
from this recording he had a notable gift for
expressive vocal writing and interesting or-
chestral polyphony. These four solo cantatas,
in Latin (texts provided), are from a set of six
written for the three Easter holy days (two
cantatas for each day). The Lamentations of
Jeremiah on which they are based fall into a
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Since more music
is performed over an Altec system,

doesn't it make sense to...
involve yourself with this same sound at home. Altec is the
standard for the entertainment industry. You'll find it at
hundreds of recording studios. And almost every theater.
And at most music halls, auditoriums and rock concerts.
Chances are, Altec was involved the very first time you
listened to music.

ALTEC.

The 874A Segovia is the Altec system shown below,
$250 each speaker. It has a 17 lb. magnet, the largest of
any speaker in its price class. So the bass response is un-
paralleled. You hear more music. More than you've ever
heard before. Your Altec dealer will turn it on for you. Or
write Altec, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim. Ca. 92803.

When music becomes more than
just something to listen to,
ALTEC is involved.

A DIVISION OF ALTEC COIRPORATIN



three -against -one scheme: Nos. I, II, and IV
express mourning over the lost Jerusalem, a
spirit summed up in a line from No. 1-"The
Lord hath afflicted her for the multitude of her
transgressions." No. V-in some ways the most
vital of the four-sings the praises of the Lord
and voices hope for salvation: "The Lord is
good unto them that wait for him." The spe-
cial flavor of each text is conveyed in the mu-
sic, and though the author of the album notes
finds some pictorial descriptiveness in the or-
chestral writing, a la Bach, it seems to me that
his examples are farfetched.

What is not farfetched are the marvelously
fluid, pertinently inflected vocal lines, with
their frequent coloratura flights: the some-
times quite abrupt shifts of tonality; the affect-
ing interplay of major and minor; the star-
tlingly juxtaposed meters. There are no set da
capo arias as in Bach's cantatas, but in their
place a kind of continual heightened recitative
growing into bona fide melody. The orchestra
takes over in interludes of highly developed
polyphony, and frequently flows directly back
into an accompaniment role without a break.
And upon occasion the singer becomes simply
one voice in a four- or five -part fugue. In one
striking passage in No. V the tenor pursues a
pair of cellos in extended imitation, after
which the cellos take up a canon on their own.
It is all skillful, inventive, and very much alive.

The three soloists are quite satisfactory,
with the tenor (No. V) topping the list-he has
one of those flexible, pure, but healthy voices
perfect for this kind of music. The important

orchestral contribution is brisk, well disci-
plined, and to the point. A fine disc. S.F.

recitals
and miscellany
E. POWER BIGGS: Organ Recitals, featuring
music by Walther, Gigout, Dupre, Campra,
Widor, R. Strauss, Purcell, Karg-Elert,
Clarke, Handel, et al. For a feature review of
these recordings, see page 60.

-HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE METROPOLITAN OP-
ERA GALA HONORING SIR RUDOLF BING."
Martina Arroyo, Montserrat Caballe, Placid()
Domingo, Birgit Nilsson, Leontyne Price, Re-
gina Resnik, Richard Tucker, Robert Merrill,
Teresa Zylis-Gara, and Franco Corelli; Met-
ropolitan Opera Orchestra, Richard
Bonynge, James Levine, Karl BOhm, Fran-
cesco Molinari-Pradelli, and Kurt Adler,
cond. For a feature review of this recording,
see page 57.

LEONTYNE PRICE: "Five Great Operatic
Scenes." Leontyne Price, soprano; London
Symphony Orchestra, Fausto Cleva, cond.
RCA Red Seal LSC 3218, $5.98.
VERDI: La Traviata: E strano Ah! fors' 6 lui
Sempre libera (with Ryland Davies. tenor); Don Car-
lo: Tu che le vanita. TCHAIKCIIISKY: Eugene Oneg.n:
Tatiana's Letter Scene. STRAUSS: Ariadne auf
Naxos: Es gibt ein Reich. BEEDIOIIEN: Fidelio: Ab-
scheulicher! wo eilst du hin?

Miss Price is in very good voice for this pro-
gram, from the bottom A flat of the Ariadne
scene right up to Violetta's high Cs, although a
few of the top notes are not as uniformly
placed and colored as the rest of the voice.
Very much in evidence, too, is her accustomed
musicality, founded on careful attention to
rhythmic and dynamic niceties. My own pref-
erence is for a more pointed, focused sound
(we'll come to an exemplar of that in a min-
ute), but there is no gainsaying the plush of
this tone, the security with which it is de-
ployed.

Verdi comes off best here, certainly in part
because the late Fausto Cleva was much hap-
pier in this repertory than in the German and
Russian selections. "Tit che le vanite has a
fine sweep, and the Traviala scene is
noteworthy not only for the presence of a ca-
pable tenor and the inclusion of "A me, fan-
ciulla" (the rarely heard second stanza of"A h!
fors' e !ui"), but also for a well -measured and
steady tempo.

But even here-and more markedly in the
three other pieces-one misses the sense of a
dramatic experience. A lack of bite and clarity
in the diction contributes; the word -tone
equation is distinctly out of balance, in favor
of sonic rather than verbal values. Perhaps
also relevant is the fact that none of these
scenes except the Tchaikovsky is in the
singer's usual stage repertory-and even that
exception she has sung in English, rather than
the somewhat vague Russian employed here
(cf. Slobodskaya or Vishnevskaya).

A TALE OF THREE CITIES

--I

We couldn't think of a better way to
prove the capability of the Sony STR-6065
than to test it in three cities with heavily
trafficked FM bands. The engineering
staffs of the FM station listing guides
located in New York, Los Angeles, and
Washington, D.C. conducted the tests.
(Who should know more about FM per-
formance than magazines catering to the
heaviest FM users?)

In New York, where there are 57
stations within 65 miles of Manhattan.
tests were made in the suburbs, 48 miles
from Manhattan and in Manhattan. From
Westchester, using an outdoor antenna,
the Sony 6065 received 36 stations full
quieting-all major New York City,
Long Island, Westchester and New Jersey
stations. In Manhattan, using only a 300
ohm ribbon antenna, 30 stations were
received, 22 full quieting. Excellent,
under the most difficult of conditions.

In Washington, D.C., using a Yagi with
rotator, 45 stations were received with
full quieting. In Los Angeles, where some
of the 73 stations are more than 100 miles
from the test site, the 6065 logged 44
stations.

- - While the specifications of the Sony
6065 are most impressive, how it delivers
in heavy FM traffic is the true test of its
performance. The Sony 6065, 220 watts
IHF*, 70 + 70W RMS at 8 ohms. $429.50!K*
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The lack of urgency in the Onegin scene is
even more marked by comparison with the
classic, if wrong-languaged (German). ac-
count by Ljuba Welitsch, recently reissued on
Odeon /Dacapo (C 047-01 267, also including
an imposing, previously unissued Salome fi-
nale from a 1944 broadcast), where the more
pointed, intense tone in itself contributes to
the effect, along with vastly more specific con-
victions about the necessary contrasts of ten-
sion and release. The Ariadne monologue is
undermined from the start by the failure to
clearly define the important motive in the
lower strings, and later on the tension is

allowed to slacken after each vocal climax; not
all the handsome expansion of tone can pull
this together convincingly.

In sum, then, a recital that commends itself
more for tonal splendor than true operatic
projection. The sound is typically Dyna-
groove, with a muffled orchestra, but kind to
the voice. Texts and translations are provided.

D.H.

JOHN WILLIAMS AND JULIAN BREAM: "John
and Julian." John Williams and Julian
Bream, guitars. RCA Red Seal LSC 3257,
$5.98. Tape: !. R8S 1230, $6.95; 416 RK
1230, $6.95.
LAWES: Suite for Two Guitars. CARULLI: Duo in G, Op.
34. Son: L'Encouragement, Op. 34. ALBENIZ: Cor-
doba (Nocturne). GRANAO011: Goyescas: Intermezzo.
FALLA: La Vida Breve: Spanish Dance No. 1 RAVEL:
Pavane pour une Infante defunte.

This recital is just as good as you would expect
it to be in view of the artists involved. The
principal achievement-particularly difficult
to manage where collaboration is involved-is
the dazzling sparkle of spontaneity that lights
up the quick movements: The Rondo finale of
the Carulli Duo simply takes flight; Falla's
Spanish Dance zips into high voltage without
ever getting out of control; Sor's theme -and -
variations movement abounds in zest. Even
the slower music catches fire: The Albeniz
Nocturne is one of the most swinging night
pieces you are likely to hear.

In one instance two different musical atti-
tudes emerge: In the Carulli slow movement
the left -channel player (Williams?) snaps out a
phrase with more incisiveness than the right -
channel player, who repeats it with a greater
sense of relaxation. But pay no heed. This is a
duo to remember. S.F.

NICANOR ZABALETA: Spanish Music Re-
cital. Nicanor Zabaleta, harp. Deutsche
Grammophon 2530 230, $6.98.
ALBENIZ: Granada (Serenata); Zaragoza (Capricho);
Mallorca (Barcarole); Asturias (Leyenda); Tango Es-
pagnol. FALLA: Serenata Andaluza. TumNA: Tocatay
fuga, Op. 50. GUERRA: Apunte Betica. GRANADOE:
Danza espagnola No. 5 (Andaluza). HALFFTER: Sona-
tina. CHAVARRI: El viejo Castillo moro.

There are all too few recordings lately by the
Spaniard who surely is the supreme harp vir-
tuoso of our era-which is fortunate for re-
viewers who find it increasingly difficult to say

anything new in praise of (much less discover
any flaw in) Zabaleta's artistry. The present re-
lease, however, does give me a chance to
carp-if only about the choice of an all (or
nearly all) transcription program. The mostly
fairly short selections here were originally
written for piano, with the possible exception
of the Scarlattian Sonatina drawn from Halff-
ter's ballet Danza de la Pastora and the
rhapsodic Apunte Betica by Gerardo Gombau
Guerra. whom I can't find in any handy refer-
ence book. (He's undoubtedly identified in
DGG's usually informative notes; my ad-
vance review copy of the disc arrived jacket -
less.)

But I certainly can't carp with any real con-
viction, since Zabaleta plays all these pieces
with more subtle tonal coloring and rhythmic
grace than most pianists ever can! And except
for the Granados favorite and four of the five
Albeniz pieces. most of this music is likely to
be unfamiliar to all but Iberian specialists.
There is especially seductive "Spanish" charm
in Albeniz's Tango (not the famous one in D)
and the tone picture of an Old Moorish Castle
by Eduardo Lopez ('havarri (1875-1970!). The
largest, most demanding work, however, is the
now-bold/now-atmospheric Toccata and
busy (if scarcely academic) Fugue from Tu-
rina's Cielo pianistieo No. I. And as in all ear-
lier DGG/Zabaleta discs, the recorded sonics
are a sheer delight to one's aural sensibilities;
but for that the harpist himself surely deserves
practically all the credit-how could any audio
engineer go wrong with him? R.D.D.

The Sony 6055 is a less powerful version
of the 6065 (100 watts IHF*, 40+ 40W
RMS at 8 ohms). It employs the same ba-
sic circuitry (FET front end, dual power
supply, direct coupling). It also costs a bit
less, $319.501'4' Make your own test in
your city today. A free copy of these test
reports is available by writing: Sony
Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam
Street, Long Island City, New York 11101.
SONY STEREO RECEIVERS
 IHF standard constant supply method

"Suggested retail price subtract to Fair Trade where applicable
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CAMBINI: Trois Quintetti Concertante for Flute,
Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, and Bassoon: No. 1, In B flat;
No. 2, in D minor; No. 3, in F. Soni Ventorum Wind
Quintet. Ravenna 701, $6.95 (University of Washing-
ton Press, Seattle, Wash. 98105).

in brief

Cambini (1746-1825) was born in Livorno and spent much of his life in Paris. The album notes
speak of the "recent revival of interest in his wind quintets." I hadn't been aware that there was
one, but maybe the author of the notes. wbo is the flutist of the Soni Ventorum, has hopes of
planting the idea. To give Cambini his due, he wrote with skill and never was cloddish. One of
the five instruments is always singing, running, skipping, noodling, or teedle-dumming. It is per-
fectly respectable style galant, exploits the instrumental possibilities sagely, and is all utterly for-
gettable. The pieces are perhaps important as examples of some of the earliest writings for wind
quintet. The Soni Ventorum, in residence at the University of Washington, plays with deft phras-
ing. apt tempos, and good balance. S.F.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 44, in E minor ("Truer");
No. 49, in F minor ("La Passione"). Slovak Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Carlo Zecchi cond. Supraphon 1 10
0963, $6.98.

Had this record appeared ten years ago it would have been more highly regarded than is likely
today. It belongs to the plain and literal school of Haydn performance in which one follows the
printed score and adds nothing. But Haydn's contemporary friends are likely to know by now
that in works of this period additions must be made to reproduce the performance tradition
Haydn knew. Throughout this music the absence of a continuo is now clearly felt, especially
when one has easily at hand the superlative keyboard playing that adds so much to the Dorati
edition. In their conservative fashion Zecchi's performances are reasonably sympathetic and
well paced. The recorded sound is average R.C. M.

RIEGGER: Dichotomy. RATIO: Elegiac Variations.
Louisville Orchestra, Jorge Mester. cond Louisville
LS 715, $5.95.

Riegger's Dichotomy, composed in 1932, is one of his strongest orchestral works. It is also one of
his earliest atonal pieces, and the stimulus to his imagination in exploring the atonal universe
results in a work of immense integrity, seriousness, and grandeur. Dichotomy is very much of its
era in the stripped, economical orchestration, very powerful rhythmic structure, and the inten-
sities of its harmonic color, but it has weathered the years like a mountain peak: The musical
profile is stronger today than it ever was. Unfortunately Mester has seen fit to couple it with an
ordinary piece of movie music by one Gyorgi Rayki. A.F.

RIETI: Capers. HOIBY: After Eden. London Philhar-
monic Orchestra. Jorge Mester, cond. (in the Rieti);
London Symphony Orchestra. Lawrence Foster,
cond. (in the Hoiby). Desto DC 6434, $5.98.

Vittorio Rieti's Capers is the perfect light ballet score: tuneful. pointed, and sparkling in the best
Rossini tradition. Lee Hoibv s After Eden is a dramatic ballet score of the kind that is more effec-
tive in the theater than in the cold blood of the turntable. Foster gives it a better performance
than it deserves. A.F.

STRAUSS, Johann II: "The Blue Danube Waltz Pro-
gram." An der schonen, blauen Donau, Op. 314; Wie-
ner Blut, Op. 354; Kaiser-Walzer, Op. 431; Fruh-
lingsstimmen, Op. 410; Morgenblatter, Op. 279;
G'schichten aus dem Wiener Wald, Op. 325. Phila
delphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, cond. RCA Red
Seal LSC 3250, $5.98. Tape: 41* RK 1229,
$6.98: R8S 1229. $6.98.

A new symbol, a half -R, is needed to denote the hybrid character of a program that combines
three new recordings (Opp. 314. 354. and 410) with three 1968-69 recordings drawn from
the "Crown Jewels" collection reviewed here in June 1970. The sonic characteristics achieved by
a different producer/engineer team aren't at all contradictory, but they are noticeably richer and
warmer, and so effectively remedy the only previous (very minor) technical weakness. Inter-
pretatively. there is less difference: Ormandy maintains the marked advances over his earlier,
more sentimentalized and heavy-handed Straussian approach. And even if he hasn't yet reached
the ideal of Viennese casual grace and insouciant lilt, the present disc and tape editions well war-
rant the best-seller status they are sure to win. R.D.D.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony No. 5; The Wasps:
Overture. London Symphony Orchestra, Andre Pre -
vin cond. RCA Red Seal LSC 3244, $5.98.

The short, light, comic, folksy -tuneful overture to The Wasps is superb here, and this is the only
recording of now available outside of a two -record set containing all the music Vaughan Wil-
liams wrote for the play by Aristophanes (Angel 3739, with the First Symphony). The Fifth Sym-
phony competes with recorded versions by Barbirolli and Boult and suffers by comparison. This
is. to be sure, an essentially lyrical work and Previn's soft -style approach is far from unsympa-
thetic to it: even so, the performance lacks the sense of climax, the distinction of episodes. and
when needed, the bit that Boult brings to it. A.F.

WAGNER: "Great Moments." Rienzi: Overture; Lo-
hengrin: Preludes to Acts I and II; Die Walkure:
Wotan's Abschied; Feuerzauber. David Ward, bass;
New Philharmonia Orchestra, George Hurst, cond.
London Phase 4 SPC 21064, $5.98.

This Phase 4 Wagnerian salad is fatally handicapped in several respects: The earnest but routine
readings lack dramatic grip; there is far too noisy a background to the quiet opening and close of
the Act I Lohengrin Prelude; in Wotan's Farewell the robust soloist is far too close and prominent,
as well as afflicted by excessive vibrato; ever the recorded sonics are considerably less than spell-
binding, especially in unpleasantly coarse brass and percussion fortissimos. Scots -born Hurst
(who has appeared in this country as both conductor and teacher) is unfortunate in what seems
to be his first American recorded representation, but his standing in British musical circles sug-
gests that he deserves another chance. R.D.D.

THOMAS STEVENS: "The Contemporary Trumpet."
KRAFT: Encounters III. CAMPO: Times. HENDER-
SON: Variation Movements. HAMILTON: Five
Scenes. Thomas Stevens, trumpet; Ralph Grierson,
piano (in the Hamilton); Mitchell Peters, percussion
(in the Kraft). Avant AV 1003, $4.98.

The talented associate principal trumpet of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Thomas Stevens.
makes his solo record debut the hard way, exclusively in works composed within the last few
years and in more or less avant-garde idioms. The two that impress me most are the always inter-
esting William Kraft's ingenious "battle -scenes" between trumpet and percussion, and Robert
Henderson's virtuoso Variation Movements for unaccompanied trumpet in C. This last work
also displays both Stevens' tonal brilliance and Lester Remsen's auditorium -authentic records at
their dramatically gripping best. But neither soloist nor engineer can give any marked distinction
to Frank Campo s amusing but very lightweight evocations of "Good Times-Hard Times-and
Time to Go" for unaccompanied trumpet in B flat, or to British -born lain Hamilton's dode-
caphonic"Wild-Nocturnal-Declamato-Nocturnal-Brilliant" bits -and -pieces. Quadraphono-
philes will be interested to learn (from the liner notes) that the present stereo edition of this pro-
gram has been edited down from four -channel masters and that a four -channel tape edition (for-
mat, order number, and price unstated) is available under the Advent label. R.D.D.
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**Second Befrif getting better

It used to be that every new cartridge made was doomed to near -obscurity
in the monumental shadow of our Shure V-15 Type II Improved Cartridge.
The shadow is still there, of course, but with the introduction of our new
M91ED Cartridge, the "second best" cartridge comes somewhat closer to
the perfcrmance capabilities of the V-15 Type II-especially in the area of
trackability. That's because the M91ED uses same of the same design prin-
ciples used is the V-15 Type among them, a gem -quality diamond stylus
tip that is "nude -mounted" directly on the stylus bar-decreasing stylus tip
mass and increasing trackability. The M91ED reproduces the high recorded
levels of modern pressings with ease-and at tracking farces that reduce
record and stylus tip wear to a reassuring minimum. Suggestion: the new
M91ED for modest budgets, the V-15 Type II Improved if only state-of-the-
art perfection will do.

Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
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the lighter side

reviewed by

MORGAN AMES

R. 0. DARRELL

HENRY EDWARDS

JIM GOSA

MIKE JAHN

JOHN S. WILSON

ri symbol denotes
an exceptional recording

JOHN MAYALL: Jazz Blues Fusion.
John Mayall, vocals, harmonica, and
keyboards; Larry Taylor, bass; Freddy
Robinson, guitar; Ron Selico, drums;
Clifford Solomon, saxophone; Blue
Mitchell, trumpet. Country Road;
Mess Around; Good Times Boogie;
Change Your Ways; Dry Throat; Exer-
cise in C Major; Got To Be This Way.
Polydor PD 5027, $5.98. Tape: . 8F
5027, $6.98; CF 5027, $6.98.

This disc was recorded in concert in Boston
and New York, and is easily Maall's best
recording in years. As the title says. it starts out
with blues and slips into a melodic jazz.
There's a driving. exciting feeling accentuated
by the prevalent shuffle heat. Freddy Robin -
son's guitar is outstanding. at once tasteful and
exciting. After an initial round of popularity
around 1967 and 1968, Mayall slipped due
largely to a number of lackluster albums. This
could well restore him to the position he de-
serves. M.J.

John MayaII-driving. exciting feeling.

Carroll O'Connor: Remembering
You. Carroll O'Connor, vocals and
narrations; Roger Kellaway, arr. Can't
We Talk It Over; Sweet and Lovely;
So Rare; nine more. A&M 4340,
$5.98.

If a single word can sum up the essence of this
project. the word is charm. In his warm liner
notes. Carroll O'Connor says. "Now the pro-
fessional singer can never equal the closet
singer's craving to sing."

How could Mr. O'Connor have known that
crab -headed Archie Bunker would ultimately
give him the opportunity to act out his singing
fantasies by making this album? (While we're
at it, how has Mr. O'Connor managed to keep
his immense personal charm out of Archie? Or
is that the real reason we have taken the Bunk-
ers into our hearts?) At any rate, one feels cer-
tain that Archie Bunker would like this album.
On the other hand, so do I.

The formula for successful albums, artisti-
cally and/or commercially, is a blend of two
forces: strength of artist and strength of album
concept. Mr. O'Connor has both going his
way. The subject matter is the mood and mu-
sic of the 1930s. Brief narrations of the period
are interspersed between its finest songs. By
keeping the vocals down to one chorus each,
Mr. O'Connor finds time for twelve songs,
plus history.

Yeah, but how is his singing? Charming, I
tell you. Mr. O'Connor chose all the songs, Iis
favorites no doubt, and he didn't fool around.
Never mind that they were hard to sing. Have
you tried to hum the intervals of Last Night
When We Were Young or About a Quarter to
Nine? Mr. O'Connor does an able job techni-
cally. and when he doesn't you don't care.
That is not condescension. Songs are always
more important than notes. and Carroll
O'Connor owns these songs.

To top it off. Mr. O'Connor wrote lyrics to
his own "Thirties song." Remembering You,
and it turns out to be a highlight of the album.
Its melody sounds familiar enough. for it is the
closing theme for "All in the Family," and we
hear it each week over the end titles of the
show played by its composer. Roger Kella-
way. Usually it is interrupted by network com-
mercial announcements. First things first.

About Roger Kellaway. Mr. O'Connor says
he "discovered in Roger a mutual fondness for
the songs of the Thirties." For Kellaway,
fondness was not nostalgia. He was barely
born at the time. But he developed into an ex-
traordinary pianist and later an important
composer/arranger. Roger has always grown
in several musical directions at once. In his
early twenties he recorded a classic album of
stride piano. simultaneously studying contem-
porary classical music and working as a studio
pianist in New York. not to mention work in
jazz clubs. That was the Sixties.

In the album, Roger plays behind narra-
tions as well as songs. He adds Matty Matlock
on clarinet, Joe Pass on guitar, Ed Lustgarden
on cello, and John Guerin and Chuck Doma-
nico on drums and bass. The arrangements are
simple and natural. The album was produced
by Kellaway and Steve Goldman. a man with
a particular talent for making people feel good
as they work. It shows.

In all, this disc is a moment of peace and
graciousness, high ground in a flood. 1 recom-
mend it. M.A.

JANIS JOPLIN: Joplin In Concert. Janis Joplin,
vocals; vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Down on Me; Bye Bye Baby; All Is
Loneliness; Piece of My Heart; Road Block;
Flower in the Sun; Summertime; Ego Rock;
Half Moon; Kosmic Blues; Move Over; Try
(Just a Little Bit Harder); Get It While You
Can; Ball and Chain. Columbia C2X 31160,
$11.96 (two discs).

"Janis sang in the eye of the hurricane," CBS
Records President Clive Davis writes in the
liner notes. Well, I suppose. This LP. a collec-
tion of her concert recordings both with Big
Brother and the Holding Co. and Full Tilt
Boogie. is ragged, however much it earned its
rags in combat. It's a two -LP set, half devoted
to each of her backup bands. recorded in 1968.
her last year with Big Brother, and in 1970, her
last year. The most interesting track is Ego
Rock, a slow blues recorded in 1970 when she
sat in with Big Brother and sang a duet with
their replacement vocalist. Nick Gravenites.

Over-all, the set contains a representative
sample of her better songs, and enough be-
tween -song banter (including her famous out -
looking -for -action monologue) to give anyone
who never saw herVerform a sense of what
went on. There's nothing that seems slick here.
not everybody is miked properly all the time,
but this just adds to the sense of raw power
that was Janis' most wonderful quality. M.J.

HARRY CHAPIN: Heads and Tales. Harry
Chapin, vocals and guitar; Tim Scott, cello:
Ron Palmer, guitar and harmony vocals;
John Wallace, bass and high harmony voc-
als. Greyhound; Any Old Kind of Day; Empty;
six more. Elektra 75023, $4.98. Tape: . ET
85023, $6.98,  TC 75023, $6.98.

We are in an age of transience, constant mo-
tion, turnover, and "disposable" artistry.
wherein a talent can flash through and then
weaken within months or less. All this is
painfully clear in the record industry where a
single song can be written and recorded in a
day. marketed in a week, and capture the pub-
lic moments later, only to be cast aside like an
empty milk container. The point of records is
not talent per se but in the constant turnover
of talent. The public must have a certain num-
ber of Elton Johns per year. The stronger sur-
vive.

Right now we have Harry Chapin. Critics
are raving. He just sold out Los Angeles' Trou-
badour, along with co -artist Carly Simon.
Chapin is overexposed daily on radio with a
well -made hit song called Taxi (included in
the album). It is played on easy listening as
well as rock stations. Chapin is having his
year. One wonders about next year.

Chapin has the rough -edged, energetic, yet
simple voice quality that communicates most
easily with the public at present. He sounds as
if he spent a few years on the folk -club circuit,
or what's left of it. His guitar playing is regu-
lation folk/pop. pleasant but not adventurous.
His melody writing is about the same.

Where Chapin shines is in his lyric writing.
The stories are uncomplicated, often sad, tell-
ing of loneliness (Everybody's Lonely) and
missed ladies (Sometime. Somewhere Wife). In
nearly every song one or two lines pop out at
you. so direct are their insights.

No doubt of it: Chapin's writing is strong
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when it's strong. And yet-the problem is diffi-
cult to pin down. Is it simple inconsistence.
that quality that allows a song to alternately e-
late and disappoint? Greyhound begins inter-
estingly, but then builds to a kind of panic as
its tempo races insensitively and Chapin loses
his vocal presence by overdoing all. Suddenly
he is unconvincing and one thinks of the
Kingston Trio and Tom Dooley. Does Chapin
have an inner enemy, a streak of
showoff?

At any rate, let's hope that Harry Chapin
survives such a sudden assault of success and
gets his chance to build and grow. M.A.

DAVID PEEL AND THE LOWER EAST
SIDE: The Pope Smokes Dope. David
Peel, lead vocals; Chris Osborne, Ed-
die Mottau, Eddie Ryan, and Lower
East Side Friends, vocal and rhythm
accompaniment. I'm a Runaway; Ev-
erybody's Smoking Marijuana; F Is
Not a Dirty Word; nine more. Apple SW
3391, $5.98.

David Peel is a New York character who lives
on the lower east side of Manhattan and
spends a great deal of time hanging out in lo-
cal parks with a band of cronies singing songs
about the joys of marijuana. Peel is also a
member of the Rock Liberation Front, a free-
form organization that is concerned with pro-
moting rock-and-roll as an authentic cultural
force.

John and Yoko Lennon allowed Peel and
his friends to go into the studio in order to put
their sentiments on wax for the sake of pos-
terity. The result is a disc that might offend
some, bore others with its infantility, and
probably delight many more. I think it's a
good, funny album. Peel's grating, urban
voice has always amused me and his good-na-
tured irreverence appeals to my own sense of
anarchy. In The Hippies from New York City.
he responds to Merle Haggard's ode to good
country living by writing, "We hate to go to
work, we live on welfare/We have our love.
and always have a ball/We hate your barn-
yard dances and your moonshine/We'd like to
see you up against the wall." Peel also paints a
picture of an obscene, VD -infected Old Mac -
Donald's Farm; he pays tribute to John and
Yoko for their contributions to New York City
life: he chronicles the achievements of Bob
Dylan; he lambastes the Vietnam War and the
Chicago Seven trial, and in the title song he
describes a stoned Vatican. Life would be very
dull without characters like David Peel. H.E.

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Mardi
Gras. John Fogerty, guitar and vocals; Doug
Clifford, bass and vocals; Stu Cook, drums
and vocals. Lookin' for a Reason; Someday
Never Comes; What Are You Gonna Do;
Hello Mary Lou; six more. Fantasy 9404,
$4.98.

In their first LP since the group lost guitarist
Tom Fogerty, CCR seeks to compensate for
the loss-and perhaps avoid future losses-by
spreading the responsibility around instead of
having all come out like the John Fogerty Ex-
perience. as in the past.

But democracy or no, Fogerty does seem
the ranking talent in the band, and on this LP

</
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the songs sung by him are the best. Few of
those championed by Cook and Clifford are
better than all right. Door to Door, a familiar
hard rocker sung by Cook, is quite good, as is
Clifford's What Are You Gonna Do. But they
are eclipsed by Fogerty's Sweet Hitch -Hiker
and Someday Never Comes. Hello Mary Lou
seems to be phoenixing lately, as a version of it
was just released by the New Riders of the
Purple Sage as well. In his Fogerty manages to
duplicate faithfully the Ricky Nelson original,
if that can be considered a plus. In all, it's a de-
cent album but not one of the band's impor-
tant ones. M.J.

ROBERTA FLACK & DONNY HATHAWAY.
Roberta Flack, vocals and keyboard
accompaniment; Donny Hathaway,
vocals and keyboard accompaniment;
strings, horns, woodwinds, and
rhythm accompaniment. / (Who Have
Nothing); You've Got a Friend; Baby I
Love You; seven more. Atlantic SD
7216, $5.98.

This album is sheer perfection. It has been
carefully conceived, tastefully arranged, and
expertly produced by Joel Dorn and Arif Mar -
din. Miss Flack and Mr. Hathaway are both
extraordinary musicians, eloquent exponents
of soul music. Subtlety, sophistication, and
simplicity are the hallmarks of their musical
expression. Pairing them together was a
brilliant idea and the results justify the inspira-
tion.

They reinterpret rock standards like Carole
Kings's You've Got a Friend and Barry Mann's
You've Got That Loving Feeling and suddenly
these songs are transformed into insinuating
ballads filled with icy passion. Miss Flack's
multileveled composition about personal de-
votion and a sense of pride, Be Real Black for
Me, is another haunting contribution. The
stars work over a traditional spiritual, Come
Ye Disconsolate, and capture a real feeling of
religious devotion that makes the number a
truly moving experience.

The LP concludes with an instrumental
written by Miss Flack entitled Mood, with
Miss Flack on piano and Mr. Hathaway on
electric piano. The result: seven minutes of
truly beautiful music. The mood of this disc
leaves one with a sense of satisfaction. H.E.

YVONNE ELLIMAN. Yvonne Elliman, vocals.
David Spinozza and Andrew Lloyd Webber,
arr. Sugar Babe; Speak Your Mind; Can't
Find My Way Home; eight more. Decca
75341, $4.98.
JENNIFER. Jennifer, vocals. Unidentified ar-
ranger and players. P.F. Sloan; All My Love's
Laughter; These Days; seven more. Reprise
S 2065, $4.98. Tape: 0. M82065, $6.95.
WO M52065, $6.95.

These albums are combined in a double re-
view, first because both young ladies have in-
teresting talents and second because both of
them made their original impact on the public
through their excellent performances in two
contemporary musicals. Jennifer came first, in
an early version of Hair. Yvonne Elliman
emerged more recently through her perform-
ance in Jesus Christ Superstar.

Miss Elliman, a beautiful young Hawaiian
girl, was discovered in London and chosen to

Roberta Flack-teaming with Hathaway.

play Mary Magdalene in Jesus Christ Super-
star. The highlight of her performance oc-
curred in the brilliant, intensely emotional
song. I Don't Know How to Love Him, in
which we view Mary Magdalene as an earthy,
man -wise and bewildered woman touched for
the first time not just by love but by spirituality
in love. It is an extremely human song of des-
pair and elation, love and fear, exquisitely
written. Miss Elliman's performance was
heartbreaking. The song is included in the set,
which was produced by Tim Rice and Andrew
Lloyd Webber, who wrote Superstar. Miss El-
liman's rough sweetness pervades the album.
Yet the disc lacks concept and therefore leaves
a weak impression for all Miss Elliman's
strength. Better luck next time out.

Jennifer (Warren) has a softness and humor
about her that makes you want to know her.
She has accessibility. Her voice is strong and
interesting, her presence authoritative, and
her choice of material tasteful and personal.
Jennifer has been on the brink of making a hit
record for some time but has not yet crossed
the line. One wonders why, other than the fact
that the majority of hits are made by men.
There are twenty James Taylors for every one
Carole King. But Jennifer Warren is worth
waiting for. In the meantime, you can buy this
album and be the only one in your crowd
who's really discovered Jennifer. M.A.

DAN HICKS AND His HOT LICKS: Strik-
ing It Rich! John L. Girton, lead guitar;
Sid Page, violin and mandolin; Mary-
ann Price, vocals and rhythm instru-
ments; Dan Hicks, vocals and rhythm
guitar; Jaime Leopold, string bass and
skippy sanchez; Naomi Ruth Eisen-
berg, vocals, second fiddle, and
rhythm instruments. You Got to Be-
lieve; Wa/kin' One and Only; O'Reilly
At the Bar; eleven more. Blue Thumb
BTS 336, $5.98.

The Dan Hicks sound is almost as indescrib-
able as it is pleasurable. C & w. jazz. ragtime,
blues, Thirties jump, and a healthy dose of
Lambert. Hendricks & Ross somehow blend
together to create an irresistible result. Hicks's
music is filled with a true sense of the past, but
this is no nostalgia act. The nostalgia phenom-
enon is an attempt to take the most mindless
characteristics of past eras and exaggerate
them in order to create a giant pacifier. Hicks's
music serves as both a reminder of the past
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and an attempt to create something truly
timeless.

On this disc two tunes. / Scare Myself and
Woe the Luck. are especially rewarding. Here.
the musical and vocal linessoar in and out of
each other so effortlessly and with so much
dazzle that the end result is positively awe-
some. Hicks has always had the ability to uti-
lize female backup voices with uncanny skill.
This time around. he outdoes himself. Sid
Page's violin is breathtakingly featured on the
entire album and his soaring solo on Flight of
the Fly is one of the most haunting musical
performances in quite some time.

I've only seen Hicks once-as a guest on a
TV talk show. I found his act much too
precious and coy. People who think they are
funny rarely are. I crossed this act off my list
even though I've always admired their
records. This LP, however, makes me recon-
sider. I am now quite eager to see Dan Hick,
and His Hot Licks in person. I hope they are it,
good as "Striking It Rich!" H.I.

STEPHEN STILLS: Manassas. Stephen
Stills, vocals and guitar; Chris Hillman,
vocals and guitar; Dallas Taylor,
drums; Paul Harris, keyboards; Fuzzy
Samuels, bass; Al Perkins, guitar and
steel guitar; Joe Lala, congas, tim-
bales, and vocals; instrumental ac-
companiment. Song of Love; Rock &
Roll Crazies; Cuban Bluegrass; Right
Now, The Treasure; (Take One); Blues
Man; sixteen more. Atlantic SD 2-903.
$11.96 (two discs).

This two -LP set ranks as the most impressive
recording released by any of the various
Crosby. Stills, Nash & Young partners before
or after their breakup. It is a heavy dose of folk
rock, in the manner of Buffalo Springfield.
which spawned CSN&Y in the first place.
Much of it is hard rock. the best being the final
side. a scorcher! The flow slows on Side 2. a
country & western display, but picks up
quickly. The final track. Blues Man, is an
acoustic blues tribute to Jimi Hendrix. Alan
Wilson, and Duane Allman.

The instrumental in The Treasure may sig-
nal the return of the trend toward long songs. a
phenomenon that developed in the late Sixties
but which has been missing of late. M.J.

JOHN KAY: Forgotten Songs and Un-
sung Heroes. John Kay, vocals and
guitar; Kent Henry, guitars; Hugh
O'Sullivan, organ; George Biondo,
bass; Penti (Whitey) Glan, drums.
Many a Mile; Walk Beside Me; You Win
Again; Bold Marauder; Two of a Kind;
Walkin' Blues; I'm Movin' On. Dunhill
DSX 50120, $4.98. Tape:.. M85120,
$6.98; ii M55120, $6.98.

John Kay. an alumnus of the startling Step-
penwolf, appears in his solo debut album as an
artist of amazing depth and perception. I was
prepared to write off all the advance notices
that I'd heard about him as so much press-
agentry. But on hearing this album. I'm im-
pressed.

His choice of material is really eclectic:
Mani. a Mile by Patrick Sky. an American In-
dian singer/songwriter: You Win Again, an
old Hank Williams tune: Bold Marauder by
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the late Richard Farina: Walkin' Blues by the
legendary Texas blues man, Robert W. John-
son: Hank Snow's I'm Morin' On: plus four
songs of his own, a couple of which are excel-
lent.

If all the fumbling, humbling, stumbling ef-
forts of the numberless, nameless. fameless
struggling rock groups produces a John Kay
one time in a thousand, it's worth it. J.G.

Jizz
DAVE JAME: Fingerbustin' Ragtime. Dave
Jasen, piano. Charleston Rag; Maple Leaf
Rag; London Rag; thirteen more. Blue Goose
3001, $4.98 (54 King St., New York, N.Y.
10014).

This is a most unusual ragtime record for a
number of reasons. Where else. for example.
would you find one entire side of the ragtime
compositions of David Jasen? Nowhere. But
don't dismiss this side lightly, because Jasen is
both knowledgeable and imaginative. His fas-
cinated interest in piano rags is applied to a
group of original compositions that occasion-
ally reflect the original rag men but which
have a validity of their own. Festival-a Rag-
time Cakewalk could be taken for definitive
Scott Joplin. Dare's Rag carries echoes of Jelly
Roll Morton. His buoyant Raymond's Rag is a
distillation of the whole era. And That Ameri-
can Ragtime Dance is even livelier than the pe-
riod could possibly have been. Beyond the
compositions themselves. the vitality of his pi-
ano performances gives these tunes added
credibility.

So much for Jason the composer. Now turn
the record over and we find some of the classic
rag composers: Joplin. Eubie Blake, and-
yes-Zez Confrey, whose Kitten on the Keys as
well as Herbert Ingraham's Poison Iry Rag are
quite justifiably included as novelty de-
scendants of the ragtime era. One of the major
pleasures of Jasen as a composer and per-
former is that he is not hung up on the stand-
ard formalities of what is and is not acceptable
ragtime. He himself is so far off the beaten
track as to be a long -gone enthusiast of Joe
"Fingers" Carr (Lou Busch). Simply admit-
ting to such an idol would be enough to dis-
qualify one from most respectable ragtime cir-
cles. But Jasen is brash and unflappable and
these qualities are reflected in his playing-
which is all to the good because it helps to
make his performances alive and vital and im-
mediate. J.S.W.

EARL HINES: Plays Duke Ellington. Earl
Hines, piano. Sophisticated Lady; Warm Val-
ley; Come Sunday; six more. MJR 8114,
$5.50. (Master Jazz Recordings, Box 579,
Lenox Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10021).

As the mills of the gods grind on-slowly and
eventually exceedingly small-Earl Hines and
Duke Ellington have emerged as two of the
longest -lived major jazz figures of the highly
provocative Twenties, both of them band
leaders and pianists. Ellington the most crea-
tive of band leaders. Hines the most creative
of pianists. Beyond this. they were both com-
posers, but even though Hines has Rosetta and
Monday Date to his credit he cannot compete
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with the compositional output of Ellington.
And here on this disc these two brilliant minds
come together-Hines the brilliant pianist and
Ellington the brilliant composer. It becomes
an interesting battle of wills. Can Hines the
improviser outdo Ellington the creator?

The answer in this collection is, in general,
no. Ellington's tunes, it turns out, do not lend
themselves to Hines's more exalted flights.
These melodies have such shape and form and
such determined body that Hines finds him-
self, most of the time, locked into situations
that, despite their own merits, do not provide
the kind of display cases in which he might
normally choose to show his wares.

When Ellington moves into the basic jazz
idiom, the blues, Hines finds himself on the
kind of familiar ground where he can strut his
stuff to the full. This happens most noticeably
on the free and easy C Jam Blues (a piece that
is an invitation to extempore) and, in a differ-
ent way, on Mood Indigo which, Ellington
scholars will recall, was origirially called
Dreamy Blues-and Hines's dream is full of
Tatumesque runs.

In a confrontation such as this the listener
cannot lose. Whatever is not superb Hines is
superb Ellington. Who could ask for anything
more? J.S.W.

Luis GASCA. Luis Gasca, trumpet and flugel-
horn; Joe Henderson, tenor saxophone; Car-
los Santana and Neal Schon, guitars; George
Cables, Greg Rolie, and Mark Levine, pianos;
Richard Kermode, organ; Stanley Clark,
bass; Lenny White and Mike Shrieve, drums;
Victor Pantoja and Mike Carabello, congas;
Carmelo Garcia and Coke Escovedo, tim-
bales; Rico Reyes and Snooky Flowers, per-
cussion. Street Dudes; La Raza; Spanish
Gypsy; Little Mama. Blue Thumb 37, $5.98.

The mingling of jazz and Latin elements has
been going on at least since Jelly Roll Morton
began expounding the merits of "the Spanish
tinge" (translation: tango rhythm) in the
Twenties. It has progressed through the
Machito-Stan Kenton give-and-take in the
Forties. Dizzy Gillespie's involvement with
the Spanish element at the end of the Forties
(with the help of Chano Pozo), and emerged
again at the beginning of the Seventies in the
rock -influenced jazz of Santana.

Luis Gasca, with the help of Joe Henderson
(the saxophonist now with Blood. Sweat &
Tears), has switched that most recent empha-
sis by putting jazz in the forefront backed with
Latin rhythm and an occasional suggestion of

rock. This is primarily a jazz record-strong,
vibrant, full of bristling solos by Gasca and
Henderson and a pulsating beat from the rest
of the band; one or another of the four pian-
ists involved also provide the highlights that
lift the performances from the routine of a
regular Latin band. This may not be the way to
combine Latin rhythms and jazz but it is one
way and, as played by Gasca, Henderson. and
company, stretches over a wide range of ap-
peal. J.S.W.

CLARENCE WILLIAMS ORCHESTRA:
1927-1928. Ed Allen and King Oliver, cor-
nets; Charlie lrvis or Ed Cuffe, trombone;
Coleman Hawkins, Buster Bailey, Alberto So-
carras, and Arville Harris or Ben Waters,
reeds; Clarence Williams, piano; Leroy Har-
ris, banjo; Cyrus St. Clair, tuba. Long, Deep
and Wide; Beau Koo Jack; Squeeze Me; thir-
teen more. Biograph 12038, $5.98.

Clarence Williams' versatility may have de-
prived him of the prominent place in the his-
tory of jazz he might otherwise have had. Wil-
liams was a songwriter (Royal Garden Blues;
Baby, Won't You Please Come Home: Sugar
Blues: West End Blues: Squeeze Me: I Ain't
Gonna Give Nobody None of My Jelly Roll).
music publisher, a&r man (although the term
did not exist in his day), pianist, and band
leader. His recording units in the Twenties in-
cluded Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet,
Coleman Hawkins, and King Oliver. Some of
his groups were essentially washboard bands.
But the most distinguishing element of Clar-
ence Williams' recording bands was his use of
the deep. rich tuba bass line played by Cyrus
St. Clair.

This collection of Clarence Williams
recordings of 1927 and 1928 are focused on the
presence of King Oliver. But Cyrus St. Clair is
also present and although these are not, for the
most part. arrangements that show off St.
Clair's use of the tuba to its fullest advantage.
he can be heard huffing and puffing vigorously
all through the set. Coleman Hawkins erupts
from time to time and the plaintive cornet of
King Oliver makes itself felt through most of
the recordings. The real quality of this collec-
tion rests in twelve selections (out of sixteen)
made for QRS in 1928 with King Oliver on
cornet. Cyrus St. Clair puffing out a strong
foundation on tuba, Ben Waters, Arville Har-
ris. and Buster Bailey playing clarinet trios in
the Fletcher Henderson Manner, and Ed
Cuffe adding the gruff tones of his trombone.

I.SW.
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Shamelessly Low Prices. ..
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SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN. Percy M. Young. Illus. Music

Examples.

Sullivan's collaboration with Gilbert in the series
of "Savoy Operas" brought him world fame and
immortality but he suffered from this partnership to
the extent that his independent genius as a com-
poser has been almost completely ignored.

In this first definitive and critical biography, Dr.
Young examines every facet of Sullivan's life and
work, throwing new light as well on the composer's
social and musical environment: His early years in
Leipzig and the effect of his music in Germany; his
adventures in the United States; his friendship with
the royal family and leading figures of the intellectual
world, and his popularity with the English public as
foundation for its response to the English musical
revival under Elgar. No. 281 ...$12.50

THE MUSIC OF INDIA. Peggy Holroyde. Foreword by

Ravi Shankar. Illus. Glossary of Terms.
There should be a large audience for this fascinat-

ing book, not only because of the enormous interest
in the music of India and its influence in recent dec-
ades on Western music, but also because it presents

a perceptive discussion of the background of Hindu
philosophy and its relation to that music.

Ravi Shankar in his foreword notes that he has
known the author since her first trip to India in 1953.
The book reflects her deep interest in and under-
standing of the country and its music. No. 282...$7.95

MIKIS THEODORAKIS: Music and Social Change.
George Giannaris. Illus. Bibliog. Discography.

The subtitle is the key to this work on the compo-
ser and political activist who became known to the
entire world through his scores for the films, "Z" and
"Zorba the Greek," and his imprisonment and sub-
sequent liberation in his native Greece. A culture hero
to many, he received a standing ovation when he ap-
peared before a meeting of the United Nations Youth
Conference in June, 1970.

The author, a young Greek American, who has
worked closely with Theodorakis since the composer's

release by the Greek government in 1970, takes a
broad sociocultural approach to his subject. A book of
interest to anyone concerned with the impact of polit-
ical and social problems on the contemporary artist.
an issue not limited to Greece. No. 283 ... $8.95

BLACK MUSIC OF TWO WORLDS. John Storm Roberts.

Illus. Bibliog. Discography.
An analysis of black music from both sides of the

Atlantic, with particular emphasis on that of the
Americas. Roberts, who is the editor of "Africa Re-
port" and author of "A Land Full of People," covers
the entire range of black music from the Yoruba -lan-
guage cult music (still surviving in Brazil) to North
American soul singers such as Aretha Franklin, Latin
American bands such as Johnny Pacheco's, and the
Calypso and Rocksteady of the West Indies.

A fascinating chapter describes the new "African
Afro-American" music that has sprung up in Africa
since the 1930's with the advent of records there,
and the beginnings of a "diaspora-wide" black music.

No. 284...$10.00

RECORDS IN REVIEW. 1972 EDITION.

The 17th annual edition of this "bible for record
collectors"-welcome news for those who wait each
year for the pub date.

Hundreds of the authoritative, detailed, objective
reviews which appeared in HIGH FIDELITY in 1971 are

arranged alphabetically by composer for quick, easy
reference, sub -divided under the composer's name by

category of music when releases of his music were
considerable. A section on Recitals and Miscellany
too, and an Artists' Index to all performers reviewed
during the year, as well as those mentioned only in
the text. No. 285...$9.95

LEXICON OF MUSICAL INVECTIVE. Nicolas Slonimsky.

(2nd Ed. 1965.)
In case this amazing and often amusing collection

of critical vitriol has been overlooked in its latest
edition, there is fun in store for critic -watchers.

Musicologist and lexicographer Slonimsky has se-
lected 700 attacks on 43 composers-virtually every
great one since Beethoven. No. 286 ... $8.50

THE BIG BANDS. George T. Simon. (Revised ed. '71.

Originally issued '67.) Introduction by Frank Sinatra.
200 photos.

The story of the rise, glory and decline of America's

big bands, the excited scene, the enraptured public.
and 70 long profiles of great personalities, among
them Count Basin, Cab Calloway, the Dorseys, Duke

Ellington, Benny Goodman, Harry James, Woody Her-
man, Glenn Miller, Paul Whiteman. Stimulating, nos

talgic, authoritative. this book reconstructs an excit-
ing and romantic era in American musical history.

No. 268...$9.95

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC. Revised & Enlarged Edi-
tion, Dec. '71. Sidney Shemel & M. William
Krasilovsky. Edited by Paul Ackerman.

Anyone involved or just interested in the music -
record -tape industry needs this unique and indispens-

able reference book. No other single volume con-
tains comparable information, arranged for easy ref-
erence and readability, on the complex legal,

practical, and procedural problems encountered by
every practicing music man.

Eight new chapters and one third more material in
this new edition, updated to include all `acets of the
contemporary music scene. 544 pages. 180 pages of
appendices (Federal and International laws, statutes,

contracts, applications, agreements, etc..i.

No. 287...$15.00

A new and simple way to get those
books you want, carefully selected from
available lists. Circle the numberls1 you
want, send the coupon with your
remittance. We do the rest.

AMERICAN POPULAR SONG. The Great Innovators

1930-1950. Alec Wilder. Ed. & with Intro. by James T.
Maher. Music Examples.

In this 'irst authoritative, analytical study of the
development of American popular song, composer
Wilder traces its roots, illustrates its evolvement
through the innovations of its most brilliant compo-
sers, and focuses on the special qualities-verbal,
melodic. harmonic, and rhythmic-that have distin-
guished this form of musical expression from that of
other countries. Musical examples from more than
100 songs are included.

A serious-albeit engagingly accessible-book on a

too -often patronized art form. No. 288...$15.00

EIGHTEEN SONG CYCLES. Studies in their inter-
pretation. Lotte Lehmann. Foreward by Neville Car
dus.

For any young singer. this book would be inval-
uable. For those who only listen it would be revela-
tory. As Vincent Sheean wrote: "There are songs of
which I know every work and note, and yet to read
what [she] says of them Ores them light and shade I
had never perceived."

In this distillation of the unique knowledge of a su-

preme Mist, Madame Lehmann discusses the out-
standing song cycles of all of the great German com-

posers of Lied as well as five by Berlioz. Debussy and
Ravel. No. 289...$6.95

7HE RECORDINGS OF BEETHOVEN. As viewed by the

Critics of High Fidelity.
To ce.ebrate the Beethoven Bicentenary, High Fi-

delity pdblished the most immense critical discog-
raphy ever undertaken by any magazine, appraising
every available recording of the composer's works. At

the end of the year, these separate discographies
were completely revised and updated and are here
collected into one convenient book. It is hard to imag-
ine any record collection without it on an adjacent
shelf. Index to performers. No. 2616...$6.95.

TWENTIETH CENTURY VIEWS OF MUSIC HISTORY.

William Hays, Editor.
Explanatory and critical essays covering Western

music from Gregorian chant to electronic music and
rock. Includes works by internationally recognized
musicologists such as Paul Henry Lang. Hugo Leich-
tentritt and Leo Schrade. Each of the 34 selections
has a lengthy introduction by editor Hays, well known

musician, recitalist and lecturer, and is followed by a
bibliography. General introduction by Richard French
of the Union Theological Seminary. No. 264.412.50

1
Music Listeners' Book Service 8.72
HIGH FIDELITY, 165 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

I enclose check or money order for $ . Please send me, postpaid, the books
indicated by the circled numbers below. (No cash, No C.O.D.'s, please).
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theater and film

THE GODFATHER. Original Soundtrack, com-
posed by Nino Rota and conducted by Carlo
Savina. Connie's Wedding composed by
Carlo Savina. Paramount PAS 1003, $4.98.

No, I have not seen The Godfather. hut I have
heard the theme from the film, which is receiv-
ing a great deal of airplay. Judging from that
version. I was prepared to loathe the score. It is
corny, tritely "Italian." and every inch as in-
sipid as Francis Lai's theme for Love Story,
not to mention Plaza Suite and Ryan's Daugh-
ter (Lai keeps ruining good films for me).

I was deceived about Nino Rota's score for
The Godfather. While the radio version is aw-
ful, the soundtrack album is rich with the fra-
grance of a strong film. The music is involving.
beginning with a hauntingly recorded cornet
solo, an echo down a lonely hall. followed by a
mournful cello solo. Poignancy is set at once.
To be sure, the flavor is Italian. but not tritely
so. I cannot say the Godfather Theme is my fa-
vorite song, even well scored as it is in the al-
bum. But I can say that it is natural and even
moving in the context of the project-which is
what good film scoring is all about.

The same goes for Al Martino's vocal, I
Have But One Heart, sung both in English and
Italian and performed. I believe, during the
wedding sequence. Again, it is not my kind of
listening, but one senses its perfect entry in the
film.

The album is bound to do well and deserves
to. It runs high in emotion and pacing. and is
thoughtfully produced by veteran soundtrack
producer Tom Mack.

As for the radio theme of The Godfather,
sold as a single record, it is an injustice to the
score and to the film itself, leveling all aspects
of the project down to what various adminis-
trators consider to be the lowest common
denominator of American taste. It was an un-
necessary, no -class decision. M.A.

in brief

DON IMUS: 1200 Hamburgers to Go/Imus in
the Morning. RCA LSP 4699, $5.98.
Imus is a New York DJ who has been getting
quite a bit of attention because of the satirical
sketches and outrageous opinions he has
brought to early morning radio. The sketches
may be satirical; the opinions may be out-
rageous; but none of it is very funny. This LP
of his radio tapes just goes to prove that I'd
much rather wake up with Bob and Ray. H.E.

THE FLYING BURRITO BROS.: Last of the Red
Hot Burritos. A&M SP 4343, $5.98.
The last Burrito Bros. LP, this disc was re-
corded live in concert and stands as the final
installment in their usual country rock. The
group performs well, but in such a restricted
genre that one need really he a fanatic to want
more than one of their discs. M.J.

GORDON WALLER: . . And Gordon. ABC

ABCX 749, $5.98. Tape:  M8749, $6.98;
U M5749, $6.98

Gordon Waller is the Gordon of Peter and
Gordon, that mellow -voiced British duo who
were part of the first English musical invasion
that started with the Beatles. On his own, Gor-
don performs a well-intentioned collection of
ballads. It's hard to believe that he had his first
hit in 1964. H.E.

JACK JONES: Bread Winners. RCA LSP
4692, $5.98.
This album comes up with a perfect marriage:
Jack Jones and the hit songs of the group
Bread, all written by David Gates. Songs in-
clude Make It With You, It Don't Matter to
Me, Baby I'm -a Want You, all sounding as
lovely from Jones as they did in Gates's origi-
nal versions. This Jack Jones's best in a long
time. Strong concept. warmly convincing per-
formances. M.A.

LIZA MINNELLI: Live at the Olympia in Paris.
A&M 4345, $5.98.
Listen, there's no denying it. Miss Minnelli has
become one of the most electric performers of
any time. It shows in this album. M.A.

GUNS AND BUTTER. Cotillion SD 9901, $5.98.
I he Gun, and Butter sound is interesting as
well as melodious. It is agreeable jazz -tinged
rock in which violin, viola, flute, and saxo-
phone predominate. H.E.

JOHN BALDRY: Everything Stops for Tea.
Warner Bros. BS 2614, $5.98.
A follow-up to Baldry's notable 1971 release,
"It Ain't Easy." Produced by Rod Stewart and
Elton John like the last, it's a worthy display of
Baldry's warm blues voice, but not the best he
can do. M.J.

HISTORY OF ERIC CLAPTON. Atlantic SD 2-
803, $1 1 .96 (two discs).
Jean -Charles Costa's detailed liner notes on
this two -record set are certainly deserving of a
Grammy Award nomination. They sympa-
thetically trace Eric Clapton's career from his
Yardbird days through his association with
Cream, Blind Faith, Bonnie and Delaney, and
Derek and the Dominos, and they refuse to in-
dulge in any of the "hype" that surrounds the
lives of rock giants. The recordings, which fea-
ture tracks representative of the many differ-
ent stages in the career of rock's most beloved
lead guitarist, are superb. H.E.

DENNIS LAMBERT: Bags and Things. Dunhill
50119, $4.98. Tape: 0. M85119, $6.98;
Se M55119, $6.98.
Dennis Lambert has one of the most appeal-
ing voices I've heard lately in pop music, both
strong and warm. Happily, Lambert has a
song that is on its way to being a hit, an inter-
esting thing called Ashes to Ashes (co -written
by himself and Brian Potter), about the irrevo-
cable changes we all experience these days.
"Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, It's the way the
west was won. Amos 'N' Andy and nickel
candy have fallen to the gun." Excellent al-
bum, engrossing talent. M.A.

THE FABULOUS RHINESTONES. Just Sunshine
JSS 1, $4.98.
This new band contains former members of
the Electric Flag and the Illinois Speed Press.
Fans of those hard -driving groups will like this
hard -driving group. H.E.
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Please run my ad as shown below:

for sale

"HARD TO GET" RECORDS -ALL SPEEDS, RECORD Exchange,

842 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, LOWEST PRICES. TAPE CENTER,

Box 4305C, Washington, D.C. 20012.

OPERA TAPES -GREAT PERFORMANCES OF PAST 35 years.

Free catalog. Ed Rosen, P.O. Box 4497. Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS ON CASSETTES OR REELS. THOU.

SANDS OF YOUR FAVORITES LIVE AGAIN. LOW PRICES, HIGH

QUALITY. CATALOG 504. REMEMBER RADIO, INC., BOX 2513,

NORMAN, OKIA 73069.

OPERA TAPE BARGAINS! -$3.50 -(REELS & CASSETTES). BOX

1101. WOODHAVEN, NEW YORK 11421.

"LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCES ON REEL-TO-REEL TAPES. In-

credible performances dating back 40 years, from PONSELLE.

CALLAS. Catalog: MR. TAPE, Box 138, Murray Hill Station, N.Y.C.

10016."

BASF, MEMOREX. SCOTCH reels, cassettes. 8.tracks. Lowest

prices. S&S Audio, Box 2065, Champaign, III. 61820.

AR. KUL ADVENT, DYNA OWNERS -low cost electronic equal

ization for your particular speakers overcomes limitations of
bookshelf enclosures, provides full -range performance. Complete

specifications from Norman Laboratories, 520 Highland Parkway,

Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

SCOTCH TAPE AT DEALER PRICES. Send for Price List. Feder-

ated Electronics. Inc., 11826 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles Ca.

90064.

Rare Soundtracks for only $5 plus trade. List 254. D. Seward
600 E. 53rd St., Austin, Tx. 78751.

SOUNDTRACK ALBUMS. FILMS. WHALON, 2321 HILL, RE.
DONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90278.

CANADIANS-DYNACO COMPONENTS at TREMENDOUS DIS-
COUNTS. Write En -Jay Sales, Hornepayne, Ontario.

TAKE SOUND OFF your Cassette or Cartridge with "ERAS-

ETTE". Our exclusive electronic wash (-65db 01111) gives you a
like new Cassette or Cartridge in an instant. Less than 1.1b: self

contained, 4 -"AA" battery powered. $12.50 postpaid. Calif. resi-
dents add sales tax. Magnesonics Corp., Box 127, Northridge,
Calif. 91324.

THE GREATEST R&R ALBUM two years in compilation. Avail.

able only thru mail. All songs released in original master form. 19

songs incl Bopalena, House of Blue lights. Strange Love etc. All

songs are collectors items and stylistic landmarks in Rock and
Roll. Send $5.00 to Album POB 1301. Studio City, Calif. 91604.

MOVIES -SHOWS rare out of print LP's. 254 for huge catalog:

Soundtrack and Casts, P.O. Box 81, New York, New York 10002.

WEST COAST -lowest prices -factory sealed cartons -fast
service -write for quotes on most major brands -Western Sound
Components, 1019.62nd St., Oakland, Calif. 94608.

Rare out -of -print motion picture soundtrack and show albums.

Steiner, North, Waxman, Bernstein, Styne, etc. Only the best.
Send 254 for new catalog to ReCollections -P.O. Boo 197. Roselle

Park. N.J. 07204.

miscellaneous

SLEEP -LEARNING -HYPNOTISM! TAPES, RECORDS, books,

equipment. Also Alpha Brainwave Feedback devices. Free catalog.

Autosuggestion. Box 24-F, Olympia, Washington 98501.

SCOTCH TAPES. CASSETTES -CARTRIDGES -REELS. Catalog

104. Tower. Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO -Your best source for radio tapes. Box

8404.1, Olivette. Missouri 63132.

KLIPSCH, JBL, TANNOY, MARANTZ, THOR-
ENS, RABCO. No discounting. Superior Sound, 1801 Brewerton

Rd., Syracuse, N. Y. 13211.

MEMOREX recording tape, audio & video, lowest prices. Write

for free information. BERGETZ SYSTEMS CO., Box 1181, Melrose

Park, Ill. 60161.

RENT STEREO TAPES $1.50 week, Postpaid -new. Catalog 254.

Tape Library, Box 8126, Washington, D.C. 20024.

SCOTCH TAPE44150, 1800 Foot, 7 inch reel, Polyester, $1.95

postpaid; $1.87 (12); $1.75 (48). Recorders, Cassettes, Open
Reel Music Tapes (100 -page DISCOUNT CATALOG 254) SAXI.

TONE TAPE SALES 1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C.
20009.

MOST AMAZING RADIO SHOW ever produced. Featuring Ken

Nordine. On Cassettes. Free Brochure. "Incredible, But True!"
Sawyer, Michigan 49125.

ANY RECORD. ANY TAPE AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. En.

roll in Saturnian Record Club. $1.00 Lifetime Membership Fee
brings you a Free Schwann Catalogue and Forms for immediate

ordering of any record at unmatchably low prices. No minimum,

no limit. Write Saturnian Record Club, 507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.
10017, Box H F.

PHASE LINEAR model 700, $779.00. Sent Postpaid. DTR
Sound, 2575 Main, Littleton, Colorado 80120.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices

for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire. Grado and ADC. Send for

free catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE

CARTRIDGES, Dept. H. Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.

RADIO RERUNS catalogs $1.00 (refundable). Box 724-HF, Red-

mond, Wash. 98052.

HIGH FIDELITY IS ON MICROFILM: Back copies of HIGH FIDELITY

are available on microfilm dating from APRIL 1951 to DECEMBER

1970. Microfilm copies of articles from any of these issues may
be obtained from Billboard Publications at a cost of $1.00 per
page. For further information contact: Denis Hyland. Corporate

Research Division, Billboard Publications. 165 W. 46th St.. New
York, N.Y. 10036.

CIRCULAR CASSETTE CAROUSEL Compact tape file system. Elim-

inates awkward boxes. Details FREE!! T. Enterprises, 813H Clover

Drive. Symsonia, Ky. 42082.

SOUNDTRACKS -SHOWS. 84 STAMP FOR LIST. CHESTER F

PIELL, BOX 107, FLEMINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08822.

THE BA -A -D SOUNDS ARE ON GROOVE MERCHANT RECORDS.

COUNT BASIE, CHICK COREA, JIMMY McGRIFF, JEREMY STEIG,

O'DONEL LEVY, JUNIOR PARKER, DAKOTA STATON, REUBEN

WILSON. LUCKY THOMPSON. GROOVE HOLMES. Send for free

catalog to Dept. H. Groove Merchant International, Inc.. 1 Gulf &

Western Plaza, New York, New York 10023.

RENT 4 -TRACK OPEN REEL TAPES -ALL MAJOR labels -3,000

different -free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 57 St. James Drive, Santa
Rosa. Cal. 95401.

STEREO TAPE RENTAL FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE. Free cata-

log Gold Cost Tape Library. Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hia-
leah, Fla. 33912.

CASSETTES-60.minute stereo/monaural rentals (90 days):
$2: Majestic. 9651 Foxbury, Pico Rivera, California.

wanted to buy

CASH FOR UNWANTED STEREO LPS AND PRERECORDED

TAPES. Rede, 81 Forshay Road. Mosey. New York 10952.

new equipment for sale

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES WARE-
HOUSE IS COMING TO YOUR AREA. FRANCHISES AVAILABLE.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE. P. 0. BOX 8057, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA
32505.

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND. Save money! Decca. SME. Tray-
scriptors. Tandberg. Revox. Cambridge. KEF. Gold Speakers. Or -
talon. Leak. Goldring. B&O. Price list free. For catalog send $2.00
bill ($4.00 almost). Credited on $100.00 purchase. Goodwins, 7
Broadway. Wbodgreen. London N22. Visitors welcome.

NEW LOW PRICES ON COMPONENTS, SYSTEMS! SAME DAY
QUOTES! FAST, LOW-COST GUARANTEED DELIVERY! YOU'LL
HEAR MORE FROM REDWOOD STEREO!! R.S.C., PO BOX 2794,
SAN RAFAEL, CALIF. 94901. (415) 472.2255.

"Enjoy whopping savings on factory fresh stereo components.
No fair trade here. Write for prompt quotations. Our 11th music
year. Potomac, Box 34204, Washington, D.C. 20034."

real estate

IDEAL 5 ACRE RANCH. Lake Conchas. New Mexico. $2.975 No

Down. No interest. $25.00 monthly. Vacation Paradise. Money

Maker Ranchos. Box 1093411. Alameda. California 94501
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Before you buy, be sure to
check our price list. You'll be
glad you did.

Write us for our new catalog including
bulk tape prices, DEPT. F, or check our'
number on the reader service card.

Boston /AUDIO
/ COMPANY

1 Discount Drive, Randolph. Mass. 02368
( East Randolph Industrial Park. )
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the tape
deck BY R.D. DARRELL

Old Comrades and Personal Suscepti-
bilities. Some old musical friends turned
up a while back, bringing with them (as
old friends often do) some awkward
problems. At first I was tempted to avoid
writing about them at all. rice I would
have to acknowledge the obvious weak-
nesses that might mak:-. them non grata
in many listeners' hones. But finally I

decided to risk it in the hope that there
may be others who will share at least
some of my personal relish in welcoming
back old comrades-perhaps as much for
their flaws as in spite of them.

Objectively, there's much to compli. n
about Bernard Herrmann's "Impres-
sionists" program with the London Phil-
harmonic (London/Ampex 8 -track car-
tridge M 95062 and cassette M 94062.
$6.95 each; 71/2-ips reel L 75062, $7.95).
The title is inaccurate except for De-
bussy's Clair de lune and Plus que lente;
the performances are mostly too soul-
fully expressive and lacking in infectious
zest; and the Phase 4 recording is too
sumptuously opulent for its materials.
Yet altogether apart from giving us the
first recording in some forty years of the
amusing Ravel-Branga Five O'Clock fox
trot, plus new versions of the too -sel-
dom -heard Honegger Pastorale d'ete and
haunting Faure Pavane, these pieces
(and the Satie-Debussy Gymnopedies)
hold a special nostalgic appeal for those
passionate record collectors of the Great
Depression era who survive today-
among them a then apprentice com-
poser/conductor and journeyman re-
viewer/discographer. For us, rehearing
these onetime "discovery" favorites is a
wryly poignant experience.

Later, in the Forties and Fifties, a
wider circle of discophiles got to know
and love one of the finest horn players of
all time, the tragically short-lived Dennis
Brain who played everything superbly
but above all excelled in the four Mozart
horn concertos. His incomparable ver-
sions of 1954 were of course monophon-
ic and the set's recording age shows up
unmistakably where Von Karajan's
rather routine orchestral accom-
paniments are concerned. But while
"electronic reprocessing" (actually
achieving minimal stereoism) wasn't
enough to keep later disc and reel edi-
tions in print, the set now has been re-
suscitated in 8 -track cartridge and cas-
sette tapings (Angel 8XS 35092 and 4XS
35092, $6.98 each) and proves-despite
all subsidiary weaknesses-to have lost
none of Brain's (and Mozart's) unique
tonal magic, vitality, and humor.

Late Weber; Pre -Ring Wagner. A con-
verse problem, also stemming from a
reviewer's personal experience and sus-
ceptibilities, is how to give due justice to
works of high merit and still admit that
one's heart isn't really in it-that respect
doesn't necessarily include love. The
first stereo (and tape) Oberon well may
be considered an outstanding triumph
by many listeners, and even I have only
relatively minor complaints about the
Kubelik performance starring Birgit
Nilsson and Placido Domingo; and I
have nothing but the liveliest praise for
the sweet yet vivid recording (DGG/
Ampex R 7035, two 71/2-ips reels, $21.95;
notes -and -texts booklet included). Yet
apart from a few sheerly magnificent
musical moments, the over-all lack of
dramatic grip, the long stretches of te-
dium (including those of unmercifully
extended German dialogue) stretch
one's powers of patience to the limit.
Purist opponent of excerpted perform-
ances though I normally am, Oberon is
one work where I'm forced to admit that
the parts are greater (or at least easier to
take) than the whole.

The more familiar Lohengrin is an-
other work that is now -spellbinding,
now -boring for many listeners who are
not wholehearted devotees of German
musical romanticism. I must admit, how-
ever. that its latest taping (now the only
available one) holds my attention better
than most versions, even those boasting
soloists vocally superior to the present
James King (Lohengrin) and Gwyneth
Jones (Ortrud), if not necessarily to
Gundula Janowitz (Elsa). Kubelik's
beautifully proportioned reading, the
first-rate Bavarian Radio Chorus and
Orchestra performances, and above all
the expansively warm yet lucid record-
ing (here favoring chorus and orchestra
vis-à-vis soloists, where the reverse was
true of Oberon) enable one to appreciate
perhaps better than ever before Wag-
ner's fabulously matured powers of so-
nority (DGG /Ampex U 3005, three 71/2-
ips reels, $36.95; notes -and -texts booklet
included).

Solti's Chicagoans at Krannert Center.
What a relief to turn at last to a release
that can be commended without either
subjective or objective qualifications.
The latest symphony in Solti's Mahler
series, the Seventh (Song of the Night), is
one of his very best (London/Ampex K
80249, 71/2-ips double -play reel; also K
10249 double -play cassette; $11.95
each). Not all Mahlerian aficionados, es-
pecially Bernstein's fans, will agree with
every detail of the Solti reading, but I
doubt that anyone can question the
clear-cut supremacy of the Chicagoans'
executant virtuosity. And I am partic-
ularly impressed by the solidity and
strength, as well as the lucidity, of the

recording itself-Solti's first, but surely
not the last, to be made in the Great Hall
of the Krannert Center of the University
of Illinois. That the ambience is an im-
provement over London's earlier Chi-
cago Symphony recordings is unde-
niable, but whether for this or other
reasons the engineering characteristics
also differ considerably. The sonic quali-
ties somewhat resemble those of Ameri-
can Decca's Cincinnati series: seemingly
dark, even bottom -heavy in the first mo-
ments of audition, but before long re-
vealing no lack of genuine brilliance (at
least from a midhall vantage point) as
well as exceptionally satisfactory over-
all sonority and impact. This would be a
decisive . first choice even if the 1966
Bernstein/Columbia taping were still in
print along with the less competitive
Ahravanel/Vanguard reel also of 1966.

Recorded Pianism Par Excellence. The
Horov, it/ legend gains a new chapter
with the release of an all -Chopin pro-
gram that combines a leftover from an
April 1966 Carnegie Hall concert with a
batch of studio recordings made five
years later (Columbia MR 30643, 71/2-ips
reel, $7.98; also MT 30643 Dolbyized
cassette and MA 30643 8 -track cartridge,
$6.98 each). The tautly assured live per-
formance is of the Op. 61 Polonaise-Fan-
taisie; the studio ones feature the sel-
dom -heard, lightweight, but engagingly
bravura Introduction and Rondo, Op.
16, along with four more familiar
pieces-all played with almost unbe-
lievably dexterous articulation and
point. Both types of recordings are first
rate, with a naturally somewhat warmer
acoustical ambience in the "live" ses-
sion. And the Dolbyized cassette edition
matches the reel in every respect, includ-
ing surface quietness, while excelling it
in freedom from some slight opening
pre -echo.

Then the Cliburn legend receives an-
other boost, the best since its sensational
beginning, in a less spectacular but richly
satisfying Brahms recital (RCA Red Seal
RK 1215 cassette and R8S 1215 8 -track
cartridge, $6.95 each). The pianist seems
more emotionally involved here than in
most of his recent releases, yet his execu-
tant-and dramatic-grip has tightened
rather than loosened in the two Op. 79
Rhapsodies; Op. 118, No. 3 Ballade; Op.
116, No. 3 Capriccio; Op. 39, No. 15
Waltz in A flat; and six intermezzos from
Opp. 116, 117, 118, and 119. The re-
corded piano tonal qualities are just
about the most opulent ever captured on
discs or tapes and while some smooth
surface noise is evident in the quietest
passages, the cassette processing is quite
admirable by non -Dolby standards. And
here the tape editor with whom I have
jousted in the past demonstrates how
skillful he can be!
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With the optional AX -20
mixdown panel, Simul-Sync
recording can be dubbed
down to two -channel stereo
or mono demos.

TEAC's new multi -track
decks are the fourmost.
TEAC was the first to introduce four -channel decks, long before
any others were around. Now we introduce the incomparable
3340: destined to be the fourmost.
A proven pro, this deck combines the best features of TEAC's
forerunners. At first glance, you're struck by its studio sophistication
It's a professional 101/2" deck with 15 and 71/2-ips speeds, and it
delivers "four-in-hand" versatility. TEAC's Simu -Sync' system for
recording individual irstruments separately at any time, all in
perfect sync. Added to its "one -man -band" recording ability, the
3340 records superb four -channel stereo, as well as regular
two -channel stereo and 1/4 -track mono.

" isi

- r -oh
TEAL  -

If you prefer slightly less
four -channel sophistication,
take a look at our new 2340.
It's like the 3340, but with
71/2 and 33/4-ips speeds, and
takes 7 -inch ree.s.
If you want the fourmost,
you owe yourself the best -
a TEAC 2340 or 3340.

AX -20

TEAC Corporation of America.T E AC.
7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello. California 90640

TEAC Corporation. 1-8-1 Shiniuku-ku. Tokyo. Japan
TEAC EUROPE N V Kapelweo 45-47, Amsterdam-W.2. Holland

In Canada' Whi:e Electronic Development Corp.. Ltd.. Toronto
CIRCLE 67 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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introducing
a.great new

receiver...

KR -6200

240 Watts (I11F),

Direct -Coupling,

FM/AM

Stereo Receiver

KENWOOD KR -6200
KENWOOD, always at the forefront of advanced stereo technology, incorporates the
newest, most sophisticated engineering techniques in this luxurious new receiver to achieve
brilliant new performance and unsurpassed reliability.

 Continuous Power Output...a new measure of power for a more accurate indication of true performance, fo:
shows the KR -6200 delivering 45 watts per channel, both channels driven simultaneously into 8 ohms,
at any frequency from 20 to 20k Hz.

 Direct Coupling in the Power Amplifier Stage...assures extraordinarily flat frequency response throughout
the audible spectrum, with a uniformly high damping factor. .cr-

i,71 Advanced PNP Can -Type Transistors in the Preamp ...insure low -noise performance, circuit reliability
and an exceptionally wide dynamic range.

 Exclusive New Double -Switching Demodulator... in the MPX stage, plus a new block filter design, improves
stereo separation to better than 25 dB at any frequency from 100 to 10k Hz and reduces IM distortion.

 Newly Designed FM IF Stage...with IC and 3 -element mechanical filter, offers superb capture ratio
(1.5 dB) and excellent selectivity (65 dB).

 Superbly -Engineered FM Front End...delivers maximum sensitivity (1.7 11V) and a signal-to-noise ratio
better than 66 dB. S N measured at three additional checkpoints shows a sharp quieting slope of 52 dB at
5 p.V; 59 dB at 10 p V; and 66 dB at 50 p V.

 Sophisticated Controls for an Expansive Sound System... including a dual tape monitor system; special
midrange tone control; terminals for 3 sets of stereo speakers, phono and 2 aux; plus other convenience
features...add the final luxury touches that make the KR -6200 a superb stereo receiver.

For complete specifications, write...

1
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KENWOOD 15777 So, Broadway. Gardena, Calif. 90248
72.02 Fifty first Ave., Woodside. N.Y. 11377
In Canada: Magnasonic Canada. Ltd., Toronto.
Ontario; Montreal. Quebec; Vancouver B.C.
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